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Grammar of the Siona Language, Colombia, South America
ABSTRACT 

Alva Lee Wheeler
The grammar of the Siona language, Colombia, South America 

is oriented to the tagmemic school of linguistics. Special at
tention has been given to the grammatical role of constituents 
in terms of their particular structural level (sentence, clause, 
phrase, word, etc.). Relationships between structural levels 
are stated on the assumption that a complex constituent mani
festing a tagmeme of one level is further analyzable in terms 
of tagmemes of the next lower level.

The most complex levels of structure in Siona are the claus 
and the word. Clause structure is displayed in summary form by 
way of a matrix chart (page 2 k ) . This chart presents the eight 
basic clause types of the language along one perimeter and the 
structural variants common to each one along the other, 'ford 
structure has its greatest complexities in the verb, which is 
analyzed in terms of three lower levels. Verb classes are iden
tified with the basic clause types they manifest. A salient 
feature of noun structure is the'occurrence of classifier suf
fixes to form the bulh of the noun stems. Animate noun stems 
are distinguished on the basis of classifiers for masculine, 
feminine, and plural. Inanimate noun stems occur with any of 
twenty classifier suffixes indicating shape or function.

The section on discourse structure presents the language 
from perspectives that point to overall semantic relationships. 
Although these relationships do not lend themselves to segmen
tation and constituency in grammatical strings, they form an 
integral part of the language. It is in this area that further 
study is being directed.
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000. Introduction 

010. General
Siona is a member of the Western branch of the Tucanoan 

family^ and is spoken by about 150 people, who live at three 
points along the Putumayo River (Colombia-Ecuador border) 
betweeii mouths of the Cuhembi and the Pinuna Blanca. The 
language has minor dialect variations associated with geo
graphical spread and age differences. It is mutually intel
ligible with Macaguaje, spoken by about 50 people in scat
tered dwellings along the Putumayo at Tablero and El Hacha 
(below the mouth of the San Miguel)} and along the Mecaya 
and Senseya, tributaries to the Caquetd.

Earlier recordings of the Siona language under the 
names of Ceona, Zeona, SionI, and Quenquejoyo have been made 
by Franciscan missionary priests, whose first contact is re
ported to have been 1638 or earlier.^ Mission establish
ments along the Napo, San Miguel and Putumayo rivers met 
with native resistance and failed on numerous occasions until 
1752. From then until the 1870’s the Franciscan missionaries 
maintained active work at several stations. Many of them 
made special efforts to learn the native language and left 
recorded word lists and catechisms.^

The Siona were considered the prestige people of the 
upper Putumayo during the period of the Franciscan influence, 
and attempts were made to establish the language as the lingua 
franca of' that region. Population estimates ranged up to
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'8,000. Contacts with civilization since the "beginning of the 
twentieth century have resulted in a I'apid trend toward ex
tinction. '‘White man's disease" in the form of small pox, 
measles and whooping cough, along with the Siona's inability 
to cope with these, has been the major cause of depopulation. 
Today only three or four older men retain tribal dress and 
other practices. No one has been initiated into the office 
of shaman since before the death of Arcenio Yaiguaje, the 
"Taita Grande" of the Putumayo, in 1961. Arcenio had 'disqual
ified all the Siona men because of their use of commercial 
liquor in addition to their manioc beer, thus bringing "impu
rity" upon themselves.

At this writing Siona is still spoken in the family 
unit, although many people under twenty-five deny they under
stand more than a few words of the language. Intermarriage 
with whites and with Indians of other tribes (Cofdn, Quichua) 
is common. Social, political and economic aspects of the 
culture are approaching almost complete integration with those 
of the white community. Chief Ricardo (younger brother to 
Arcenio) maintains very little influence on the tribe, but 
gains his reputation by posing for photographers in his or
nate festive dress.

The name Siona seems to have been given by the Witotos 
(inhabitants of the lower Putumayo). In their language the 
term means "perfume people," which fits the practice of the 
Siona men in applying native perfumes to the decorative palm 
fibers they attach to their upper arms. Another possibility,
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which seems less plausible, is that Siona is the name given 
by priests and x̂ hite settlers , who have observed that these 
people’s answer to a common greeting "Where are you going?" 
is zi6na "to the field." The Siona call themselves g^tiya 
b ^  "people of the Wild Cane River," which is the Putumayo.

Contemporary investigation hitherto has consisted of 
sporadic gathering of word lists for purposes of classifi
cation,^ in addition to a concentrated effort by Manuel 
Jos<§ Casas y Manrique, whose field notes date from 1959 un
til the present.^

As I gathered language data during various sojourns in 
the tribal area between i960 and 1968 , the following inform
ants were especially helpful: Ricardo Yaiguaje, Sstanislao
Yaiguaje, Francisco Piaguaje, Luciano Piaguaje, Sofonias 
Iianigua je, Aurelio Yaniguaje, Gladys Cabrera (all of Buena 
Vista, the center of the tribal area along the Putumayo); 
and Cornelio Payoguaje , who lives near the mouth of the 
Pinuna Kegra and represents the Kacaguaje dialect.

It is difficult to evaluate the special help and en
couragement my collegues of the Summer Institute of Linguis
tics have given me throughout the period of investigation.
To begin with Dr. Kenneth Pike provided me with insights into 
the analysis of the language during workshops at Limoncocha, 
Ecuador in i960 and 1961. His theoretical work is the prima
ry influence on the development of this presentation. Dr. 
Catherine Peeke made many valuable suggestions at about the
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same time. I-"benefited greatly from the data gathering and 
tribal experience of Orville Johnson in Secoya, a language 
closely related to Siona. My thanks also, go to Dr. Viola 
Waterhouse for her help on various aspects of the grammar 
analysis in 1965: to Dr. Esther Matteson, who read this dis
sertation and made many valuable suggestions; and to Miss 
Carolyn Muller, Miss Eeverly Brandrup, Miss Sheryl Takagl, 
and Mrs. Doris Svedberg, who typed the manuscript.

Of the faculty and graduate students in the Department 
of Linguistics, University of California, Berkeley, who have 
influenced the formation of my theoretical views, I am espe
cially grateful to Drs. Mary R. Eaas , M.B. Emeneau, Madison 
S. Eeeler, Wallace L. Chafe, William Shipley, Terrence 3. 
Kaufman, and 0. Brent Berlin.

I am deeply conscious of the help given by my wife 
Margaret, who, with our four children, accompanied me to the 
tribal area, learned to speak the" language, established many 
friends among the Siona, and contributed greatly toward win
ning the confidence of these people.

Sponsorship for this investigation has been under the 
auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Santa Ana, 
California.

020. Linguistic model
£This description of the Siona grammar0 is tagmemically 

oriented.^ The term tagmeme refers to a grammatical unit or 
constituent (together with its conditioned variations) which
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bears a specific function (also called slot) within a larger 
structural unit and is realized by one or more given classes 
of constructions (fillers of a slot). This analysis ap
proaches the clause level as a convenient starting point 
(Section 200). After the internal structure of each clause 
type (in terms of the function-class relationships of each 
constituent unit) and their external distribution (in terms 
of larger construction classes which manifest sentence level 
tagmemes) are stated, the analysis proceeds to the next low
er level and deals with the constituent tagmemes composing 
the phrase (Section 3>O0). Subsequently the word, and then 
the theme, stem and root are analyzed in like manner (Section 
^00) until the lowest common denominator, the morpheme (or 
hyper-morpheme) , is cited according to its distribution class 
by which it is labeled in the lexicon.

Ideally, one should begin the succession of analytical 
steps at the top level in the hierarchy, discourse, and pro
ceed. from there to sentence and then clause, so that tagmemes 
are analyzed by level of complexity as followsj

Discourse
Sentence
Clause
Phrase
Word
Theme
Stem

morpheme
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However, clause is used as a starting point in the anal
ysis because it encompasses a fairly controllable "chunk" of 
the grammatical structure. Sentence (Section 500) and dis
course (Section 600) are dealt with at the end of the descrip 
tion as aspects of the grammar which tie together relation
ships on a less segmentable basis and explain features of syn 
tax which cut across various levels of the grammatical hier
archy.
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100. Brief statement of phonology®

110. Consonants
Consonants consist of two series of stops^. fortis (as

pirated) p n t, k, kw and lenis (glottalized) b, d ( g^ gw ; 
sibilants s (fortis) , z (lenis-glottalized)^ b (fortis af
fricate); semivowels w and y; nasals m and n; and laryngeals 
h and hw (fortis)^ and ? (lenis).

Lenis d is retroflexed and has allophone [£] occurring 
intervocalically. Semivowel y has allophone [n] occurring 
contiguous to a nasalized vowel. Glottal stop /'?/ is very 
faint and is accompanied "by a glottal effect on the contig
uous vowels in certain environments

120. Vowels
Vowels are of six tongue positions:

Front Central Back 
High i 4 u
Low e a o

Back vowels are rounded. Contrast "between oral and nasal
ized counterparts occurs for all vowels except in the envi
ronment adjacent to a nasal consonant, in which case only 
the nasalized counterparts occur. Low front vowel e has the 
value of [£] and has allophone [aj] when nasalized. All vow
els have voiced offglide (phonetically long vowel and de
scending pitch) when they occur as stressed single vowel nu
cleus of word initial syllable and are followed by an un
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stressed syllable. All single vowels have voiceless off glide 
preceding a stressed syllable with fortis consonant onset.

130. Stress
Stress is non-contrastive, but is analyzed as phonemic 

because of the conditioning effect it has on adjacent vowels 
and on the selection of certain allomorphs of stem inflec
tion. Stress occurs obligatorily on all verb stem syllables, 
all root syllables and various suffix syllables. Some sin
gle-syllable morphemes have stressed and unstressed alter
nates. Stress is not written on the first syllable of a 
stem or root unless the stem or root is monosyllabic.

Stress is reduced on words that do not occupy a nuclear 
position in the phonological phrase, so that the resultant 
phonetic effect Is the same as in cases where stress does 
not occur. Phonological phrase^ is a term used among tag- 
memicists to refer to a level of phonological structure in
volving one or more word units, i.e. a head word and its at
tributes. It is fruitful in explaining conditioning factors 
for phonological variation on lower levels, e.g., word, syl
lable, phoneme. The phonological phrase (structural level 
of the phonological hierarchy) usually coincides with the 
grammatical phrase (structural level of the grammatical hi
erarchy) , but not when the grammatical phrase has such com
plexities as apposition, series, disjunct constituents, etc. 
In Siona the phonological phrase consists of optional onset, 
obligatory peal: and optional off glide. The peak coincides
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with the head word of the grammatical phrase. The stress of 
that word is distinct, and no leveling of phonemes occurs. 
Words (or syllables) which coincide with the onset and off- 
glide positions of the phonological phrase are not stressed 
as heavily as they would be in isolation or in the peak posi
tion. Because of this phenomenon, syllables are shortened, 
and intervocalic glottal stop is not articulated. Only the 
glottal effect on the contiguous vowels remains. The fol
lowing examples illustrate yi?4 "First person singular" and 
gi?i£ it louse" first in the peak position of a phonological 
phrase, then in the onset position.

•» .-■»» -.oPeaks [y4?4bi s&iyi]1  ̂"I am going."

[ba g^? n̂i, Bidh^7 ]̂ "Pick out that louse."

Onset: [yi z£bi t\?4bi] "My son arrived."

[g^ wk,?tide k6w4] "I bought a louse blade

(comb)."

1*1-0. Syllable
The syllable canon is described phonemically as:

CV(V) and CV7-
Glottal stop never occurs in word final position. Two round
ed vowels never occur contiguously.

A two-vowel sequence is considered a complex nucleus of 
a single syllable because the timing and intonation involved
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in its articulation is the same as that of a single stressed 
■vowel. Sequences of W'; also occurs hut morpheme boundary 
always occurs between the final vowel and the glottal stop. 
See the distant past constructions illustrated in Section 
bl2.3.

150. Morphophonemics
-i 7Morphophonemic alternation within the word-1-'' unit is 

stated as follows:
u >4 before o.

contiguous to a nasalized vowel. 
Nasalization carries through w ? y^ ĥ  and ? to the following 
vowel.

Glottal stop is intercalated between a vowel and a le
nis consonanty and the lenis consonant becomes fortist when 
the following vowel is stressed. The phoneme sequences GVi 
and CV?i (whether oral or nasalized) are shortened to CV 
preceding a stressed syllable that has a fortis consonant 
onset.• In cases where these sequences do not coincide with 
grammatical stem boundaries f shortening to CV occurs pre
ceding any stressed syllable.
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200. Clause structure
Two sets of structural criteria distinguish Siona clause 

types. These are illustrated each along different axes of 
Chart page 2 k . The vertical axis Indicates the distinctions
"based on the internal composition of the clause. The types of 
constituent elements, their relationship to each other, and the 
way they pattern in the maximum expansion of the clause com
prise the internal composition, hence these clause types are 
referred to as composition clause types.

The horizontal axis indicates the different forms the 
composition types may manifest as they are distributed as func
tional elements among their various higher level syntactic en
vironments ? such as sentence or discourse, and as well, as 
units embedded within clause or phrase level construction.
These different forms group together as members of a paradigm 
corresponding to a particular composition type and are herein 
referred to as distribution clause types.

The syntactic categories indicated as composition types 
are summarized in terms of a tagmemic formula for each (Sec
tions 211-218). The concepts therein manifested are essen
tially the same as those expressed in the phrase structure com
ponents of Transformational Grammar^ , and would correspond to 
the categories of deep structure. Likewise the different forms 
that the composition types manifest (i.e. distribution types) 
represent essentially the transformations which are assigned to 
the phrase structure component, according to the transformational 
school, and coincide with their concept of surface structure.
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Chart I 
Siona Clause Matrix
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For convenience of description these two types are illus
trated in chart form (Chart I } page 2*0 as intersecting vec
tors of a matrix. The total array of Siona clauses classified 
according to both sets of criteria amount to fifty-six types ̂ 
as a result of multiplying the eight composition types by the 
seven distribution types. A particular clause type represent
ed by the intersection of two given vectors of the matrix may 
be labeled Transitive-Declarative% Descriptive-Adjectival 
Progressive-Subordinate etc. In this description the compo
sition types are assigned number codes 10 through 80? and the 
distribution types are assigned 01 through 07. Combinations 
of these types will be referred to by their appropriate num
ber combinations? 11 for Quotative-Subordinate, 25 for Tran
sitive-Declarative ̂ 56 for Stative-Interrogative Corrobora
tive t and so on to cover the entire scheme.

The composition types  ̂with respect to their component 
tagmeraes and interrelations ? are discussed in Section 210.
The analysis of individual tagmemes is further elaborated in 
Section 220. Variations in form and distribution are covered 
in Section 250 on distribution types. Section ZkO deals with 
the perfective clause type? which is a separate category of 
syntactic construction from the major patterns displayed in 
Chart I , page 2 k .

210. Composition clause types
The nuclear tagmeme of a clause is the predicate? which 

is the only obligatory element of all clause types except
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the Equative 70 (Section 217). Other clause level tagmemes. 
are key-^ to the definition of the clause type f and/or they 
perform a central role of syntactic relationship to the predi
cate. Object^ Referentf Goal and Quotation are of that type^ 
since their potential occurrence along with the type of predi
cate determines the basic clause type. Subject does not bear 
this determining feature, since it occurs in all the clause 
types except the Impersonal 80 (Section 218) , but its close 
relationship to the predicate justifies its role as central in 
the clause. Should the subject tagmeme not occur overtly 
other syntactic features brought to light through discourse 
analysis make clear the covert element functioning as logical 
subject.

Other tagmemes such as Time1 Manner^ Interjection^ and 
the Locatives do not perform a central syntactic role in dis
tinguishing one clause type from another. These elements^ as 
stated by L o n g a c r e f u n c t i o n  as setting. They perform a 
peripheral role or backdrop for the dramatis personnae, or the 
central elements.

In order to minimize redundancy and simplify the descrip
tion only the central tagmemes of a clause type will be men
tioned in the following discussion on differences in clause 
types (Sections 221 and 222). The peripheral elements will be 
presented in Section 223.

The order of tagmemes in sequence is fixed only where 
indicated in the particular clause type. The most frequent
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order is shown by the formulae. It is normally the case that
the predicate occurs finally in the clause. Only in the De
clarative clause type (Section 232.1) do other tagmemes follow 
the predicate and then only as an afterthought to clarifjr or 
to highlight other information pertinent to the communication.

[ S ] [ 0 ] CP-25] [ O-ap■ ] [ O-ap ]
sl'̂ A wa?n4 ?oddde dAwi, piso tidyetfe-1-̂ , ya^dibay^de.
“Everyone brought chonta palm, to place on the floor,
as flat sections.11 
[ T ] [ 0 ] [P-25] [ G ]
h^?4cH'bl- vi,side t^w^, zi6n^. "Then I planted the pine
apple, in the field."
The afterthought element may involve a subordinate clause 

as well as a nominal constituent of a declarative clause, in 
which case the afterthought is analyzed on the sentence level 
(Section 511).

In general, clause level tagmemes preceding the predicate 
assume no significant order, except that the first position 
in the clause bears a special degree of prominence before the 
others.

A basic difference between clause types is that certain 
tagmemes occur in one type and not in another. Two such 
differences constitute emically different clause types.^
All the clause types have different types of predicates and 
are so Indicated by the numerical code which occurs suffixed 
to the predicate symbol P- and to the clause symbol C1-.
These codes correspond to the appropriate categories indi-
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cated in Chart I. page 2h. This distinction may have as its 
basis the fact that only a certain list of verbs comprising a 
distinct grammatical class constitutes the fillers of the 
given predicate slot.

The first six clause types, Quotative, Transitive, In
transitive , Progressive, Stative, Descriptive, represent vary
ing degrees of transitivity. The ^quative and the Impersonal 
are radically different types.

■̂ ach formula is followed by verbal interpretation of its 
symbols.

211. Quotative clause 10
Cl-10 = ±S ±G ±Q ±R +P-10 

■ Quotative clause (Cl-10) consists of optional tagmemes: 
subject (S) , goal (G), quotation (Q) , referent (R); and of 
obligatory quotative predicate (P-10) tagmeme. The distin
guishing features of the Quotative clause are: the quotative 
predicate slot, filled by a class of verbs denoting speaking, 
thinking, or revelation (through dreams or visions); the 
occurrence of a quotation (Q) tagmeme, which involves either 
direct quotation, indirect quotation, or a noun phrase or 
pronominal referent substituting for either of the first two; 
and the occurrence of a referent (R) tagmeme, indicating the 
nominal element about which the quotation refers. Goal (G) 
identifies the addressee. Subject (S) is the addressor.

[ Q ] C G ] [F-15]yal waisi kokdde y4>in\ kidbi.
"He told me the story of the tiger killing."
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[ w Q ] C P-15 ] [ R ]k a ?kti.ye wes4go kdh^ bai,>4, bdgotl.
"'She doesn't know how to cook,' they were sayingi
about her."
[ Q ][Inj][P-15 ] [S ] 
sal ?4dyet6 yud do’̂tdwi, y4?4.
"Now I thought about wanting to go."

212. Transitive clause 20 
Cl-20 = ±S ±G ±0 +P-20
Transitive clause (Cl-20) consists of optional tagmemes 

subject (S)? goal (G)? object (0), and obligatory transitive 
predicate (P-20). The distinguishing feature of the transi
tive type is that the verb class occurring in the predicate 
slot denotes action which is directed toward an object. Al
though the object tagmeme is essential in the definition of 
the transitive type it is optional in occurrence. An object
is at least implicit in all transitive clauses.

[ 0 ] [ G ] [P-25]
ho'?yd yainj, wi‘?6n^ bdhi.
"He keeps a dog in the house."
C S ] [ 0 ] [P-25] [ G ] 
pdtSobi wedde we?6hi wi^ns^.
"Pacho is carrying the corn to the house."
[0 ] [ G ] [ P-25 ]
gqn§ bdginj, vt}kwdh^?4.
"Give him beverage to drink."
[0 ] [P-25] 
das§ sa6bi.
"He sent a message."
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[Inj][ Ins ] [M ] [P-25] 
yud y6 wa'?tibi bes& w&hi9!.

“Now he quickly killed him with a paddle."

213. Intransitive clause 30 
Cl-30 = ±3 ±G +P-30
Intransitive clause (Cl-30) consists of optional tag

memes subject (S) f goal (G)? and obligatory intransitive pred
icate (P-30). The distinguishing feature of the Intransitive 
type is that the verb class occurring in the predicate slot 
denotes action or motion toward a goal} but not toward an 
object.

[ G ] [P-35] w4?6n^ s£hi?l.
"He went home."
[Ins ] [ G ] [P-35] 
y6gubi sidibin^ mq ĥij.
"He is drifting downriver by canoe."
[ G ] [P-35]
go?g6n^ hij'̂ hjj.
"He is ill with a cough."
[ S ] [Ins ] [P-35] 
kuy&bi m^?4'bi ddhi ;>i.
"The foreigner came by trail."
[ M ] [P-35] 
hud§da'?du tudhl.
"He alights like a dove."

21^. Progressive clause *K)
Cl-lJ-0 „ ±S +P-4-0
Progressive clause (Cl-40) consists of optional sub-
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Ject (S) tagmeme and obligatory progressive predicate (P-^0) 
tagmeme. The progressive clause type is characterized by the 
occurrence in the predicate slot of a class of verbs indi
cating that the subject is undergoing some kind of change 
whether gradual or sudden. This type does not involve a goal 
nor an object.

[P-^5]
ne±?5lh\.

"It is getting late."
[ S ] [P-^5 ] 
todwibi hw6hi'?I.
"The shotgun went off."
[ S ] [M ] [P-45] 
h^mtjbi besd nq?$bi.
"The armadillo quickly became caught."
[ S ] [P-^5] 
ho'?Sd si’̂ bi.
"The fermented beverage ran out."
[ S ] [P-^5][Inj] 

wa?k4bi wahihi yud.
"The child is getting well now."

215, Stative clause 50 
ci-50 = ±s iin +P-50
Stative clause (Cl-50) consists of optional tagmemes 

subject (S) } and locative referent (LR)? and obligatory 
stative predicate (P-50). The predicate slot of the stative 
type is filled by a class of verbs which indicates a tempo
rary state of being in reference to a given place. Many of 
these stative verbs have intransitive counterparts which
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involve action directed toward a goal. The locative referent
tagmeme is related to the goal^ but the two are distinguished
formally (Sections 222.1 and 222.2).

[ LB j [P-55] stjki kabite tuihl.
"He is seated on a tree limb."
[ LR J [P-55] 
zlayate wawahi.
"It is floating in the river."
[ S ] [ LR 1 [P-55] 
yi?i yo’hegibi yogute
"My younger brother is seated in the canoe."
[ S ] [P-55]
?uvubi dehi.
"The sloth is hanging."
[ LR l [P-55]
stjki k&bite dehi.
"He is hanging from a tree limb."
[ LR/ } [P-55]
hai h^qdite wehi.
"He is reclining in the big hammock."

216. Descriptive clause 60 
Cl-60 = ±S ±DM +P-60
Descriptive clause (Cl-60) consists of an optional 

subject (S) tagmemej an optional descriptive manner (DM) 
tagmeme, and an obligatory descriptive predicate (P-60) 
tagmeme. The descriptive predicate slot (P-60) is filled 
by a class of verbs indicating quality. The main structural 
difference between the descriptive and the progressive
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clause types is the fact that the manner tagmeme (CM) is 
manifested "by a limited number of adverbial constructions 
(Section 222.1).

[Int][P-65]
'J)ai d4k4hi. 11 It is very heavy."
[ S ][Int] [P-65]
gat&bi ,?ai hihdhi. "The rock is very hard."
[P-65]
de?6hi. "It is good."
[ S ] [ DM ] [ p-65 ]
?ijkw6bi tod.vdu m^h|?^h^.
"The fruit is red like fire."

217. Equative clause 70
Cl-70 = ±S +PR +P-70
Equative clause (Cl-70) consists of optional subject 

(S) tagmeme, and obligatory predicate nominative (PR) and 
equative predicate (P-70) tagmemes. The equative predicate 
slot is filled by a class of verbs consisting of tv.To members 
ba?l "be" and 7^y§ "appear."

[ S ] [ PR ] [P-75]
w4?6 hai w4?* ba?ihi.

"This house is a big house."
[ S ] [ PR ] [P-75] 
y4'?4 wa?k4 h^v  ̂wa?k4 ba4,;,4.
"I was a sick person,,"
[ PR ] [P-73] 
wah4 y4go ?4y§So.
"She appeared afraid."
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[ ' s ] [• PR j [P-75]
'?4 sotodo wa^wase'^e ba9lhi.
11 This clay pot is ■broken."
r S ] [ , PR ] [P-75]

sotodo wa?wasi sotodo ba’̂ihi.
"This clay pot is a broken pot."
[ S ] [ PR ] [P-75] 

sotddo wa?w&sido ba-i>ihi.
"This clay pot is a broken one."
[ S ] [PR ] [P-75] 
h^‘?4 k4ysfc zodye ba?ihi.
"Those clothes are for washing."
[ PR ] [P-75] 
zodyo w^s6yo ba‘?ihi.
"It is a long pole."

218. Impersonal clause 80 
Cl-80 _ ±R +P-80
Impersonal clause (Cl-80) consists of optional referent 

(R) tagmeme and obligatory impersonal predicate (P-80) 
tagmeme. The impersonal predicate slot is filled by a class 
of verbs which may be inflected only in the third person 
singular masculine. No overt subject occurs in this clause 
type.

[ R ] [M ] [P-85] 
y4?4de gu?d w^nQhjj.
"I feel bad."
[M ] [P-85] [ R ]
?ok6 ?4dhi bdgitd.
"He is thirsty."
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[ P-R5 ] 
gû d-hi,

11 I'm hungry."
[P-83 ]
ha^sihi.
"It hurts."
[ R ] [P-P3 ]
sjjh^hit^ havslhi.
"(My) head hurts."
One or two speakers t who have had heavy exposure to 

Spanishf transfer the Spanish passive vert construction 
into Siona by casting it in the form of the Siona imper- 
s onal claus e.

[T ] [ R ] [ P-8^ ] [P-35]
f6Sa bdgitd sendldsd^d t^’̂ bi.
"He arrived on the date indicated by him."
(Soanish: "LIeg6 en la fecha indicada cor 61.")

220, Tagmemes of the composition clause types.
The characteristics of each tagmeme on the clause level 

are stated in terms of a grammatical slot or function (sym
bol to the left of the colon) and the grammatical element 
filling that slot (symbol to the right of the colon). The 
fillers of a particular slot may be of a single construction 
class or of several construction classes, such as a temporal 
phrase, temporal pronoun, or temporal clause as fillers of 
the time (T) slot. A particular construction class may occur 
as a filler of several different slots.
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Since each clause type has a different predicatef these 
tagmemes are analyzed separately in Section 221. Other tag- 
memes performing a central role in the clause construction 
are described in Section 222. Those tagmemes performing a 
peripheral role in the clause are presented in Section 223.

221. Predicate tagmemes
Each predicate tagmeme is the nucleus of the clause type 

wherein it occurs. Each predicate slot is filled by a dif
ferent class of verb or verb complex (Section >60). The 
differences are stated in terms of a semantic feature in
herent in the verb stem class in relation to the kinds of 
clause level tagmemes which occur as complements of that 
verb stem class and/or in terms of the structural features 
of the verb class.

221.1. The quotative predicate (P-10:v-10) tagmeme occurs 
in the quotative clause (Cl-10) and consists of a quotative 
predicate slot filled by a quotative verb class. This verb 
class has as its membership verbs denoting addressf thinking 
dreaming, etc. , which may be complemented by a direct or 
indirect quotation (quotation tagmeme Q), the participant to 
which the quotation refers (referent R) , and the participant 
to which the address is directed (goal G).

[ Q  ] E R  3 [ G  ] [ P - 1 5 ]  vai de?6ye n^h^, bdgi yaide yi^in^ kdbi.
" ’He hunts well,' he said to me about his dog."
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[ Q ] [ ' G ] [P-15]b ^  kokdde m^k^n^n^ kdwi.
"I spoke the people’s language into the machine."
[ Q ] L R ] [P-15 ]de'd b ^ g i  ba^ihi m^^de do'tdwi.
" ’He is a good person.’ I thought concerning you."
[ Q ] [ G ] [P-15]
si-’A ma^ yo,,6s6'’dde hihdginij kidwi.
”1 told the chief all we had done."

221.2. The transitive predicate (P-20sv-20) tagmeme occurs 
in the transitive clause (Cl-20) and consists of a transitive 
predicate slot filled by a transitive verb class. This verb 
class encompasses causatives as well as simple transitives 
(Section ^13.2) t and is complemented optionally by both object 
(0) and goal (G) tagmemes. Hven the transitives that have been 
made causative by suffixation may not be complemented by a sec
ond object or goal. Such a construction would occur in the 
form of a subordinate clause (Section 223.1) 4 or an accompani
ment tagmeme (Section 223.1) in the same clause.

[ 0 ] [ G ][P-23]
wa?tide zi6n^ sdbi. "He took the machete to the field."
[ 0 ] [ G ] [P-25] [ A ]
wavtlde zi6n^ sa6bi4 y-î i z \  n^k6n^.
"He sent the machete to the field with my child."
[0 ] [ G ] [P-25]
wide sjjh^bin^ hdhi/i. "He shot the agouti in the head."
[ 0 ] [P-25 ] [ G ] [P-25 ]
yi;i d^h^de ho’kdwi. sidibin^ ho?kdwi.
"I left my wife. I left her downriver."
[ 0 ] [ G j[P-25]
ho?yd yaini, wi?fen« bdhi. "He keeps a dog in the house."
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221.3. The intransitive predicate (P-30tv-30) tagmeme occurs 
in the intransitive clause (Cl-30) and consists of an intran
sitive predicate slot filled by a class of verbs which indi
cate motion toward a goal (G)} but which may not be complemen
ted by an object.

[ G ] [P-35]
zi&yan^ gahewi. «I descended to the river."
[ G ] [P-35]
zionq saihi. "He is going to the field."
[ S ] [ G ] [ p_35 ]
wekibi so?on^ wi'-’wibi. "The tapir ran far."
[ S ] [ G ] [P-35]
n^sobi y±'?4nq m^h^7^. "The wooly monkey came up to me."
[ S ] [ G ] [P-35]
yaibi yih&nq k^hjt. "The jaguar sleeps on the ground."
[ G ] [P-35]
da-frn̂  Juj'̂ hjj. "He is dying of a disease."

221.*1-. The progressive predicate (P-A0:v-^0) tagmeme occurs 
in the progressive clause (Cl-^O) and consists of a progres
sive predicate slot filled by a verb class indicating that 
the subject is undergoing some kind of a change, whether grad
ual or sudden. . It is not complemented by goal, object, nor 
referent.

[ S ] [P-45]
de?o ?qnn}guse yqt&hi. "A good day is dawning."
[Inj] [S] [P-iJ-5]
yu& si'?£bi. "Now the food has run out."
[ S ] [P-*J-5]
yi'^i z£bi bqs4hi. "My son is becoming a young man."
[ S ] [P-IJ-5]
wq^si saw&bi ‘>-Q.hivi. "The dried up plant burned."
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221.5* The stative predicate (P-50:v-50) tagmeme occurs in 
the stative clause (Cl-50) and consists of a stative predi
cate slot filled "by a class of verbs which indicate a tempo
rary state of being and which are complemented optionally by 
a locative referent (LR) tagmeme.

[ S ] [ LR ] [P-55] 
ho?yd yaibi yavdibat§ d^hj,.
"The dog is standing on a sheet of split palm wood,"
[ S ] [P-55]
?u?fibi ddhi.
"The sloth is hanging."
[ M ] [ LR ] [P-55]
d6 hij'?̂  wa?ki?du h^'^dutd 'i>T^h3i.
"He is lying there Just like a sick person."

221.6. The descriptive predicate (P-60:v-60) tagmeme occurs 
in the descriptive clause (Cl-60) and consists of a descrip
tive predicate slot filled by a class of verbs indicating a 
quality about the subject. There is no occurrence of goal, 
object nor referent as complements. The theme suffix order 
if-00 "aspect" (Section ^12.1), the participial nominalizer
25.2 -sd̂ fe "completive" (Chart VIII, page 95 ), and the im
perative inflection (Chart IV, page 9*0 do not occur in the
verb construction.

[ S ][Int][P-65] 
s ^ 9s& ttibibi val dikihi.
"The heart wood pillar pole is very heavy."
[ S ][Int][P-65] 
bet6 g^-;>n£w^bi ?ai hihdhi.
"The coconut shell is very hard."
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[ s ] [ p-65 ]
^sigibi gosih6?ihi. "The sun is bright."

221.7. The equative predicate (P-70:v-70) tagmeme occurs 
in the equative clause (Cl-70) and consists of an equative 
predicate slot filled by a class of verbs having only two 
members, bavl "be", and ?^y§ "show, appear, cause (oneself)
to be seen." Its function is that of copula to show transition 
between the subject and predicate nominative.

[ PR ] [P-75]
?ai h\ji>̂  wa?k6 ^y^go. "She appears to be very sick." 
[ P R  ] [P-75]
hai gatdbi ba'-’ihi. "It is a big rock."
[ S ] [ PR ] [P-75]
v4 y6gnbi ?ai haigu ba^ihi. "This canoe is a big one."
[ S ] [ PR ] [P-75]
y4v4 yovh6g4bi '?a.i so '?6 saisi'?kl: ba'?ihi.
"My younger brother has gone very far away."
[ PR # ] [P-75]sqs£ h&b4 yud£ zihfe?idii k ^ s 6?6 bdhi'?i.
"It was where the herd of peccary had slept this morning."
[ PR ] [P-75]

t4yq ba?ihi. "There is food planting to be done."

221.8. The impersonal predicate (P-80sv-80) tagmeme occurs 
in the impersonal clause (Cl-80) and consists of an imper
sonal predicate slot filled by an impersonal verb (v-80).
The impersonal verbs are inflected only in the third person 
singular, masculine, and may be rominalized only by suffixa- 
tlon of order 23 -ye and -s6?6 (Section 411.4. Chart VIII, 
page 96 ). Theme suffix order 400 "aspect", and the
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Imperatives do not occur in the verb construction. Comple
mentation by the referent tagmeme is ,key to the definition of 
this verb class.

[ P-85 ] [ R ]gu?dhi yi'^ide. "It is hungry to me."
[ 0] [P-85] [ R ]
'?ok6 vidhi bdk6?dde. "It is thirsty to them."
[ R ][Int][P-85 ]
yi?4 g^s6watl ?ai havsihi.
"It hurts regarding my thigh."
[ B ] [M ] [P-85] [ Ins ]
bdgotd gu?d w^n^hjj tg^sd'dbi.
"It feels bad to her from the fall."

222. Central nonpredication tagmemes
Central tagmemes are key to the clause construction and 

are diagnostic components of the clause type in which they 
occur.

222.1. Descriptive manner (DMsNom/mod) occurs only in the 
descriptive clause type (Section 2l6). It is distinct from 
the manner tagmemes of the other clause types, since the 
filler list consists of either a nominal construction 
(Section 510) marked only with nominalizing suffix 25.1 -ye 
(Chart VIII, p. 96) enclitic 74 -du "like" (Section 5l3.l); 
or a modifier (Section 444). The descriptive manner tagmeme 
occurs optionally not more than once. The manner tagmeme 
occurring in other clause types encompasses a larger filler 
list (Section 225.7).
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[DM] [P-60] [3]
gadd dikihi b£gi. "He is extremely heavy."
[ DM ] [ P-60 ]
to& m ^  d ^ y ^ ' d u  m ^ h ^ ^ h ^ .
"It is red, like macaw feathers."
[ M ] [ p-77 ]
k6hd,'Iye do^gl'n^. "How much does it costf"

222.2. Goal (G:Nom) occurs only as a complement to verts
of motion, which are either quotative. transitive, or in
transitive. It is the point toward which the subject moves 
in the case of the intransitive, and the point toward which 
the object or quotation is directed in the case of the 
transitive and quotative.

It consists of a croal slot filled by a nominal con
struction (Section 310). The goal slot is identifiable by 
context and by the pattern of enclitic marking that occurs 
with the nominal construction. Hither -n£i, -ni,. or -de 
(nominal enclitic order 60, Section 5l5.l) occurs, depend
ing on the degree of focus given to the nominal element and 
whether the nominal refers to an animate or inanimate par
ticipant in the discourse (Section 622).

[ G ] [P-35]ko^kdw-in^ s^hl'i. "He went upriver."
[ 0 ] [ G J [P-25]
ydgutd b&gini, ''\siw4. "I gave him the canoe."
[ 0 j [ G ] [P-25]
go4 zi6de m®h^b4n^ dutAwi.
"I removed the turtle eggs from the sandbar."
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222.3. Locative referent (LRsNom) occurs only in stative 
clauses. It is parallel in function to the goal which oc
curs with motion verts. Since the stative verbs do not 
reflect the element of motion, the locative complementing them 
functions as a point of reference to the predication.

It consists of a locative referent slot filled by a 
nominal which refers only to an inanimate participant and 
which is obligatorily marked with nominal enclitic -de 
"referent."

[ LR ] [P-55]
h^§dit§ wfehi. "He is reclining in the hammock."
[ LR ] [P-55]
y6gut£ "He is seated in the canoe."
[ LR ] [P-55]
w4'?6de ba?ihi. "He is in the house."
[ S ] [ LR ] [P-55]
k^?k§bi ha?6de si^ihi.
"The caterpillar is clung to the leaf."
[ S ] [ LR ] [P-55] •
bj^^bi sijki kdbitl tulhi.
"The bird is upon the tree limb."

222.^. Object (0:Rom) occurs only as a complement to tran
sitive verbs , and indicates the recipient of the action. It 
consists of an object slot filled by a nominal. It is iden
tifiable by context and by the pattern of occurrence of the 
enclitic markers -nj,, -de, or no marker (Section 622 de
pending on the degree of focus given to the nominal element 
and whether the nominal refers to an animate or inanimate 
participant (Section 3l3).
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c 0 ] [ p-25 ]
?3$de kwa',ktiy4. "I am cooking food."
[ 0 ] [P-25]
?ad6sotd tidyi. "I am harvesting rice."
[0 ] [P-25]
yo?6 yo?6wi. "I did the work."
[ 0 ] [P-25][ G ]
ya'?6nlt hu4vi vaidun^. "I shot a peccary in the woods."
[ 0 ] [P-25]
yaide ?4y4w4. "I saw a tiger."
[ , 0 1 [P-25]
n^^ti ĥ '?£si';,k4de t^wi.
"They buried the one who died yesterday."

222.5. Predicate nominative (PBsadj/Nom)
The predicate nominative tagmeme occurs obligatorily

in-the equative clause type (Section 2l'7). The nominal
construction (Section 3l0) in this case does not involve
the occurrence of a function word nor of enclitic order 60
(Section 3l3).

[ PR ] [P-75]
zod daisi'',k4d§bdt4?4 bdhlvi.
"He was indeed one who had come (here) a long time ago." 
[ PR ] [P-75]
bqsig4 bak4y4« "He was a young man."
[S ] [Inj][ PR ] [P-75] 
bdgo yud wahi y4go '^y^go.
"She then showed herself afraid."
The adjective (Section *l4l) here enters into some idio

matic constructions that do not occur in the qualifier 2 slot 
of the noun phrase (Section 325). These are formed by suf- 
fixation of inanimate noun classifier order 20 and result in
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special semantic connotations. 
z \  "offspring, small" 
z£b4 "pregnant"
[PR] [P-75]
zĵ bi ba'?igo. "She is pregnant."
The following nominal clause (Cl-04) also patterns as

this kind of idiomatic construction:
[ PR ] [P-75] 
k4 be6w4 bdhi'?i.
"He was nude (i.e. } without clothes)"
The suffix 21.17 -wi "containing within" is associated 

with that of g^?n^wi "body" (Section ^22.1)

222.6, Quotation (Q:Disc/Nom) occurs only as a complement to 
quotation verbs. It consists of a qtiotation slot filled by a 
direct discourse of any length (Disc) or by a nominal (Horn). 
When the nominal occurs , the pattern of enclitic marking is 
the same as for inanimate object. The nominal may be an in
direct discourse of no more than clause length, or a con
struction referring to a discourse as its antecedent. When 
the direct discourse is short (generally eight or ten words) , 
the quotation tagmeme often occurs between the subject and 
the predicate, as indirect discourse constructions normally 
do. Long quotations usually precede or follow the rest of 
the clause construction.

[ Q ] [P-15] [S]
daim£|h£?̂  k&bi b&gi. " ’He didn’t come,’ he said."
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[ Q ] [P-ll] [ S ] [ Q ] [P-15]
h^?^de kdgin^ yi'^ga h^'^ka ba'^lto saiyij kdwi.
“When he said that, I said, ’If that’s the case,
let’s go.

[ P-ll ] [ S ] [P-15] [ Q ] [P-ll]
k4dni[ tihigin^ yek4bi sew6bi, .........  kdg4

[P-15] [S ]
sew6bi bdg4. "He finished telling it, and another 
person answered, ’........ ' he answered saying."

[ Q ] [P-15 ]
yai hulsi kokdde kidh^?i.
"Tell the story of the tiger shooting."
[ S ] [ Q ] [ G ] [P-15] [ R ]
bdg4bi had6n?j sdk4vn^ y4?4njl s&h^7^, y4'?4 ha9y4de.
"He asked me about my older brother, 'Where has he 
gone?’"

222.'7. Referent (R:Nom) occurs as a complement to quotation 
verbs and to impersonal verbs. It consists of a referent 
slot filled by a nominal, which is obligatorily marked with 
the nominal enclitic -de "referent" (Section 3l3.l). Most 
frequently the nominal filling the referent slot is animate, 
but the inanimate gender is manifest on occasion.

[ R ] [M ] [P-85]
bSgotfe de96 w^n§h^. "It feels good to her."
[ Q ] [P-17 ] [ R ]
g§ kokS kSyevn§ so?6 daisivk4de.
"What talk are they saying about the one who came from 
far?"
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[ B' ] [MJ [P-85]
yikin^ v'i£kti. b^de sai 'iA-hi.
"There is desire to leave with respect to our
(banisterium) drinking people."

222.8. Subject (SsNom) occurs in all clause types except the 
impersonal. It consists of a subject slot filled by a nomi
nal. It is identifiable'by context and by the pattern of 
occurrence of the nominal enclitic markers -ga (without en
clitic order 60). -bi , or no marker (Section 3l3f 622)  ̂ de
pending on the degree of focus given to the nominal element 
and whether the nominal refers to an animate or inanimate 
participant (Section 622). Context, along with the system of 
antecedents and switch reference (Section ^11.1.1.) deter
mines what participant in the discourse is functioning as
subject if the subject tagmeme is absent from the clause.
Although the subject tagmeme is not diagnostic of different 
clause types, it is central to the clause construction be
cause it is implicit in every clause except the impersonal 
type.

[ S ] [P-35]
yi^-iga saiyi. "And I , I ’m going."
[ S ] [ G ] [P-31] [P-35]
tavkAdi wa^n^bi bAgina gahfen^ si'Awi.
"The fire ants came down to him and latched on."
[S ] [P-i+5 ]
'’okb k^'n^h^. "A rainstorm is gathering."
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[ s ' ] [P-5l] [P-55]
yudd daisi^kibi vijm§njl k^h]^.
"The one who came today lay down and slept."

225. Peripheral tagmemes occur optionally in most clause 
construction types} with restrictions indicated under the 
discussion of the particular tagmeme. Their semantic content 
is usually supplementary to the central theme of the dis
course ̂ and they are not grammatically significant in de
fining clause types.

223.1. Accompaniment (AsNom) occurs optionally in all clause 
types except descriptive (Cl-60) t equative (Gl-70)^ and im
personal (Cl-80) } and consists of an accompaniment slot fill
ed by a nominal. It is characterized by obligatory occur
rence of nominal function word n^k6nij "with" (Section 3l3.2) 
in the nominal construction. The nominals occurring in the 
accompaniment slot are animate. The function word n^k6njj 
occurs occasionally in an inanimate nominal construction^ but 
only as a variant with the function enclitic -bi "source" 
(Section 3l3.l) when the construction fills the instrument 
slot (Section 223.4).

[ A ] [ 0 ] [ P-25 ]
h6rhe n^kdn^ wa'ide m^h^h^'1̂ .
"He went fishing with Jorge."
[ A ] [ G ] [P-25]
yiv4 wdgi n^kdnjj kod6ni^n^ sadwi.
"I sent (it) to the settlement with my in-law."
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[ A ] [ LR ] CP-55]
bAgi z \  n^kdnj, y6gut£
"He is seated in the canoe with his child."

223.2. Benefactor (BsNom) occurs in all clause types except 
the stative (Cl-50)# descriptive (Cl-60) t equative (Cl-70) 
and impersonal (Cl-80)^ and consists of a benefactor slot 
filled by a nominaly which is animate5 and which is obliga
torily marked by the function enclitic -de "referent"
(Section 3l3.1.). This tagmeme occurs optionally only when 
the verb theme suffix 201 -kai "benefactor" occurs in the 
verb construction (Section ̂11.1.).

[ B ] [ 0 ] [ P-25 ] [ S ]
kuyAde bA w4?6de yo?6kA4,>4 yik-in^.
"We made that house for the white man."
[ B ] [0 ] [ P-25 ]
ad^ we?6g4t£ y6gu tq'?t6kahi?i .■
"He hewed the canoe for the one named AdAn."
[ G ] [P-35 ] [ B ]
kod§n3,^n^ saikah^7^ yi?4de.
"Go to the settlement for me."

223.3. Interjection (Injsinj) occurs optionally in all 
clause types and consists of an interjection slot filled by 
an interjection word of which the membership is yuA "now" 
and its derivations (Section ^70). It normally occurs fol
lowing the subject (or clause finally as an afterthought) f 

in which case it highlights the whole clause. It may also 
highlight other clause level tagmemes when it precedes them.
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[ S ][Inj][ 0 ] [P-21] [Inj] [ 0 ] [P-25 ]
yi?4 <i%h<̂ 'bi yud wa-’tide yud kubi wa'?k4n^ bi'^ddgo.
"My wife then got the machete and she then chased the
pig."
[ 0 ] [Inj][P-21][ G ] [P-25]
'^y4 wa9kide yudda wdnj, zldyan^ sqhQw^.
"About then I killed the snake and. threw it in the
river."
[Inj] [P-45]
yud wahihi. "Now he is getting well."

223.4. Instrument (InsjNom) occurs optiona-lly in clause 
types quotative (Cl-10)f transitive (Cl-20) t intransitive 
(Cl-30)? and progressive (Cl-40)t and consists of an instru
ment slot filled "by a nominal ( which is inanimate y and which 
is obligatorily marked with the nominal function enclitic 
-hi "source" (Section 3l3.l). Inanimate nominals marked with 
nominal function word n^k6njj "with" (Section 3l3.2.) occa
sionally occurs as a variant of the enclitic (Section 223.1.).

[ Ins ] [P-25]
y6 wa9tlbi do9dwi. "I paddled it with a paddle."
[Ins ] [P-35]
m d a 4 94. "I came via the path."
[ Ins ] [P-43 ]
94k6 hudsfe9 6bi wah4 bi9ddbi.
"He began to get well from the medicine that was 
injected."

223.5. Intensifier (Intsint) occurs optionally in all clause 
types immediately preceding the predicate. It consists of an
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intensifier slot filled by an intensifier word class of one 
member '?a l  "much, very, greatly" (Section ^80).

[Int][P-35 ]
?ai w49w4bi. "He ran hard."
[Int][P—65]
?ai d4k4hi. "It is very heavy."
[Int][P-15][S]
■'’ai kdhi bdgi. "He talks much."

223.6. Locative source (LSsNom) occurs optionally in quota
tive (Cl-10) 9 transitive (Cl-20), and intransitive (Cl-30) 
clause types only. It consists of a locative source slot 
filled by a nominal denoting location and is obligatorily
marked with nominal enclitic -bi "source" (Section 3l3.l).
It indicates the point of origin of the action.

[ LS ] [P-35]
w4?§bi sdhl7!. "He went from the house."
[ LS ] [P-35]
zidyabi vetdbi. "He came out of the river."
[ 0  ] [ LS ] [P-25] [ Ins ]
gatdde gohgfbi vet6bi pdlabi.
"He took the rock out of the hole with a shovel."
[Ins ] [ LS ] [P-35]
y6gubi kokdyabi mq^i.
"He drifted from Coca Creek by canoe."

223.7. Manner (M:Nom/adv/Cl-03/mod) occurs optionally in al 
clause types except the descriptive (Cl-60) and the equative 
(Cl-70). Its usual position is immediately preceding the 
predicate, unless the intensifier tagmeme occurs. It con
sists of a manner slot filled by a Nominal (Section 310)^
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ad/vert (Section ^5), an adverbial clause (Section 251.5). or 
£ a modifier (Section W4). When the Nominal construction oc

curs in the manner slot it has as the filler of its function 
slot a construction consisting of optional enclitic 51 -ddb&. 
optional enclitic 6^ -de or 65 -da, and obligatory enclitic 
7^ -du. Wore than one manner tagmeme may occur in the same 
clause without order preference.

[M] [P-25 ]
se?d "^at some more (again)."
[ 0 ] [ N ] [P-25] 
sqm^njj bes& wai'4.
"I quickly killed the paca rodent."
[ M ] CP-35]
te^d w a ^ M  s & h i ' i .  "He went alone."
[ M ] [M]-[P-55]
v^y4',d.u bes& g^n^hjj. "He moves fast like a snake."
[M] [ M ] [P-25]
se^d gwj(n4h§''^''du yo'dwi.
"I did it again the same way."
[ M ] [P-85][ R ]
gqn^de '’ijkti v4d.hi bdgitd.
"He is thirsty for beverage."
[ M ] [P-25 ] 
kubinlj sad bi'M&bi.
"He set out sending the pig off."
[ LS ] [ M ] [P-35] 
pikd de^dtobi gahd d&hi,>i.
"He came down descending from the clouds."
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223.8. Time (T:Tem) occurs optionally in all clause types.
It consists of a time slot filled by a temporal construction 
(Section 3^0). It may occur more than once in the same 
clause without order preference. When noun classifier suffix 
order 20 occurs y selection is restricted to temporal suffixes
22.2 -d^, 22.3 -ti } 22.*1- -to (Section 42^.1). Occurrence of 
function enclitics (Section 3l3) is restricted to optional 
enclitic 51 -debd^ optional enclitic 6l -bi (time since) and 
optional enclitic order 70. Of the function words only t4kd 
"until" may occur.

[ T ] [P-351yudfe ?i£ni!jgtis§ sdhi?i. "He went today."
[ T ][P-35]
zih6‘?id^ w4'?4. "I got up at dawn."
[ T ] [P-25]
zod ba?4 vTjm̂ gfisdŷ  yo?6wi.
"I did it in the days that were long ago."
[ T ] [P-35]
yuddda'^di ca^kdM. "He Jumped right then (suddenly)."
[ T ] [ T ] [P-25]
vok6d£bi zidya ko^hdye tikd h4h6w4.
"I waited during the rainy season} until the river
overflowed."
[ T ] [P-35]
dqm5j z^go wehdye ba75.d̂  ti^hi,.
"He will arrive when it is time for the girl to marry."

223.9. Vocative (Vocsn-p/n-k) occurs optionally in all clause 
types. It consists of a vocative slot filled by a proper noun 
(n-p) } or a kinship noun (n-k) (Section ^21.4)  ̂both of which
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are animate. It functions as a means of attracting the at
tention of the addressee. The vocative may occur only once 
within a sentence.

[P-35] [Voc]
saiyi^ m^m^. "Let's go. Child."

m^?£bi m^siyi ha'-'yi. "You know t Older Brother."
[Voc][P-35 ]
wdgi daih^^. " Come t In-law."
[ S ] [P-35] [Voc]

wa'^kAbi t^^bi '^n^. "The child arrivedt Dear."
[ 0 ] [P-25 ] [Voc ]
ŝ sfenjj kwqk6wi kobddi. "I let the peccary escape.
Godfather."

250. Distribution clause types
■ Each of the composition clause types discussed above 

and illustrated along the vertical axis of Chart 1̂  page 2b  

may be transformed into a variety of distribution clause types 
illustrated along the horizontal axis of the same chart. All 
the distribution type clauses are structurally distinct on 
the basis of their distribution within the grammatical hier
archy, correlated with variations in the verb inflection.

The independent declarative clause type (Cl-05) is 
viewed as the basic citation form. All other types are con
sidered transformational variants. The other independent 
clause types are confirmation interrogative (Cl-06) , and in
formation interrogative (Cl-0'7). The dependent clause type 
encompasses four sub-types. The first type (Cl-Ol) is in
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subordinate relationship to another subordinate clause or to 
an independent clause within a sentence construction. The 
other three types occur as embedded in clause level or phrase 
level constructions. The adjectival clause (Cl-02) occurs as a 
filler of the qualifier 2 slot (Q-2) of a noun phrase (Section 
325). The adverbial clause (Cl-03) occurs as a filler of the 
manner slot (Section 223.7). The nominal clause (Cl-0^) fills 
the nominal core slot of the nominal construction (Section 3ll)s 
the perfective nucleus slot of the perfective clause (Section 
24-0) f or the possessor slot of the noun phrase (Section 323).

231. Dependent clause types
231.1. Subordinate clause (Cl-01)

The subordinate clause is a sentence level constituent 
which depends on the following clause for semantic continuity 
and on the main clause for such grammatical features as per
son } number^ tense and aspect. The predicate slot is filled 
with any verb inflected with the definite theme (Section 
^12.1) plus the dependent inflection (Section *Hl.l). The 
degree of relationship between one clause and another due to 
the arrangement of the dependent inflection is discussed in 
Section 512. Easic differences in arrangement of the dependent
inflection are time oriented (suffix orders 500 and 510) and
condition oriented (suffix order 520).

[ G ] [P-31] [ 0 ] [P-25][S ]
ziAyan^ gah6n^ wa'ide m^fjw^ yi'4.
"I went down to the river and caught fish."
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[ 0 ] [ P-21] [ s ] [P-3l][P-3l][ P-25]
wa'-’ide mq^ginq yi?4 w&gibi hdni, salddabi.
"While I was fishing , my in-law, as he was drifting
downriver, pulled into (the "bank) and greeted (me)."
[ P-21 ] [ S ][P-5l][P-21] [ S ] [ 0 ]
saldddg4nq yikinqbi m̂ nj, ?^y4to y4v4 z£bi '?4ydde

£ wp~25 3vijk 6g4 bdhi'1!. "He greeted me ? we went up the "bank, 
and when we looked , there was my child eating tree 
grapes."

251.2. Adjectival clause (Cl-02)
The adjectival clause qualifies the head of the noun 

phrase as filler of the qualifier 2 slot (Section 325). It 
is characterized by the occurrence in the predicate slot of 
the definite verb theme construction (Section 4l2.l) without 
further inflection^ or of the descriptive verb stem (Section 
ifl3).

[ Q-2 ]
sqsd saisi m t u i  bi^ddwi.
"I set out following the trail the peccary had gone on." 
[ Q-2 ]
bAg4 '?4sisi kud.A wa'?k6de k a^kdn^
"I cooked the hen he had given me, and I ate her."
[ Q-2 ]
awj^ gah£hAi yih6.de de?w6h4?4*
"Fix up the ground the airplane is to land on."
[ Q-2 ]
yahd ‘'’ijkd w4?6de ba?ihi.
"He is in the house where banisterium is taken."
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[Q-2 ]
k4 zo& tqt6de m44hV ^ *  "Bring up the wash hoard."
[ Q - 2  ]
yo?6 yo^rne/^ B ^ n ^  do?Im4'?iy4.
"T/Ie don’t pay the people who don’t work."

[Q-2 ]
to& m4 ®4hq?4 d^y^tfi '^hs^h^’^*
"Go get the red feathers of the macaw."

231.5. Adverbial clause type (Cl-03)
The adverbial clause occurs as a filler of the manner 

slot of a clause (Section 223.7). It is characterized by the 
occurrence in the predicate slot of the uninflected -verb stem. 
The adverbial clause often shares nonpredication tagmemes 
with the clause in which it is embedded.

[ G ] [M] [P-35]
s4dib4n^ mq4 da4?4. "I came drifting downriver."

[ M ]
,?ai hihd w4?w4 s£hi?l.
"He went running very hard."
[ M ]
ya?dibay4de t46 Bi?ddwi.
"We set out putting palm sheets on (the floor)."

[M ]
z\ wa‘?n4n^ S6 gw es§go. "She made the children laugh."

Z 3 l A . Nominal clause (Cl-04)
The nominal clause type fills the nucleus of the nominal 

construction (Section 3ll). It is characterized by occur
rence in its predicate slot^ of the definite or descriptive 
verb theme (Section ^12) plus any of the noun derivational
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suffixes of order 20 (Section 420. Chart VIII% page 95 ) or 
any of the specifier nouns which occur in the Specifier 
Phrase (Section 350).

C Q , ]m^’?̂  wehdsS^dde do^tdwi.
"I thought about your having gotten married."
C S ]
p^,?kdsi wa'^Ide ?^yqbi ?al gu?dhi.
"It is very bad to eat rotten meat."

C s 3 oyahd '‘■qkiik6?dbi ?ai yo?6y4:.
"The banisterium drinkers suffer much."
( 0 )
£ 0 o ]ra^ti hij'?^si?k4de t^yq bdyi.
"They must .bury the one who died yesterday."
C 0 ]go4 ziddq^ g^n^sidq^de du?tddey4.
"The removed the turtle egg nests^ the ones that
had been laid."
[ G ]
wavti ho'?kdsiddn^ go4?i.
"I returned to the place where I had left the machete."
[ , S ]
hs^d^debd tq?t6si;k0.bi yudt^ wawdhi.
"The very first canoe that was hewn is still floating." 
The temporal clause type is structurally the same as 

the nominal but it is formed only by suffixatlon of the 
temporal classifier 22.2 -d^ (Section 424.1) to the definite 
verb theme (Section 412.1). The temporal clause occurs in
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the temporal core slot of the temporal construction (Sec
tion 3*1-1) , and the perfective nucleus slot of the perfec
tive clause (Section 2*1-0).

232. Independent clause types
There are three basic types of independent clauses; 

declarative (01-05), confirmation interrogative (Cl-Oo) , and 
information interrogative (Cl-07). There is very little 
structural difference between the declarative and the con
firmation interrogative types , but their distribtitional dif
ferences in higher level constructions justify the distinc
tion (Section 511). All of the independent clause types fill 
the nuclear slot of a sentence.

232.1. The declarative clause constructions (01-05) fill 
the declarative base slot of the declarative sentence (Sec
tion 511.1) , and is the basic form from which other distri
bution clause types are derived. Its predicate slot is 
filled by any of several types of verb construction, which 
are the definite involvement, imperative, subjunctive, 
detachment, indefinite involvement, and distant. These 
categories do not condition different clause types or sen
tence types , but the3'- are significant on the discourse level 
(Section 650).

232.1.1. Definite involvement indicates that the speaker 
or narrator has a personal interest in the circumstances.
Its verb construction consists of the definite verb theme
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(Section ^12.1) plus verb inflection order 530 or 5^0 
(Section *111).

C S J [P-25]
bA\c6‘>̂ bi m^siyi. "They know."
[ G ] CP-35]
y6 sa'Ado t4k& t j / ^ 1*
"He arrived as far as the canoe port."
[  ̂ 1 [P-25 ]‘’ai de^ye k a^kfigo. "She cooks well."
[ A ] [P-35]
yi*1!: ha^yi n^kdnjj sa-l'i.
"They went with my older brother."

232.1.2. The iraoerative has forms reflecting person as well 
as some distinctions in gender and number. The most common 
construction consists of the definite verb theme plus the
verb Inflection order 550. The first person imperatives are
further modified by occurrence of verb suffix orders 650 and 
750.

[ 0 ] [P-25 ]
,'ok6 tj/^de ‘'^h^mq. "Go get the half-gourd."
[0] [P-21] [P-35]
wa'i saiy^. "Let's go fishing."
[ 0 ] [ P-25 ]
k§ sijkiy^td k' "Don’t fell that tree."
[ 0 ] [ G ][P-21J[ P-25 ]
b& '’̂ ^da ''k&d^de wi'Sn^ s&njj t^zan^yi.
" I ’m set on taking those seeds home and planting them."
A polite form of the imperative is the same as that of 

the detachment construction, which consists of the definite 
verb theme plus verb inflection order 560 plus mood suffix
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662 -y^. In this context it refers to the second person.
[ 0 ] [P-25 ]
y6 tdb4t§ hu&giy^. "You push with the canoe pole."
[ 0 ] [ P-25]
to6.de z^goy4« "Light the fire." (feminine addressee)
[ 0 ] [P-25 ]
?^§de ?^y<ty4. "Sat the food." (plural addressee)

232,1.5. The subjunctive reflects an element of uncertainty. 
Its construction is composed of the indefinite verb theme 
plus the verb inflection order 560 or 570.

[ P-35 ]
saim4'?4si * "Maybe he is going."
[ P-25 ]
Mh6m^m4’;>̂ yq. "Maybe they won’t wait."
[ 0 ] [ P-25 ]
ĥ '?s6de du'?tdm4'i>̂ go.
"Maybe she is pulling up manioc."

232.1.^. The detachment category applies only to the third
person. Its constrixction consists of the definite verb theme
plus verb inflection orders 560 or 570 plus the mood suffix
662 -y4- It indicates that the speaker or narrator considers
himself apart from or riot involved in the circumstances. The
speakers attitude is reflected as faintly derogatory5 hence
this form is used commonly during gossip sessions? which are
frequent among the Siona.

[ S ] [P-25] 
kuyd m^m4gibi h6giy4*
"The foreigner’s baby is laughing."
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[ G ] [P-3l] [P-21] [ S ] [ PR ] [P—75]
w4'?6na t^v4n^ ^ y ^ o ,  y4?4 d^hQbi saisi^kf) bdk6y4.
"I arrived home and when I lookedt my wife was gone."
[ H ] CP-55]
h^Qditd w£giy4. "He reclines in his hammock." (Quote
from a myth.)
[ G ] [P-35]
zi&yan^ d4t§y4* "They sank into the river."

232.1.5. The indefinite involvement category applies only 
to the immediate past tense. Its construction consists of 
the indefinite verb theme with the occurrence of at least
one form for the negative plus the verb inflection order
570. It Indicates that the speaker or narrator concerns 
himself with the circumstances but is not aware of the time 
of their occurrence.

[ G ] [P-31][P-35 ]
y6gun^ k^ h ^  daim^tfe. "We came as we slept in the canoe."
[ G ] [0 ] [P-25 ]
y4'?4de das§ da6m4k6. "She sent me word."
[ • S ] [0] [P-21] [ p-35]
yi?4 z£bi goi bcjn4g4 saim^ki. "My son went to turn
turtles over."

232.1.6. The distant category has as its verb construction 
the distant verb theme (Section 412.3) plus the distant verb 
inflection. The construction may reflect detachment with 
verb inflection order 560 plus mood suffix 662 -y4 occurring 
or it may reflect definite involvement with verb inflection 
order 580 occurring. The occurrence of the distant category
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indicates that the speaker or narrator considers the events 
no longer pertinent to present circumstances but are rather 
"water under the bridge."

[ 0 ] [P-25 ] [ S ]
wi9§de n-^k^?w^ yikin^. "We built the house."
[ R  ] [P-5 0 ]  [I«I][P-3l] [ P-35 J
'^m^de ba,;,ig4 d6 bqn^n3t saigi b^hij.
"As he was up in the a i r   ̂he just turned and was going off."
[ A ] [ P-35 ]

n^k6n^ t3tv4m^'i>k6. "She didn’t arrive with us."

232.2. The confirmation interrogative clause (Cl-06) fills
the confirmation interrogative base slot of the confirmation 
interrogative sentence (Section 511.2)  ̂and its occurrence 
expects a yes or no response from the addressee. The response 
is' either ?4h£v4 11 confirmed 1" .b̂ hjj "no" or a repitition of the 
key verb in some form of the declarative. Its construction
consists of the indefinite verb theme plus the verb inflection
order 560 or 570. It involves three degrees of certainty:
positivef probable and negative. The positive form has no
occurrence of the negation suffix. The probable form has one
occurrence of the negation suffix. The negative form has two
occurrences of the negation suffix.

[ G ] [P—36]
sijkln^ m^ki. "Did he go up a tree?"
C 0 ] [P-26 ]
zi6de t4h4^g4. "Are you going to plant a field?"
[ G ] [ P-36 ]
9aidun^ saim4?4y$* "You’re going to the woods% aren’t
you (plur.)?"
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[0 ] [ P-26 ]
y6gu tq?t6nj, tihim^m^-^de. "Didn't they finish hewing
the canoe?"

232.3. The information interrogative clause (Cl-07) fills 
the information interrogative base slot of the information 
interrogative sentence (Section 511.3). Its occurrence ex
pects information other than yes or no from the addressee.
It is characterized "by the initial occurrence in the clause 
of an interrogative introducer tagmeme and the occurrence 
of mood suffix 66l -n§ "doubt" in the verb construction.
The interrogative introducer tagmeme consists of an introducer 
slot filled by an interrogative pronoun (Section ^35).

Simultaneously this interrogative pronoun manifests 
another clause level tagmeme: subject, object, time, manner,
instrument, referent, etc.; or the qualifier, numeral, or 
possessor tagmeme on the phrase level. The verb construction 
of the information interrogative consists of the definite 
verb theme plus verb inflection order 560 or 370 plus mood 
suffix 661 -n§ "doubt."

[ LS ] [ p-37 3 '
had6bi daigi?n§. "'Where do you come from:"
[ G ] [ P-37 ]
had6na saigi’̂n^. "Where are you going?"
[ R ] [ P-57 ]
had6de yi}v3jg4'?n§. "Where is he seated?"
[ S ] [ p-27 ]
had6lco'?dbi tq?t6devn§. "Which ones hewed it?"
[S ] [P-27 ]
n^bi hdki'pn(|. "Who shot it?"
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[G ] [ P-2? ]
?isig4',n§. "To whom are you giving it?"

[ S ] [ P-2? ]
g6 b^£bi t^Qde?n§. "What people wove it?"
[ ° ] [ P-27 ]
g§he?x z i & b ^ d e  g^n^go?n§. "How many eggs did she lay?"
[ M ] [ P-27 ]g§he?iye do9igi?n|. "How much do.es it cost?"
[ M ] [ P-27 ] •
kedka d4?d4gi;n^. "How are you going to carry it?"
[ S ] [ P-27 ]
g£'?n§g4bi yo^dgi^n^. "Who is it that made it?"

There are cases when the information interrogative has 
the formal characteristics of a subordinate and a main clause 
combined in a single sentence, however the lexical informa
tion points to a single underlying clause.19

g§de yo?6hi m^9^ sdk6?a nq94y^i,n̂ * "What are you doing
digging?" i.e. , "Why are you digging?"
This example is a rhetorical question used as a rebuke. 

It is in contrast with the following form, which expects in- 
f ormati on.

gfede mi?4 sdk6?d nq?4yq?n§. "Why are you digging?"
The following example, also rhetorical, implies a strong 

assertion, and may be viewed lexically as "With what motive 
would I drink banisterium?"

kedka n§g4 yah6de vtjk£ig4vn§. "How am I to gain drinking 
banisterium?" or "I have absolutely nothing to gain by drink
ing banisteriun."
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2 k 0 . Perfective clause types
The perfective clause type is analyzed apart from the 

main "body of clauses f since its internal composition does not 
consist primarily of a verb nucleus. It has structural fea
tures parallel to those of the main body} but its predication 
is formally distinct. The subordinate predication consists 
of a single form s4&- “be the case'1 with Inflection described 
below. The declarative and interrogative predication consists 
of suffixes to the final element of the perfective nucleus. 
These suffixes indicate person} number and mood^ but not tense. 
The significance conveyed by the perfective clause construction 
is that of permanent state.

There are three perfective clause typest subordinate} de
clarative and interrogative. Each has differences in predi
cation and differences in distribution within the sentence 
construction. The perfective nucleus (PN) tagmeme is the 
same for each type. It is analyzed as a perfective nucleus 
(PIT) slot filled by a nominal (Norn) constructionf adjective 
(adj)> interjection (inj) or intensifier (int). The nominal 
construction (Section 310) in this case does not involve the 
occurrence of a function word-nor of enclitic order 60 
(Section 3l3).

2^1. Subordinate perfective clause
PCl-s = +PN -s-PP-s
The subordinate perfective clause (PCl-s) consists of
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an obligatory perfective nucleus (PN) tagmeme and an obliga
tory subordinate perfective predicate (PP-s) tagmeme. It 
fills the subordinate base (B-sub) slot of a sentence (Section 
511).

The subordinate perfective predicate (PP-s) tagmeme consists 
of a subordinate perfective predicate slot filled by a sub
ordinate perfective verb (PP-s:pv-s). . This class of verb has
only one member s4d- "be the case." It is inflected with the
verb suffix orders 520 and 620, but most frequently with the 
suffix -nij, which in this case does not have its usual mean
ing of same or different subject for the following clause.

[PN][PP-s][ 0 ] [P-25]
yai s4&n^ wa'-’ide -i’̂ hjl. "Because he is a dog, he eats 
meat."
[PN ] [PP-s][ 0 ] [ P-25 ]
ha'}t& sidnf^ ci&ye pod6mat.4? .̂ ' "Because there were a 
lot, we couldn’t gather them up."
[ PN j [PP-s] [ 0 ] [ P-25 1 [S]
saisi'?kA sidnij bdgitd yiv4. "Because he was
gone, I didn’t see him."
[ PN ] [ PP-s. ] [0 ] [ P-25 1
ha'?sl n^yq sidtot^9^ "He might cer
tainly have had pain, but he didn’t drink the medicine."
[ PN ] [PP-s][ P-35 ] [ S ]
g^t4ya sidn^ boh6h^ bai^i yik4n^. "Because they
were Cane River people, we were happy."

2^2. Declarative perfective clause 
PCl-d = +PN +PP-d
The declarative perfective clause (PCl-d) consists of
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an obligatory perfective nucleus (PN) tagmeme and an obliga
tory declarative perfective predication (PP-d). It fills 
the independent base slot of the declarative sentence.

The declarative perfective predicate tagmeme is analyzed 
as a declarative perfective predicate slot filled by definite 
perfective> detachment, or subjunctive inflection 
(PP-d:per/det/subj). Each type of inflection is structurally 
different, but there are no differences in distribution. 
(Chart VII, page 9̂ )*

2*1-2.1. The definite perfective inflection (per) consists 
of verb suffix order 59° •

[ PN ][PP-d]
kudd zid’4. "It is a chicken egg."
[ PN ][PP-d] 
hi},?̂ si'?k4vpi. "He is dead."
[ PN ][FP-d]
ha?6yana^ saisi9k69d94. "They are gone to Leaf River." 
[PN][PP-d]
yai9pi. "It is a tiger."
[PN ][PP-d]
M^ria9k6. "It is Maria."
[PN ][PP-d]
bdgivpi. "It is he."
[PN][PP-d]
?al?4. "It is much."
[PN][PP-d] 
yud94. "Now is the time."

242.2. The detachment inflection consists of the obligatory 
verb suffix order 560 plus obligatory detachment suffix 662 
—y&. (Sections 2^2.1.4 and 411.5.5).
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[ PN ][PP-d]
bd s^w-^bi wehdha'?kovdyey4. “Those ones intend to be 
married.”
[ PN ][PP-d]
bdk6'?& yud dqm^ z^go''k6y4. “Their child, now, is
a little girl."
[ PN ][PP-d]
ho?yd yai wa?k4^k4y4. "It is a male dog.”

2*1-2.3. The subjunctive inflection cohsists of the obligatory 
negation suffix 301 plus the obligatory verb suffix
order 560 (Sections 232.1.3 and 4-11.5.3).

[ PN ][PP-d]
bet6 sijkiin4?^gi. "Maybe it is a coconut palm tree.”
[ PN ^CPPjd]
duidun^ duisi'-’pim^^Si* "Maybe it is sunken to the 
bottom.”
[ PN ][PP-d]
ti'^yd da4si'?k6m4'?4so. “Maybe she is the one who has 
given birth.”

2*1-3. Interrogative perfective clause 
PCl-ig = +PN +PP-ig
The interrogative perfective clause (PCl-ig) consists 

of an obligatory perfective nucleus (PN) tagmeme and an 
obligatory interrogative perfective predicate. It fills the 
independent base of the confirmation interrogative sentence 
(Section 511.2). The response expected is of the yes or no 
type. Information interrogative is not a category of the 
perfective type clauses.

The interrogative perfective predicate tagmeme consists
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of an interrogative perfective predicate slot filled "by in
terrogative inflection (PP-igtig). The interrogative in
flection (ig) consists of optional negation suffix 501 
obligatory verb suffix order 590 J and obligatory verb suffix 
66l -n§ "doubt" (Section ^11).

[ PN ][ PP-ig ]
zofe sqh§sd'?irâ '?̂ g4?n§. "Isn’t it long discarded?"
[ PN ][PP-ig]
g^‘?h<| b^g4g4vn§. "Is he a Cofan person?"
[ PN ][PP-ig]
g£,;>n§g4g4?n§. "Nhat (person) is he?"
[ PN ][,PP-ig ]
d^y§davk'Cidim̂ ''̂ gi',’n|. "Non’t it be a small one?"
[ PN }[,PP-ig ]
6cho wa? ns.m̂  ̂ ko
"Aren’t there eight of them?"
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300. Phrase structure
A phrase construction normally fills a clause level 

slot, although some types fill other slots on the phrase 
level (Sections 323 and 350). In order to present the syn
tactic relationships in most clause level constituent tag- 
memes (e.g., subject, object, goal, instrument, accompani
ment. referent), a sub-level designated nominal is posited. 
The noun phrase, which is one of the fillers of the nominal 
core slot of the nominal construction is presented in Sec
tion 320. The noun specifier phrase, which fills the head 
slot of a noun phrase, and the nominal specifier phrase, 
which fills the nominal core slot, are described in Section 
330. The temporal, which is a structural variant of the 
nominal, is different with respect to distribution. Its 
analysis is presented in Section 3^0. The temporal phrase 
(Section 350) is one of the fillers of the temporal core 
slot of the temporal construction^ The verb phrase (Section 
360) shows the relationship of auxiliaries to the main verb.

310. Nominal
Norn _ +NC ±Q-1 ±F
The nominal construction (Nom) consists of an obliga

tory nominal core (NC) tagmeme, an optional qualifier (Q-l) 
tagmeme, and an optional function (F) tagmeme, according to 
the order shown in the formula. It fills several of the 
non-predicate tagmemes on the clause level (Sections 222, 
223, and 2^0).
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3ll. Nominal core (NOsNP/Sp-nom/pr/num/n-p/Cl-O^)
The nominal core tagmeme consists* of a nominal core slot

filled by a noun phrase (NP)? nominal specifier phrase
(Sp-nom)4 pronoun (pr)? numeral (num)? proper noun (n-p)} or
nominal clause (Cl-04).

[ 0;Nom ] [ P-25 ]
y4?4 hai p̂ '?pA w4'?6de yo’dnj, t4hiw4.
"I finished making my big canambo leaf house."
[ S:Nom ] [OjNom][P-25]
?aidun^ saisi'-’ki se?dgabl wa'?ide htihi?i.
"Only the one who went to the woods shot any game."
[ SsNom ] [M] [P-35]
ĥ '?4ko'?dbi besd dat§y^. "Those ones came quickly." 
[OjNom][M][P-25 ]
bq'?h^ k 6 biMAbi. "He began to fell the thicket."
The nominal core tagmeme may be complex, in that repe

titions of it may occur in the same nominal construction.
Such repetitions of the nominal core may occur in two dif
ferent contexts: (l) in apposition to one anothert or
(2) in a sequence. These two contexts are structurally 
distinct one from another.

311.1. Apposition
Apposition is usually indicated by different types of

constructions in a series (NPf Cl-0^} Sp-nom).
[ NP ] [ C l-O k ] 
y4?4 yo'?h£g4 Juan we‘?§g4bi
my younger-brother, John named-one
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C . NP _ ] [ NP ]
ho?bd dd'?k6 s^mfjtd mi^yq^ ba'?iye de?k6de '’qkfibi.
•'He drank fermented liquid^ three fingers of it."

311.2. Sequence
Sequential listings consist of a series of the same kind 

ofconstructionf concluded by a nominal specifier phrase re
ferring to all the participants in the list. Rising intona
tion accompanies the end of each item in the sequence.

n^s6} t%t4 , huhd, sis4k6t h^-?4 wa’n^de huig4 b^w-^.
"I used to shoot the wooly monkey the trumpeter bird 
the turkey, the squirrel."

312. Qualifier 1 (Q-l:q)
The qualifier 1 tagmeme consists of a qualifier 1 slot filled 
by a qualifier} which is a word class limited to se'?6ga 
"only."

bdg4 se'?6ga m^sihi. "Only he knows." 
hai todwi se'^g^de ddbi.
"He brought only the big shotgun."

313. Function (F:en/f)
The function tagmeme consists of a function (F) slot 

filled by a function enclitic complex (en, Section 3l3.1) or 
a function word (f% Section 3l3.2). It indicates the gram
matical role of the nominal in the clause construction, the 
degree of focus of attention on the participant involved 
(Section 620) f and certain conditional qualifications.
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Restrictions on selection of individual enclitics of these 
orders are determined by the clause level slot which the 
nominal fills (Sections 222 and 225).

5l3.1. The function enclitic complex (en) consists of three 
orders of enclitics (Chart II} page 75). Each order of en
clitics is optional in occurrence. Any one or all three or
ders may occur( except that order 70 may not occur following 
enclitics 6l% 62 and 63.

[ Ins ]
kokAdfebAbi gw^s 6gi kAbi.

"He spoke commanding with the precise words of
the people.”
[ G ]k£ t4'?wi se?6gan^ sa4?4.
uI went only to the opposite riverbank.”
[ 0  ]
ya'?6 wa'̂ i m^''kAdi?ga ?3tsiw4.
"I gave him a piece of peccary meat5 too.”

?4k6d§bddet4?4 toyAbi ?iy4m^h4?V
"Although he drank the genuine drug, the vision 
did not appear.”
[ M ]
wek6da'>dd kA biMAbi.
"He began to speak like a parrot.”
[ M ]ĝ ?h§ b̂ 4 t i ^ ?dt t̂ §bi.
"He wove it like the CofAn people do.”
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Chart II 
Function Enclitic Orders

50 60

iIi1i

oo-

51 -d£b& "exactly 
in the center

6i -bi "source” 71 -ga "even( also"
precisely” 62 -n^ "motion to

ward - animate"
72 -t4v4 "indeed, although" •

65 -n^ "motion to
ward - inanimate"

75 -k& "especially

6 k -de ~ - t& U  
"referent"

7 k -dti. "like t as"

65 -da "more or 
less" 75 -di "conciseness"
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3l3.2. Function word (f)
Function word occurs as a filler of the function slot 

(F) of the nominal construction. It consists of tikd "until, 
toward1' and nak6ni "with."

[ G ] ,Pedro w4?6 sev6ga t4kd saiyi.
"I’m going only toward Pedro’s house."
[ . A ]wa9i m^si'?k4 na^kdn^ kokd kdwi.
"I conversed with the one who had caught the fish."
[ T ] 
bdgi t^?4y? tikd hih6yi|.
"Let’s wait until he arrives."

320. Noun phrase (NP)
Noun phrase consists of an obligatory head (KH) plus 

optional modifier, formulized as:'
NP_ ±Mod iD ±Po =Num iQ2 ±0.3 +NH
The order indicated is obligatory. Each component 

tagmeme is described as follows.

321. Modifier (Mod:mod)
The modifier tagmeme consists of a modifier (Mod) 

slot filled by a modifier (mod) , which is a class of words 
(Section W f )  which may also occur in the manner slot of a 
clause (Section 223.7) , and which is limited to gad§ "com
pletely" and d6 "just that and nothing more, just plain, 
in vain."
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[Mod]
gadd bat4 wa'?n^ sidn^ boh6h^ ba4?4.
"Since they were altogether people (not foreigners)
they were happy."
[Mod]
d6 yi?4 z \  wa,?k6bi ytjk6?4.
"It was Just my daughter sitting there."
[Mod]
d6 w edd a ' kdd^dt.d 9 t^bi .
"He planted Just corn seeds (and nothins else)."

322. Demonstrative (Dsdem)
Demonstrative tagmeme consists of a demonstrative (D) 

slot filled by a demonstrative (dem). This tagmeme has the 
function of specifying and making definite what the head 
noun refers to. There is no occurrence of generality (Section 
k 2 0 ) as a category in the head nouh construction when the 
demonstrative tagmeme occurs. Demonstrative (dem) is a 
class of words consisting of bd "that (nearby} in reach) " 

hd‘?d "that (nearbyj out of reach) kd "that (distant,"
" this."

[D]
bd yi?4 y6gubi gohd bdhi.
11 Tha t canoe of mine has a hole."
[D]bd dqm^ko ;dbi h^?s6de k^iddyi.
"Those women take care of the manioc."

'^bet6da?p4di^bi p^vkdhi.
"These little coconuts are rotting."
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k6 “Gross over to the opposite bank.11
. CD ]

h^?4 tsil,k6'dbi gT-es6 wa?ide v^\yqy4-
“Those people eat capybara meat."
[D ]
hb̂ \  wit6yot6 ?4h44ra<t* "Go set that fishing pole."

523. Possessor (Po:NP/Sp-nom/n-p/pr/Cl-0^)
The possessor tagmeme consists of a possessor (Po) slot 

filled by noun phrase (NP), nominal specifier phrase (Sp-nom) , 
proper noun (n-p), pronoun (pr) , or nominal clause (Cl-04).
The constructions filling the possessor slot are the same as 
those filling the nominal core slot of the nominal construc
tion (Section 3ll). There are internal differences, in that 
the participant in this function is always animate. It may 
be expanded to include appositions (Section 311.1) and 
sequence (Section 311.2). The implication is that there is 
no limit to the recursiveness of this structure, but in actual 
usage the possessor tagmeme is rarely embedded within itself 
more than once. This tagmeme is identifiable primarily by 
contextj but also by its position in the noun phrase.

[ P o l
yi?i m^ydbi k4&e t^?nigo. "My older sister is sewing
cloth."
C fo ]y4?4 w&gi w4?§n^ "I arrived at my in-law*s house."

[ , Po 1yek4 b ^  hihAgi k4?d6n^ sddey4.
"They took it to the other people's chief’s place."
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[ Po ]Pddro, Jud.n, bdko?a w4?6n^ sa4'?4.
"We went to the house of Peter and John."
[ Po ]
zod wa7k4. H6sa , h^74 wa?k4 y6 tdbi?4.
"It is the tall fellow, Rosa's husband’s canoe pole."

32*K Number (Numsnum)
The nuaiber tagmeme consists of a number (Num) slot

filled by a numeral (num) which is a class of words includ
ing si‘?d "allj" 7oy§ "many}" and ha'?t& "many," as well as 
the cardinal numerals with Spanish borrowings from four on 
up (Section ^2). Numerals may be inflected the same as 
nouns and stand in agreement with the gender classification 
and number of the head noun of the noun phrase to indicate 
focus of attention on quantity.

[Num]
te?d y6 wa?tl se7dgdde bdyi. "I have only one canoe 
paddle."
[ Num ]
s^rnt^w^ g^siwf^de ?-qkw6h^;’̂ . "Eat two pods of the 
medicinal plant."

[Num ]
bd yi?4 ŝ rat̂ td mepaSfsb'‘dnjj ku'7dyi. "I am looking for 
those three children of mine."

si?d b^^ wa'^n^bi y*V?kd da4'?4. "All the people gathered 
together."
[Num] x
dids ?qmfj wa'?n̂ njj hutdy^. "They shot ten howler monkeys."
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The numeral' functions in the same manner as a pronoun 
when it fills the nominal core slot (.Section 3ll) ? the head 
slot of the nominal specifier phrase (Section 332) } and the 
perfective nucleus slot of the perfective clause (Section 
2*1-0). It does not fill the possessor slot of the noun phrase 
as does the pronoun.

[ Nom ] .
k^dtrohi^e ci&wi. "We gathered up four of them."
C PN ]
s^mfjtSkd?&7L . "They are three."
[ Nom ]
ŝ nrty m̂ '?k&di^de 'i>3lsim^ yi'?4de. "Give me two of the items."

325. Qualifier 2 (Q-2:adj/Cl-02)
The qualifier 2 tagmeme consists of a qualifier 2 (Q-2) 

slot filled by an adjective (adj) or an adjectival clause 
(Cl-02). Either construction may bear further suffixation in 
agreement with the gender-number classification of the head 
noun of the noun phrase to indicate focu.s of attention on 
quality. The qualifier 2 tagmeme may occur more than once 
in sequence in a noun phrase construction. In that case an 
adjective precedes an adjectival clause.

[Q-2]
hai p6 wa?inj4 ma ĵbi. "He caught a big channel catfish."
[Q-2]
haigu m^s§ ydgutd tqvt 6 h a h i . "He set out to hew a big
achapo wood canoe."
[ °.-2 ]yudfe y^m^ k^si wi'?6de ba'?ihi.
"He is in the house he slept in last night."
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ŝ'-’y^hq9  ̂y^k6de bdhi yai wa9k4.
"The jaguar creature has yellow eyes."
The noun z \  "offspringt shoot of a plant or tree" may 

f•unction as an adjective meaning "small" and fill the 
qualifier 2 slot of the noun phrase. However? it does not 
occur with classifier suffix order 20 unless special se
mantic connotations are involved (Section 2 2 2 A ) .

326. Qualifier 3 (Q-3:n)
Qualifier 3 tagmeme consists of a qualifier 3 (Q-3) 

slot filled by a noun (n). Its function is to specify the 
kind of object the head noun is.

[Q-3]wi '■’6 w^s 6d e. kw 6 hd£ 9 i .
"I set out to cut down poles for the house."
[Q-3]9uti ha96n^ toydwi. "I wrote it on wasp leaf (paper)
[Q-3]tod. n^s6de 9̂ y4w-̂ . "I saw a caimo-fruit colored
wooly monkey." (a sub-species)
[Q-3]kudd zidde bldgo. "She is gathering the chicken eggs 
[Q-3]ha9 6 pibibi de96ye kwqn§h^.
"The stack of leaves is drying well."
[Q-3]wed v̂ qde si6go. "She is toasting corn cassava."

327. Noun head (NH:n/Sp-n)
The noun head tagmeme consists of a head slot filled
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by a noun (n) • or a noun specifier phrase (Sp-n). It is the 
nuclear element of the noun phrase construction.

[ NH ]
s^m^t^bay^ yai gijh^bay^de k6bi.
"He received three jaguar tooth necklaces."
[ NH ]
sqsd hdbin^ tu4?4. "I tracked a peccary herd."
[NH]
w4n3, go?g6n3, d46bi. "He barked at the agouti and
jumped him into the river."
[ NH ]
t4kdb4bi wa4',>4. "They killed it with a stick."
[NH]
h4?6n^ vaydbi. "He put it inside the basket."
[NH]
todde z^§w^. "I lit the fire."

[NH]
sijki kdb4bi t^h^^. "The tree limb fell."

330. Specifier phrases
Nouns pronouns t numerals t adjectives , and nominal 

clauses which bear the noun classifier suffix order 20 as a 
specifier (Chart VIII% page 95 ) have variant forms depending 
on other semantic implications. Instead of the class 20 
suffix order, a class of specifier nouns (Section b23) occurs 
in modifier relationship to the head element. Certain sub
classes of nouns and pronouns do not occur with the suffix 
order 20. These are specified or pluralized only by modifi
cation by a specifier noun (Sections 4-21 and k 2 2 ) .

This construction is of two subtypes: noun specifier
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phrase and nominal specifier phrase which differ mainly with 
regard to distribution.

331. Noun specifier phrase 
Sp-n _ +SpH-n +Sp
The noun specifier phrase (Sp-n) consists of an obliga

tory noun specifier head (SpH-n) tagmeme and obligatory 
specifier (3p) tagmeme. It occurs as a filler of the head 
(NH) slot of the noun phrase (NP).

The noun specifier head tagmeme consists of a noun 
specifier head (SpH-n) slot filled by a noun (n) without the 
noun classifier suffix order 20. The specifier tagmeme con
sists of a specifier (Sp) slot filled by a specifier noun 
(n-sp).

[ sP-n ]ho'?yd yai wa’n^bi wekinJ^ go?g6n^ di6wi.
"The dogs barked after the tapir and made him submerge." 
[ Sp-n ]
bqsd m̂ '?kddA£id.e y6gun^ ?aydmq.
"Put the merchandise items inside the canoe."

C Sp-n ]
bd yi'̂ i yovhS s^w^bi yud g-i^h^dan^ satdy^. "Those 
younger brothers of mine now hame gone to C-uaraja-Fish 
Lagoon."

332. Nominal specifier phrase 
Sp-nom = +SpH-nom +Sp
The nominal specifier phrase (Sp-nom) consists of an 

obligatory nominal specifier head (SpH-nom) tagmeme and an
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obligatory specifier (Sp) tagraeme. It fills the nominal core 
(NC) slot of the nominal construction (Section 3ll) , the per
fective nucleus (PN) slot of the perfective clause (Section 
23l) t and the possessor (Po) slot of the noun phrase (Section 
323).

The nominal specifier head tagmeme consists of a nominal 
specifier head (SpH-nom) slot filled by a pronoun (pr) f nu
meral (num) } adjective (adj)? proper noun (n-p)^ demonstra
tive (dem) f or a nominal clause (01-0*1-). All of these filler 
classes occur without the noun specifier suffix order 20. The 
specifier tagmeme consists of a specifier (Sp) slot filled by 
a specifier noun (n-sp). The specifier may be singular or 
plural.

[Sp-nom]bd wavn^bi masiyi. "They know."
[Sp-nom]k6 wa'̂ n̂ nj, tuiyij. "Let’s follow after those yonder."
[ Sp-nom ]susibi sudsi wa-’kibi ?ai v>6hi'',i.
"He who had been brushed with a nettle was crying hard."
[ Po ]sodi s^W9j y6gu?4.
"It is the canoe of Sodi and her people."
[ PN ]
?6bo wai>n^m4'>£k6;>d''n§. "Aren’t there eight of them?"
[ PN ]hai wa^kd s-idnjj bd y6gun^ kakdye pod£m^v ĝo.
"Because she is a big person, she can’t get into that
canoe."
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340. Temporal
Tem = +TC ±0.-1 ±F
The temporal construction (Tem) consists of an obliga

tory temporal core (TG) tagmeme} an optional qualifier 1 
(Q-l) tagmeme, and an optional function (F) tagmeme, accord
ing to the order shown in the formula. It is parallel in 
composition to the nominal construction (Section 310) , but 
it differs with respect to distribution and to the filler 
classes that occur in the temporal core slot. The qualifier 
1 and function tagmemes do not differ, except for selection 
restrictions on the fillers of the function slot. These 
tagmemes are discussed in Sections >12 and 3l3 respectively. 
The temporal construction occurs only as a filler of the 
clause level time slot (Section 223.8).

3^1. Temporal core (TG:TP/t-pr/Cl-tem)
The temporal core tagmeme consists of a temporal core 

slot filled by a temporal phrase (TP) , a temporal pronoun 
(t-pr), or a temporal clause (Cl-tem). All of the temporal 
constructions are of the same composition pattern as their 
nominal counterparts. The difference has to do with re
strictions on the occurrence of modifiers and classifier 
suffixes. Temporal phrase is described below (Section 350). 
Temporal pronoun (t-pr) and temporal clause (Cl-tem) are 
described in Sections ^3^ and 23l.^.
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350. Temporal phrase
TP = ±Mod ±TD ±Num±TQ +TH
Temporal phrase (TP) consists of optional tagmemes: 

modifier (Mod)? temporal demonstrative (TD)t numeral (Num) 
temporal qualifier (TQ) % and obligatory temporal head (TH) 
tagmemes. A possessor tagmeme does not occur. Modifier and 
numeral tagmemes are the same as those occurring in the noun 
phrase (Sections 32l and 324). The temporal phrase fills 
the temporal core (TG) slot of the temporal construction 
(Tem) y and the perfective nucleiis slot of the perfective 
clause (Section 240).

351. Temporal demonstrative (TD:t-dem/dem)
The temporal demonstrative tagmeme consists of a tem

poral demonstrative (TD) slot filled by a temporal demon
strative (t-dem) or a nominal demonstrative (dem). The 
temporal demonstrative class is limited in membership to 
yudfe "now."

yud§ ?Tjm$gus§ "this day" 
yudd naM^to "this afternoon" 
yudfe tikdwi "this year"
Of the nominal demonstratives which may modify a tem

poral noun( k6 "that yonder" occurs with mj^to "future day 
(tomorrow)" and n^'^ti "past day (yesterday)" to mean "day 
after tomorrow" and "day before yesterday."

352. Temporal qualifier (TQ:adj/Cl-02/n)
The temporal qualifier tagmeme consists of a temporal
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qualifier (TQ) slot filled by adjective (adj), adjectival 
clause (Cl-02), or a noun (n). The parallel for the noun 
phrase construction is two qualifier tagmemes instead of 
one (Sections 325 and 326). No occurrence of two qualifiers 
to a temporal noun has been found in the data. •

[TQ] [ TH ]
vok6 tikdwi "rainy season"
[TD] [TQ] [ TH ]
yud6 tutti ;>ijml!]gds6 "this windy day (today)"
[TD][ TQ ] [TH]
bd zo£ ba'^isi y^m^ "that long ago night"
[TQ] [TH]
hob6 y^m^ "mid-night"

353. Temporal head (THst-n)
The temporal, head tagmeme consists of a temporal head 

(TH) slot filled by a temporal noun (n-t). The temporal
noun class is limited to about a dozen members, e.g.

n^^to "afternoon" 
y^m^ "night" 
zih6vid^ "dawn"

360. Verb phrase
The construction most commonly filling the predicate 

slot of a clause is a single verb (Section 221) , but any of 
these may be expanded to include an auxiliary. In this case 
the composition clause type (Section 210) involved is cor

related with the main verb of the verb phrase. The main 
verb theme is inflected with dependent suffixes 501, 502,
or 503 (Ohart III. page 92) if the auxiliary is ba'i "be,"
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and with dependent suffix 521 -njj 11 sequence" if the auxiliary 
is tihi "finish." The formula for the construction

V _ +VH?v-01 +Aux:aux 
reads: Verb phrase (V) consists of obligatory verb head (VH)
slot filled by a subordinate verb (v-01) and obligatory 
auxiliary (Aux) slot filled by a verbal auxiliary (aux).

Of the two auxiliary verbs bavi "be" (which functions 
also as a stative verb 50 and an equative verb 70) indicates 
an aspect of continuation or progression as property of the 
main verb. The other auxiliary tihi "finish" (also function
ing as a transitive verb 20) indicates termination of the 
main event.

These two constructions are the only cases of double 
verb sequences that can be explained as a main verb - auxiliary 
relationship. Others, such as huA gwesdhi "he has it in
jected ," sa6 bi?dAhi "he set out to send them o f f g a h 6  
daihi "he comes descending " have no restrictions as to what 
verb may occur as the second member of the sequence. The 
first member is treated as the predicate of an adverbial 
clause which fills the manner slot of the clause in which the 
second member functions as predicate (Sections 223.7 and 231.3). 
All the remaining two-verb sequences can be explained as 
predicates of separate clauses, since other clause level tag
memes complementing the second verb may occur between the two 
and interrupt the sequence.

Only one occurrence of another type of verb complex could 
be interpreted as a verb phrase, i.e. guvAhi "it is
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hungry (to me)," but the construction is considered a single 
lexical unit % classed as an impersonal ■verb (vs-80). Separat 
from this idiomatic usage the two words mean: "food,"
and gu?A (vs-60) "be bad."
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*{-00. TTord structure
The division of grammatical words into classes is 

determined by their distribution in syntactic environments 
that is f their function in the grammatical hierarchy. Most 
words are complex units and are further analyzed in terms 
of successively lower structural levels until the simplest 
forms (roots and affixes) are accounted for in the syntax.
The analysis for each word class is presented in the fol
lowing sections: 4l0 verb, *1-20 noun, *1-30 pronoun, *{40
modifiers (*f4l adjective , *(42 numeral, *43 qualifier, k k k  

modifier, *{45 adverb), *{-50 demonstrative, *1-60 function 
word, interjection, *{-80 intensifier, and *{-90 miscella
neous forms (*1-91 conjunction, *i-92 exclamatory word, ^93 
onomatopoetic word, k y k special response utterances).

*{-10. Verb
Subclasses of verbs are determined by their occurrence 

in the predicate slot of the various composition clause 
types (Section 210). Each verb stem is coded in the lexicon 
according to the clause type in which it is distributed (10 
through 80) , as per the categories indicated along the 
vertical axis of Chart I , page 2ty, See also Section 221 on 
predicate tagmemes. The arrangement of verb subclasses is 
discussed in Section *H3 on verb stem composition.

Different verb construction types, analyzable in terms 
of inflection type (Section *KL1) and theme composition 
(Section *fl2) , are determined by their occurrence in the
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predicate slot of the various distribution clause types 
(Section 230) and are coded (01 through 0'7) according to 
the categories indicated along the horizontal axis of Chart 1 
page 24.

4-11. Verb composition
The total verb structure involves a verb root and up 

to seven orders of suffixes. Charts III through VIII pages 
92-96 indicate the potential orders of these elements.
Actual verb constructions involve specific arrangements of 
them.

Word level constructions are composed of a constituent 
•unit designated theme} plus person-number or other type of 
inflection, lach type of construction is summarized by a 
formula indicating the distribution clause type it is as
sociated with. Note that verbs 02 % 04^ 031 and 033 are of 
identical theme construction.

4-11.1. Subordinate verb construction
v-01 _ +vnu-01:vt-def +v-inf-01:sub-l/sub-2 
Subordinate verb (v-01) consists of an obligatory sub

ordinate verb nucleus (vnu-01) tagmeme and an obligatory 
subordinate verb inflection (v-inf-0l) tagmeme. The nucleus 
tagmeme involves the definite verb theme (Section 4l2.l).
The inflection tagmeme consists of either subordinate in
flection type one (sub-l) or type two (sub-2).
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Chart III - Definite Verb

Definite Verb Theme !
Verb Stem jjVerb Theme Inflection ;

•
Definite Verb Inflection

Vb Rt]_ + 100 
voice

~T\

101 -I "mid
dle”

102 -& "tran"
103 -6 "caus"
104 "repet”

± 200 ± 300 ± ll-OO
benefa- nega- aspect 
ctive tion

:! + 500 Dependent +/£ 600

Vb Rt2

201 301 401
-kfi i -h& l
"on be-”hega- "inten- 
half tive” tion"
of” 402

-si*
”comple
tive”
4-03
-dfe’a
"unreal
ized”
404
-dd
"empha- 
tio"

Time Related 
Simultaneous

501 -gi ”m.sg"j ± 601 -n^
502 -go "f.sg"' "switch 
505 -hi •' plur" ; erenoe"

Prior
511 -R4 ~ -gi "m.sg”
512 -k6 ~ -go 

"f.sg”
513 - t £  de

"plur"

+ 601 -n^
"switch
reference”

■^Completive suffix 
402 Isi is restric
ted to verb classes 
02 and 04 (Section 
412).

Condition related +520 ±620
521 -nj "se- |621 -kd 

quential" j” condition”
522 -to "when"|622 

"concessive"
|+ 530-550 Independent!Definite Declarative
Immediate - Present
531 -hi "3d per sg m."
532 -go "3d per sg f."
533 -y4 "non-3d per sg"
Immediate - Past
541 -bi ~ -hi’i

"3d per sg m."
542 -go ~ -k6?4 

,:3d per sg f."
|543 -wi ~_-?4
i "non-3d per sg"
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Chart IV - Imperative Verb
Definite Verb Theme !| Imperative Verb Inflection

Verb Stem Theme Inflection ; + 550 Imperative ±(.-L._65-0.

Same as for Chart III 
Definite

551 -za "1st sg" 1651 -n3j
" de-emph"

552 -yij. "1st pi" |
'751 -y^" de-emph"

553 -mq "2nd sg, familiar"
55̂ - "2nd sg and pi"
555.1 -hdvk4 "3d sg masc"
555.2 -h&vk6 "3d sg fem"
555.3 -hA^pi "3d plur"
556 -h4'?m4 "frustrative"
557 -n4'4 "horatory - moral obligation"
558 -n^'’̂  "horatory - fear persuasion"

Chart V - Indefinite Verb
Verb Stem |!Indefinite

«Aspect ■ !
! Verb Theme !

Same as I|dt 200 i 300 h
- 

i I

O 
j 

0 
! 1 1

for !bene- nega1!fac- tion
Chart III-' tive

t201 301 401 1
Definite -k£i -m 4 ^ - h & i

;"on be-" neg" "inten- -

Indefinite Verb Inflection

!half of : tion

{ •-— — —

+ 560-570 tense ± 660 mood
560 present 66l - n \
56l -gi "2nd 3d " doubt"
sg m."

562 -go "2nd 662 -y4
sg f." "detachment"

563 -ye "non--2nd,
3d Sg"

' 570 past
571 -k4 ~ -gi 
"2nd, 3d sg m." ■
572 -k6 -go 1 
"2nd, 3d sg f.» :
573 -t§ ~ -de ’ 

j "non-2nd, 3d sg".
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Chart VI - Distant Past Vert
Vert Stem '.Distant Past Verb Theme 

± 200Same as
i

for Chart j
m- |
Definite

benefac-
tive

201 -kdi 
"on be
half of"

± 500 
negative

301 - m ^  
"nega
tive"

Distant Past Inflection
+ 4-8 0|

|
aspect

+ 560
indefinite
56l -g4 ~ -k4 
!112nd and 3d 

ij-81 i ! s S *  masc."
H 562 - g o  ko
! femJ*and M  SS‘
563 -ye "non- 
2nd and 3d sg."

+660
mood
662 -y^ 
"detachment"

+ 580 definite
581 -hi "3d sg masc."
582 -ko "3d sg fern."
| 583 -w4 "non-3d sg"

Chart VII - Perfective Predication
Perfective Nucleus I I  Perfective Predicate
Any word class or 
expansion thereof, 
except:

Il) ncn-nominalized 
verb

2) qualifier
Independent

3) exclamatory word •

Dependent
sid- "be the case" plus either:

1) condition related inflection - 
Chart III

2) animate or abstract noun inflection 
Chart VIII

*0 onomatopoetic 
word

5) conjunction

+ 590 Definite
591 -bi "3rd person sing, masc."
592 -g6 "3rd person sing, fern."
593 -';i4 "non-3rd sing, animate, all

inanimate sg. and plur."
± 300 Neg.
301
"nega
tive

+ 595 Indefinite__
595 -g4 "masc.sg."
596 -g6 "fem.sg."
597 -k6vd "plural"

± 660 Mood
661 -n§ "doubt"
662 -y^ "detach

ment"
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Chart VIII - Nominalization

Definite Verb 
Theme

Animate Derivation
+ 20 Classif -anim 

(Section 4l2.l); 20.1 -g4 "masculine singular"
Descriptive 
Adjectivized 
Verb Stem 
(Section 4l3)

20.2 -go "feminine singular"
20.3 -k6?d "plural"

Inanimate Derivation
±10 dim-1
11 -da?
"diminu
tive"

±30 dim-2
3l -d4 
"dimin."

+21 Classif-inam
21.1 -ba "cliff"
21.2 -be "fat"
21.3 -b4 "protruding"
21.4 -bo "cave"
21.5 -da "lagoon"
21.6 -d4 "meshed"
21.7 -do "hollowed"
21.8 -ga "round flat"
21.9 -S4 "sun or moon"
21.10 -go "star"
21.11 -gu "transportation" 
'21.12 -m<3 "line"j
| 21.13 -m* "above"
| 21.14 -m<j "root"
21.15 "hook"
21.16 -wa "edge"
21.17 "containing 

within"
21.18 -ya "river"
21.19 -y^ " tree"
21.20 -yo "shaft"

±40 plur 
4l -4 ~
-y4"plural"
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Chart VIII - Nominalization (cont)
Definite verb theme 
(Section 4-12.1)
Descriptive verb 
stem loO (Section 
4-13)

Temporal-Spatial Derivation
+ 22 Classif-tem-spat
22.1 -du "place"
22.2 -d3j "time for"
22.3 -to "time when"

± 4-0 plural
4-1 -a ~ -ya 

" plural"

+ 22 Classif-tem-spat
22.4- -ti "time"
22.5 -h^?4 ”oppositef behind"
22.6 -h§7^ "opposite, across from"
22.7 "here"
22.8 -k6vd "underside"
Abstract Derivation
+ 23 Classif-abs
23.1 -ye "Incompleted state"
23.2 -s6'?6 "completed state"
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^11.1.1. Subordinate verb inflection type one 
sub-1 _ +pn:500/510 ±/+sr:o01
Subordinate verb inflection type one is composed of 

person-number inflection of verb suffix orders 500 or 510, 
and switch reference (sr)20 suffix 601. The switch refer
ence suffix is obligatory when suffix order 510 occurs , and 
optional when order 500 occurs.

Person-number inflection order 500 indicates that the 
predication is simultaneous to that of the following clause 
and translatable as "as, while, during; in order to.'*

?3kAde '?£go sAk6?4. "She went to get firewood." 
y6gut6 t^?t6g4 wa?tide t§bi. "As he was hewing the 
canoe, he dropped his machete."
si?Ak6?Abi-kokAde k & h \ yî '?i. "Everyone was seated 
(there) talking."
do,;,Ago do'?Ago do‘?Ago sAgo y4?4de. "As she paddled and 
paddled and paddled, she took me."
Person-number inflection order 510 indicates that the 

predication is prior in time to that of the main clause. 
weAde tAAden^ kuyAbi k6g4 dAhi'?i. "When they had 
finished harvesting the corn, the white man came to buy it. 
wek4bi ziAyan^ ddkAn^ y4k4n^'bi h4h6wi. "When the tapir 
had submerged in the river, we waited." 
g^n^ mj^de hdk6n^ bAgo yo’?hfegobi yek4 k^?k6bi dutAgo.
"When she had run the needle through, her younger sister 
pulled it out the other side."
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Switch reference suffix 601 -n^ indicates that the fol
lowing clause has a different participant functioning as 
subject.

Manufelbi Narciso n^k6nit y6gubi d£hl?i. Manuelbi hudgina 
Narciso tay6bi. h^^ka daih-^n^ tod y6gubi vai t4?d 
w46bi. "Manuel was coming in a canoe with Narciso.
Manuel was poling% and Narciso was steering. As they 
thus cameJ a motor launch made the waves rise up greatly."

*>■11.1.2. Subordinate verb inflection type two 
sub-2 _ +rel:520 ±cond:620
Subordinate verb inflection type 2 consists of a relator 

suffix order 520 and condition suffix order 620.
Verb suffix order 520 indicates a type of relationship 

the subordinate clause has with the following clause. Suf
fix 521 -n3t "sequential" indicates that the following event 
occurs subsequently. Mo subject change is expected when order 
620 does not occur.

?aidun^ sdnjj ya'?6de t3jh^n\ hdn^ ws'?6n^ dai?4. "I went 
to the woods^ found a peccaryt shot him^ carried him^ 
and came (home)."
Verb suffix 522 -to "when" emphasizes the fact that the 

following event is already in process. Subject change is not 
predictable on the basis of this suffix.

zi&yabi rn̂ nj, '^y^to wa'-’n^bi ,'>iy§de '?̂ k™6wi. "Mhen I 
went up from the river and lookedt the children were 
eating tree grapes."
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kod6nj^n^ t ^ ^ t o  ?^s4g4 m^yqda bdhi'’!.
"At the time we arrived at the settlementi the sun was 
straight overhead."
Verb suffix order 620 indicates that the event condi

tions that of the following clause. Subject change is not 
predictable on the basis of this suffix order.

Verb suffix 621 -kd "if" indicates that the event of the 
following clause is contingent upon the predication with 
which the suffix occurs. When the sequence -njjcd occurs the 
implication is that the event is expected to happen. In the 
case of -tokd a general cause and effect condition is implied 
and may be translated "whenever."

yudd na^to tj^n^kd wa^Ide ?£î y-£.
"If he arrives this afternoon, we will eat catfish." 
bd s^wibi weh&njjkd. si’d wa’n^bi boh6hi fiesta yo?6y4.
"If they get married f everyone will happily make a 
festival."
'?ok6n3lka k^de ddn!̂  wi^g s£L?ndw^n^ de'?t6hi'> .̂ "If it 
rainsj bring the clothes and hang them inside the house. 
wa?tlde gi’tbm^njjkd de?6ye yit6n;^v3Jh5i.
"If you don’t file the machete it won’t cut well." 
zidyabi ko?h6tokd kudd wa?n^de wi7dna m̂ dy-̂ .
"Whenever the river floods t we bring the chickens up 
into the house."
tutdbi kakdtokd z \  wa’n^bi dad n§y^.
"Whenever the wind blows in the children get sick."1 -1
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?qkAbi h^h^tokA to&de '"'’al b^bdye bAyi. 11 Whenever 
the firewood is green? we have to fan the fire a lot."
Vert suffix 622 -t^'?4 "concessive" indicates that the 

event expressed by the following predication has occurred 
contrary to expectation.

y^m^njj waiye Ao^tAn^t^'^ vrah4 w4'?w4njj sAkiy^. "Although 
he thought he killed the deer> he ran off alive and went." 
’aidur.^ saltot^"^ wa?i wa’?b4 daihi. "Hven when he 
goes to the woods } he comes back without any meat."
This suffix is a form-meaning correlate with nominal 

enclitic '72 (Section 3l3).

^ 1 1 . 2 .  Adjectival verb construction 
v-02 _ +vnu-0pl:vt-def/vs-loO
The adjectival verb (v-02) consists of an obligatory 

definite verb nucleus (vnu-05l) slot filled by a definite 
verb theme (vt-def) or a descriptive verb stem (vs-l60).
The construction is not further inflected.

s<=sfe saisi m^?4nâ  tu494. "I followed after the path 
the wild peccary had gone on."
ĥ mf) ‘?etAhAi gohdde ŷ '?^g4 hih6bi. "He waitedt seated 
at the hole the armadillo would come out of." 
bAgi ?jjSisi kudAde kwa'?lcCin̂  cooked the
chicken he gave me and ate it."
m^^de tq?t6kAIsi y6gubi d6 mq4ni sahJvi. "The canoe 
I hewed for you just drifted off and went."
,?a w ^  wii yihAna^ bAgitd tiw6hdih.-i74* "Set out to meet 
him at the airport (ground where the airplane rises)."
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411.3. Adverbial verb construction 
v-03 _ +vnu-03:vs
The adverbial verb (v-03) consists of an obligatory 

adverbial nucleus (vnu-03) slot filled by a verb stem (vs) 
of any type.

pik6 de?6tobi gah6 dahl9!. "He came descending out of 
the clouds."
so'^n^ sai ?4Ayete do?tdbi. "He thought about the 
desire of going far away."
gVIeb§se?§bi ?ai guv& w^n^h^. "It feels (to him) very 
bad from the inebriation."

411.4. Nominal verb construction
v-04 _ +vnu-05l:vt-def/vs-l60 +nzr:20 
The nominal verb (v-04) consists of an obligatory 

definite verb nucleus (vnu-05l) slot filled by a definite 
verb theme (vt-def) or a descriptive verb stem (vs-l60) , and 
an obligatory nominalizer (nzr) slot filled by noun suffix 
order 20 "classifier." The classifier suffixes may be either 
animate, inanimate, temporal, spatial, or abstract. The 
latter occurs only with verb constructions, but all the other 
categories occur with any type of nominal. Temporal suffixes
22.2, 22.3, 22.4 designate the construction as a temporal 
(Section 340). All the inanimate, and some temporal and 
spatial suffixes occur optionally with noun pluralizing and 
diminutive suffixes (Section 422.1* Chart VIII, page 9°)*
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zih6,;>Idi k^sik6?dbi n^'^to sitdm^tS. "Those who had 
gone to sleep in the early morning woke up in the 
afternoon."
ŝ sfe zihfe'?id^ k£^s§?d bahi7!. "It was where the peccary 
had slept in the early morning."

n^s6 hulm^'^sidun^ sdn^ zod. ba9id^ hihdnj, n^s6 
wa,?n4 ?a  ̂gwiyed£Tp& gT;7lhi daik69dde 9^ydwi. "I went 
to where you had not shot the wooly monkeys I ’waited 
a long being time? and I saw the monkeys coming shout
ing with all their might."
bd bisimq tiy6sim§de 9^h^h^7^. Set that rope } the
one that has been cut off." (Apposition, Section 5ll.l)

t^y^ se96gabi kaddhi m^de. "There lacks to us only
the planting of the food."

y6g^4 Zo^ tq9t6sigi^ yud pij9kd bi9ddhi. "Our canoes f
the ones we hewed a long time ago are now beginning to
rot out."

411.5. Declarative verb construction
There are six subtypes of the declarative verb construc

tion } any of which fills the predication slot of the inde
pendent declarative clause (Section 222.1). Whichever of 
these occurs (except imperative) is determined by the mood 
predominating in the particular discourses according to the 
patterns of discourse structure regarding speaker viewpoint 
(Section 630).
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^11.5.1. Definite involvement verb construction
v-051 = +vnu-05l:vt-def/vs-l60 +v-inf1-051:530/5^0 
The definite involvement verb construction ( v - 0 3 1) 

consists of an obligatory definite verb nucleus (vnu-05l) 
slot filled by a definite verb theme (vt-def) or a descriptive 
verb stem (vs-160)^ and an obligatory definite involvement 
verb stem inflection (v-infl-05l) slot filled by verb suf
fix order 530 "present" or verb suffix order 5^0 "past."
The suffixes of order 5^0 have allomorphs -hi?I (3d masc. 
sing.)? -k6-i>4 (3d fem. sing), and -?i (non-3d sing.)? which 
occur only following the shortened form of a morpheme of 
the shape CVl or CT ?i  (Section 150). In the occurrence of 
-?4 the shortened form of the preceding morpheme has the 
variant CV4.

The definite involvement construction indicates that 
the speaker or narrator identifies himself with the circum
stances. This is the most common construction among in
dependent verbs. Whenever the subject is other than animatef 
the verb is inflected in the third person singular masculine? 
regardless of whether the subject is singular or plural.

y4'?4 p4?kdgibi } zidyan^ dtiM v i ̂ gwlgi kdbi. "ZIy
father said shouting? fHe jumped into the river and 
submerged.’"
hqvs6de givt6go. g4'i't6gon^} si?d wa'^n^bi se'^ h^'sd 
du?tdhd4?4. "She grated manioc. As she grated it? 
everyone went out and pulled some more manioc."
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7^s4g4bi 7al gos!h§7ihi do7tdyi yi74. " 'The sun is very 
bright,’ I am thinking."

411.5.2. Imperative verb construction
v-052 _ +vnu-052:vt-def +v-inf1-052:imper/det-pres 
The imperative verb construction (v-052) consists of 

an obligatory imperative verb nucleus'(vnu-052) slot filled 
by a definite verb theme (vt-def), and an obligatory impera
tive verb inflection (v-inf-052) slot filled by the impera
tive inflection set (imper) or the detachment inflection set 
of the present tense (det-pres).

The imperative inflection consists of an obligatory 
person-number inflection represented by verb suffix order 
550 and two optional de-emphasizing elements represented 
by verb suffix orders 650 and 750 respectively. The de
emphasis elements occur only with the first person imperative 
suffixes 551 -za, and 552 -yij. If de-emphasis two (750) 
occurs., de-emphasis one (650) must occur. The imperative 
involves all persons and numbers in addition to different 
nuances of aspect.

y6 wa7tide 7Jth^mq. "Go get the canoe paddle." 
m^t6de p^?pfizan^yi kAg4 s^mtjgT^&e k6wi. "As I said, 
’I'll smoke tobacco,’ I bought two cartons (of 
cigarettes)."
b&yip3j. "Let's have each other (in our thoughts)." 
(salutation at leave taking)
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go^InA^ m̂ râ . "We had "better go back, Child." 
b&k6?& y6gu sidnj, bdk6?&bi gq^h^?p4.
"Since it's their canoe t let them tie it up."
?ad6sotd tiAn^^. "We must harvest the rice." 
wa’ide m^za. "I'm determined to go fishing." 
besd. do?&h^?^. "Paddle quickly."
The detachment inflection (det-pres) consists of ob

ligatory person-number suffix order 560 and obligatory 
suffix 662 -y^ "detachment." This construction occurs only 
with reference to the second person and bears the connota
tion of a polite Imperative.

gqn^de ke6goy4» "Pour me some beverage (please)." 
bislmqt£ ho^biyey^. "Untie the vine (please)."
(second person plural)
tadd wa^tide ^h^giy^* "Go get the manioc grater 
(please)."

*<■11.5.3. Subjunctive verb construction
v-053 _ +vnu-053:vt-ind-1 +v-inf1-053:560 
The subjunctive verb (v-053) consists of an obligatory 

subjunctive verb nucleus (vnu-053) slot filled by an in
definite verb theme one (vt-ind-l) and an obligatory in
definite verb Inflection (v-inf1-053) slot filled by verb 
suffix order 560. This construction indicates that the 
circumstance is uncertain.

?aidu yaibi yek4d4 b&k6?&de
"It may be that the wild jaguar would eat them."
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wi^n^ salm^7 "'faybe they went to the house." 
se?6 dainljkA bdgot£ se76 ^ y ^ ^ ’^y^ 'asi\> dalms^n^kd 
se?6 ?^y4TT'̂'I14?^y^*
"If she conies back } we might see her again. If she 
doesn’t come back^ we might not see her again."
?4k6de 7i}kfin̂ t3?4 yudt^ wahi daim^m^^go.
"Although she is taking the medicinef she has probably 
not gotten well yet."

^11.5.^. Indefinite involvement verb construction 
v-Od^ _ +vnu-05^svt-lnd-2 +v-infl-03^:5?0 
The indefinite involvement verb (05^) consists of an 

obligatory indefinite verb nucleus (vnu-05^) filled by an 
indefinite verb theme 2 (vt-ind-2) and an obligatory inde
finite involvement inflection (v-inf1-05^) slot filled by 
verb suffix order 570. The indefinite verb theme 2 (vt- 
lnd-2) has an obligatory single negative to indicate the 
positive. Double negative does not occur. This construc
tion indicates that the speaker or narrator identifies him
self with the circumstance but is not aware of the time 
the event occurred. Inflection occurs only in the near past 
tense and has no distant past counterpart.

y6gun^ k ^gl dalm^ki. "I came sleeping in the canoe." 
z \  wa7n^bi go4 bqn^h^ saimatS.
"The children went to turn over turtles."
"^Qde ?^m^k6. "She ate the food (but I don’t know 
when)."
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^11.5.5. Detachment ‘verb construction
v-055 = +vnu-05l:vt-def/vs-l60 +v-lnf1-055:det 
The detachment verb (v-055) consists of an obligatory 

definite verb nucleus (vnu-05l) filled by a definite -verb 
theme (vt-def) or a descriptive -verb stem (vs-l60) ? and an 
obligatory detachment inflection (v-inf1-055) slot filled 
by detachment inflection (det). The detachment inflection 
consists of the obligatory occurrence of person-number 
suffix order 560 or 570 plus detachment suffix 662 -y^.
This construction indicates that the speaker or narrator 
alienates himself from the circumstances as a non-involved 
individual. It occurs predominately in myth narration 
gossip and hearsay contexts.

y4?4 d^hQbi sak6y4. "Ky wife has gone (but I don't 
know where)."
z£bi c6g4y4« "The child is laughing (but he is not 
akin to me)."
ĥ '?4d4’bi so?t6 wa'?n&?du w4?w4hatfey4. "Then} they ran 
off as porcupines."
sad^p^^ n^k6n3j wq4soy4» "She let them get sick with 
measles."

^11.5.6. Distant past verb construction
v-056 _ +vnu-056:vt-dist +v-inf1-056:580/det 
The distant past verb (v-056) consists of an obligatory 

distant past verb nucleus (vnu-056) slot filled by a distant 
past verb theme (vt-dist) } and an obligatory distant past
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verb inflection'(v-infl-056) slot filled by person-number 
suffix order 580 (distant-definite involvement) or the 
detachment inflection consisting of order 560 plus detachment 
suffix 662 -y4« This construction indicates that the speaker 
or narrator considers the events not relevant to the present 
circumstances, or as "water under the bridge." The detach
ment form of the distant verb construction occurs very 
infrequently.

tod y6gubi "T̂e arrived by launch."
h^’^ka wehdhi b^w^, yikin^ 7idd bs^ ba7Isik67d. "That’s
how our ancestors got married."
h^74 ws-'?n^de huigi b^7h^. "Those are the (animals) he 
used to shoot."
7eee gT'7̂ 7k4y4. "He shouted, ’3eee...’"
bdko7d 74k6de ?,i}k'47koy4* "She drank their medicine."

^11.6. Confirmation interrogative verb construction 
v-06 _ +vnu-0o:vt-ind-l +v-infl-06:560/5?0 
The confirmation interrogative verb (v-0o) consists of 

an obligatory nucleus (vnu-06) slot filled by the indefinite 
verb theme 1 (vt-ind-l) and obligatory confirmation inflec
tion (v-infl-06) slot filled by verb suffix order 560 or 
570. This type of interrogative expects the positive or 
negative type of answer. Three degrees of probability are 
possible in the verb theme construction (Section ^12.2). 

sdk4. "Did he go7"
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"Aren’t they throwing It out?" (implies
they should)
sqh§m^m4v^yq. "Aren’t they throwing it out?" (implies 
they shouldn’t)

*KL1.7. Information Interrogative verb construction 
v-07 =+vnu-07:vt-ind-l +v-infl-07:lg 
The Information interrogative verb (v-07) consists of 

an obligatory nucleus (vnu-07) slot filled by an indefinite 
verb theme 1 (vt-ind-l) and obligatory information inter
rogative verb inflection (v-infl-07) slot filled by an inter
rogative suffix set (ig)^ which includes either suffix order 
560 or 570} plus interrogative suffix 661 -n§ "doubt." The 
construction co-occurs with one of various interrogative 
pronominal constructions filling the introducer slot of the 
information interrogative clause (Section 232.3). 

ke&ka n§gi?n|. "How did you catch it?" 
g§de "Why didn’t they drink it?"
had6 tik& gah§ye?n4. "Up to where are you (plur.) 
descending?"
k6he'?ik6vAbi t^4devri§. "How many of them arrived?" 
n̂ nj, ?^sigo'?n§. "To whom did she give it?"

b l Z . Verb theme composition
The verb theme is the basic element from which different 

verb construction types are formed. Their composition deter
mines the distribution clause type within which they occur.
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The most frequent is the definite verb theme (Section *1-12.1). 
Others of more limited distribution are the indefinite verb 
theme (Section *1-12.2) and distant verb theme (Section *1-12.3).

Its basic composition includes the verb stem plus three 
orders of affixes (benefactivef negation, aspect) which 
occur optionally.

*1-12.1. Definite verb theme
vt-def _ +vb:vs ±bem200 ±negs300 ±asps*J-00 
The definite verb theme consists of obligatory verb 

base (vb) slot filled by a verb stem (excluding descriptive 
verb stem 160), optional benefactive (ben) slot filled by 
verb suffix order 200 (201 -kdi), optional negation (neg) 
slot filled by verb suffix order 300 (301 -m4'? )̂ , and op
tional aspect (asp) slot filled by verb suffix order *1-00.
Its distribution includes all the dependent verb construc
tions except adverbial, as well as the definite, imperative 
and detachment constructions.

Suffix order *1-00 includes the following four affixes:

*1-01 -hdi 11 intention"
y6gut6 tq,;,t6hdihi. "He is setting out to hew a canoe." 
hq,?s6de dutdhanj, dai'?4. "They set out pulling up 
manioc and they returned (came)."
gi^h^de m^tjh^zd. "I intend with determination to fish 
guaraja."

’awj^ wiihdidu. "Place where the airplane goes talcing 
off."
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402 -si 11 completive” occurs only in nominal and adjectival 
verb constructions.

sqs£ zih§'?id^ k^sidu. "place where the peccary slept 
at the time of dawn."
ha'^yi ?3lsisi kudd. "the chicken that Older Brother 
gave (me)"
hij‘? ŝi'i>ki "dead person" (lit» "one who finished being 
sick")
■?id6. ba?id^ bai>isi?k6'ld, "ancestors" (lit: "those who 
had been in old being time")

403 -dfe’̂  "almost" indicates that the event was not realized. 
It occurs only with independent inflection in the past tense.

tq'? d̂§';a.wi "I almost fell."
kudi bdn^kd k6d§‘>dw±. "if I had the money} I would 
buy it."
'i’ok6d6'''dbi. "It almost rained."

40*1- -da "emphatic"
,?ai ,',ok6ddhi. "It’s really raining hard." 
sa6ddbi zidya. "The river was really swift."

412.2. Indefinite verb theme
vt-ind _ +vbsvs ±bens200 ±neg:300 ±neg:300 ±asp:400 
The indefinite verb theme has basically the same com

position as that of the definite theme. The difference is 
the inclusion of three degrees of certainty> involving the 
occurrence of up to two negative suffixes. The absence
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of any negative suffix indicates the positive. One negative 
suffix indicates uncertainty. Two negative suffixes are 
needed to indicate negation.

This construction occurs in the subjunctive (Section 
*H1.5.3) t indefinite involvement (Section 4-11.5.*0 , confirma
tion interrogative (Section ^11.6)> and information inter
rogative (Section *H1.7). In the case of the indefinite 
involvement a single negative suffix occurs to indicate the 
positive, but negation does not occur.

m^Hjm^7 • "^aybe he caught something.” or "Didn’t 
he catch anything?" depending on context. 
de‘?wdm^t§. "I expect they fixed it up." (indefinite
involvement)
gfede n^s6 huim^m4'',̂ yqi>n^. "Why aren’t they shooting 
any wooly monkeys?"

*KL2.3. Distant verb theme
vt-dist _ +vb:vs ±ben:200 ±neg:300 +asp-ds^80 
The distant verb theme (vt-dist) consists of obligatory 

verb base (vb) slot filled by verb stem (vs)? optional 
benefactive (ben) slot filled by verb suffix order 200 
(201 -kdi), optional negation (neg) slot filled by verb 
suffix order 300 (301 } and obligatory distant aspect
(asp-d) slot filled by verb suffix order ^80 (^81 - ?) plus 
nasalization on the preceding vowel or vowel cluster.21

The distant verb theme occurs only in the distant verb 
construction (Section ^11.5.6).
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zi6de "He planted a field for someone.11
val wah4 yih^ b^w^. "We were very fearful." 
yudt^ t3,?4m^?k6. "She had not yet arrived." 
todwit§ bqn4'?h^. "He turned the shotgun around."
?ai hihd sew^'?k4y4. "He answered very firmly."

*KL5. Verb stem composition
The verb stem has.eight distribution classes depending 

on the composition clause type it distinguishes (Section 
210). It is assigned a decade symbol (10 through 80) 
corresponding to the composition clause type it identifies 
as shown along the vertical axis of Chart I , page 2ty. Verb 
stems consisting of a simple verb root are coded with a two- 
digit number.

kd (vs-10) "say"
yi£?  ̂ (vs-50) "be seated"
si?& (vs-4-0) "run out"
Verb stems of complex construction (verb root plus voice 

suffix order 100 or verb stem plus descriptive verbalizer) 
are coded with a hundred symbol (Chart IXt page 115) preced
ing the same set of two-digit numbers. When the hundred 
symbol occurs with transitive} intransitivet progressive or 
stative verb classes 5 it corresponds to the unit symbol of 
the voice suffix code (101 middle 102 active^ 103 causative? 
10^ repetitive) ^ which occurs in the stem construction, 

sai (vs-l30) "go" (intransitive) 
m^4 (vs-220) "bring (something) up" (transitive)
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tul (vs-l5Q) “be on top of" (stative)
t4vy6 (vs-420) "sever repeatedly" (transitive)
da6 (vs-320) "cause to be brought" (transitive)
When the hundred symbol (l) occurs with the descriptive 

verb class ? it indicates that the descriptive verb stem is 
derived from another verb stem by suffixation of the des
criptive verbalizer -hfe7!.

ta'?y§ (vs-420) "keep ta'?y6h6'?i (vs-l60) "be
passing up" surpassing"

m4 (vs-60) "be red" m^h^9  ̂ (vs-l60) "have the
quality of redness"

zi (vs-60) "be black" zih6?I (vs-l60) "have the
quality of blackness"

The numerical coding scheme indicating possibilities 
of verb stem construction is illustrated in Chart IX^ page 
115. Simple stems are described in Section 4l3.1. Complex 
stems involve greater elaboration in Section 4l3.2.

The verb stem occurs as the base of all verb theme 
constructions (Section 4l2). In additiont It is the com
plete form which fills the predicate slot of the adverbial 
clause (Section 231.3).

4l3.1. Simple verb stems
Simple verb stems (designated by vs plus a two-digit 

number) consist of the simple verb root only> and are not 
further analyzable. They are classified on the basis of 
the composition clause types they manifest. Quotative 
(vs-10) equative (vs-70) f and impersonal (vs-80) are all
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Chart IX 
Verb Stem Class Number Coding

Simple verb 
stems

Complex ver 
101 "mid.”

b stems (roo 
102 "act."

t plus voic 
103 11 caus"

e suffix) 
10*1- "rep.

Quotative 10 ---- ---------- ---------- ----

Transitive 20 120 220 320 *120
Intransitive 30 i3o 230 330 430
Progressive 40 1*1-0 2*1-0 3*1-0 ----------

Stative 50 150 250 350 ----
Descriptive 60 160* --- --- ----
Equative 70 --- ■ --- --- ----
Impers onal 80 ---- --- ---- ----

*vs-l60 consists of any verb stem ulus descriptive 
verbalizer -hdM (Section 4l3).
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of the simple construction. The other classes are of either 
type, simple or complex. The descriptive verb stems are 
simple, except for those derived by suffixation of the des
criptive verbalizer (Section *1-13.2.6). 

do'?td (vs-10) "think11 (quotative)
ba‘?i (vs-50, vs-60, vs-70, v-aux) "be" (stative, descr.
equative, or auxiliary)
y4 (vs-20) "want" (transitive)
h4h6 (vs-20) "wait for" (transitive)
bid (vs-30) "sit down" (intransitive)
hi}'?  ̂ (vs-30) "become sick, die" (intransitive)
wahi (vs-̂ -0) "become well, become alive" (progressive)

M3.2. Complex verb stems
Complex verb stem classes are defined on the basis of 

one or both of two factors: l) the class of the bound root
and 2) the voice suffix that completes the construction.
Class distinctions occurring among complex verb stems fall 
along the scale of transitivity (Chart IX, page 113).

The basic formula summarizing the complex verb stem 
formation is:

vs-c _ +vc:vr-b +vo:100
Complex verb stem (vs-c) consists of obligatory verb 

core (vc) slot filled by bound verb root (vr-b) , and ob
ligatory voice (vo) slot filled by verb suffix order 100, 
Further subdivision into variant construction types are 
described below. The first type is the most symmetrical.
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Skewing is more predominant in the others.

413.2.1. Verb stem construction type one is composed of 
intransitive verb root (vr-30) plus -voice suffix order 100 
(101 -i "middle," 102 -a "active," and 103 -o "causative;"
104 "repetitive" does not occur).

The form involving the middle ("do to oneself or for
oneself") is intransitive. The other two are transitive.

Middle Active Causative
sai "go" s& "take" sa6 "send"

(cause to go)
dai "come" dd "bring" da6 "send"

(cause to come)
wii "rise" w4d "raise" w46 "make raise"
k ^  "sleep" - k^§ "make sleep"

(as a child)
ascend" m^4 “take m^Q "cause to

upward" ascend"
All of these stems are associated with a monosyllabic

phonological unit. The pertinent syllable canon is CV(V)
(Section 140).

413.2.2. Verb stem construction type two consists of in
transitive verb root (vr-30) plus voice suffix order 100, in 
which the form for the middle (101) is -a. The active form 
(102) is absent. The repetitive form (104) is -vkV. The 
final vowel, e for some verbs and a for others, is not 
phonologically conditioned. A bisyllabic form has only a 
change in the final vowel. The repetitive form is intransitive.
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bfi. " jump

?etd "go out" 
y^kd "assemble"

Causative
ba6 "make jump" 
(throw a spear 
or harpoon)
?et6 "drive out"
yik6 "make 
assemble"

Repetitive
ba'^kd "hop 
around"

y^?k6 "keep 
assembling"

4l3.2.3. Verb stem construction type three consists of 
intransitive verb (vr-30) root plus voice suffix order 100 
The middle form, which is an intransitive stem, may be 
recognized by either of three vowelsi -i , -e, or -4. The 
active and causative forms for this set are mutually ex
clusive. Although the suffixes 102 -a and 103 -o are 
generally recognizable , there is some deviation from the 
general pattern. The repetitive suffix 10^ involves inter 
calation of glottal stop between the first vowel and the 
final consonant of the active stem form^ and a change in 
the final vowel from a to e.. The repetitive form is 
intransitive.
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Middle Transitive Causative Repetitive
go?i 11 return" go'̂ yA "give 

back'
S o ?y6 "return 
repeatedly, "be 
contrary to"

gah6 "descend"
hq'?§ "cross" hq^ "take 

across"

gab6 "lo^er"

k4k4 "become 
startled"

k4k6 "scare"

k^y| "move 
away"

k4y§ "remove"

bqn4[ "turn 
oneself"

bqn^ "turn 
something"

bq'^n^ " turn 
over and over"

t q ?\  "fall" t^ "drop 
plant"

t§ "drop, 
make fall"

nqv^ "become 
ensnared"

n§ "overcome 
take control 
of

Verb stem construction type four consists of a 
transitive verb root (vr-20) plus voice suffix order 100 
(101 -i ~ -e ~ -u "middle," 102 -a "active," 103 -a ~ -o 
"causative," and 10k -7 plus final vowel change to e 
"repetitive"). All the resultant forms are transitive.
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Middle Active Causative Repetitive
11 eat"

we96 "bear 
a name

''feed"
we‘?y6 "give 
a name to"

ye'?y& "learn" 
"drink" vijkwA "give 

a drink to"

yevy6 "teach"

dutd "era
dicate"

du'̂ tfe "extract"

sayd. "put on 
a garment"

sa?y6 "put on 
shoes".

tay6 "steer n ta'̂ yfe "surpass" 
pass up"

^13,2.5. Verb stem construction type five consists of a 
progressive verb root (vr-̂ -0) plus voice suffix order 100 
(101 -i ~ -e ~ -a "middle 103 -a ~ -o "causative"). Active
and repetitive forms do not occur. The middle form of the
stem is progressive and the causative form is transitive.

Middle Causative
kwqn^ "become dry" kwqn^ "make dry"
yayd "become extinguished" yay6 "extinguish"
^idd "grow old? mature" i‘id6 "raise^ bring to maturity"

*H3.2.6. Verb stem construction type six consists of a sta- 
tive verb root (vr-50) plus voice suffix order 100 (101
-i ~ -e ~ -a ~ -4 "middle 102 -a "a c t i v e 103 -a ~ -o
"causative"). The middle form of the stem is stative, the 
active form is intransitive5 and the causative form is 
transitive. The repetitive forms do not occur.
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Middle Active Causative
tui "be upon" tuA "get upon 

alight"
t46 "place upon"

dd "be hanging" deA "hang oneself" de6/det6 "hang 
up something"

d4^ "be on all 
fours"

d^4 "get on all 
fours"

-

sAsi "be cold" sisA "become 
. cold"

sisA "make cold"

"be sup
porting"

- zq4 "grasp hold 
to"

s4?i "be cling
ing to"

sA?A "cling to" s46 "make adhere"

The active form of the following set deviates from the
regular pattern*

'‘be lying 
down"

vijin4 "lie down" -?\j4 "lay somethingdown"

*H3,2.7. Repetitives without counterparts
A large number of stems with glottal stop following 

the first vowel have the semantic component of repeated 
action? but have no middlef activef nor causative counter
parts.

Transitive Stems 
h^‘?m| "mix" 
kwa?d6 "dig. out" 
yu'?yfi. "sprinkle" 
sa'?pi "mix with the hands"

"sew" 
yevd6 "tear" 
gi?t6 "grate"

Intransitive Stems 
wi'?wi "run"^ 
ko'?k6 " cough" 
tq'?t6 "tremble"
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^20. Noun
Slona nouns are basically of four classes: animate,

inanimate, spatial and temporal. The noun root is without 
number dlsignation (except for a few variations in internal 
structure) , and bears the connotation of generality, e.g. 
"people in general," "canoes in general." Specificity with 
respect to number and gender is indicated by any of the 
derivational constructions the noun root enters into, 
whether suffixation (Chart VIII, page 95) or expansion into 
a noun specifier phrase (Section 33l). Each noun class is 
further subdivided on the basis of its occurrence with the 
various derivational constructions indicating specificity.

4-21. The animate noun class, subdivided on the basis of 
derivation for specificity, is of three types. The first 
type of derivation involves the noun suffix order 20 (20.1 
-g4 "masc. sg. ," 20,2 -go "fem.sg. ," 20.3 - k 6 ' ?& "plural"), 
with variations described below. Nouns designating humans 
of the social ingroup only may occur with this derivation.
The second type is the noun specifier phrase construction, 
of which w&'?ki "creature (tnasc.sg.)" and variants wfi'?k6 
(fern, sg.) and w&?n4 (plural) occur in a specifier relation
ship to the head noun. Nouns designating animals normally 
occur with this set of specifier nouns, but semantic con
notations of "exclusion" and "familiarity" apply respectively 
to human nouns of the social outgroup and to human nouns of 
the social ingroup when they enter into this collocation.
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The third type is distinguished by its occurrence in a noun 
phrase construction, of which wavI "meat, flesh" functions 
as specifier and indicates plurality. Specificity in the sin
gular and generality are covertly implied by the context of 
the noun, since no specifier noun occurs in those cases.
Nouns designating supernatural beings, invisible (spirits) 
and visible (celestial bodies) may enter only into this 
construction type. Nouns designating humans of the social 
outgroup may also occur with wavi in this construction. In 
any case the connotation is derogatory. Chart X illustrates 
the major animate noun classes and the types of derivational 
constructions they enter into.

*f2l.l. Ingroup Human noun is designated subclass 1 (an-1).
*1-21.1.1. Noun stem subclass la (an-la) is composed of a
simple noun root (anr-la) which designates the item in a
general sense, and which may be derived by addition of
noun suffix order 20 (20.1 -g4 "masc. sg. 20.2 -go "fen.
sg. ," 20.3 -k6?d "plural") to indicate specificity. Either
the general or the specific form may occur as head of a
noun phrase.

General Specific
b%^ "people" "person (masc)"
n^h§ "grandchildren" n^h^go "granddaughter"
wd "in-laws" wdk6?d "in-laws (plur)"
wavhd "people whose wa?h£g4 "widower"
spouses have died"
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Chart X
Animate Noun Specification and Pluralization

Suffix order 
20
s£w| "plural1

an-la +.20 
an-lb + 20 
an-lc +20.3 
an-Id + ŝ vii

Ingroup 
human nouns 
Class 1

an-la ,1b,1c 
" familiarity1

Animals an-2ax
Class 2 an-2b

Outgroup
humans an-2ay
Class 2. 11 exclusion"

an-3a 
an-3b

Supernatural
beings
Class 3
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421.1.2. Noun stem subclass lb (an-lb) is composed of a
verb stem derived by addition of noun suffix order 20 to
indicate specificity. The verb stem without the noun
derivation may not occur as head of a noun phrase. This
construction is treated apart from the nominalized verb
theme (Section 411.4) } since the former does not function
as the predication of an embedded clause.

General Specific
bqs4 (vs-40) "to bqsigi "youth (masc)"
reach puberty"
,?̂ m^ (vs-60) "to ?^m4g4 "man"
be high"
■?idd (vs-l40) "to i>id&go "old woman"
grow s mature"
yo?h6 (vs-60) "be yo'?h6k6,’& "younger
behind" siblings"

k 2 l . l . 3 .  Noun stem subclass 1c (an-lc) is characterized 
by final vowel alternation in the basic form to distinguish 
masculine and feminine. The plural is formed by addition 
of noun suffix 20.5 to the masculine form of the stem.
This class consists of only two different nouns indicating 
"older sibling."

ha?y4 (masc) ha'?y6 (fern) ha‘?y4k6':a (plur)j direct
address and referential forms.

(masc) m ^ y d  (fern) m3',’y4k67& (plur); referen-
tial forms only. J

421.1.4. Noun stem subclass Id (an-ld) is composed of three 
animate noun stem types (ans-ldx, ans-ldy^ and ans-ldz)
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which indicate the singular fora. These may "be pluralized 
by the noun sdw|^ which functions as specifier of the Noun 
Specifier Phrase (Section 33l).

421.1.4.1. Noun stem subclass ldx (ans-ldx) is on the order 
of the specific derivation of an-la (Section 421.1.1.) with 
gender distinctions in the singular. The plural form with
suffix 20.3 -k6'?d does not occur.

p4'?k6 "aunt (FaSi)" p4?k6 s^w^ "aunts"
p4?k£g4 "father" p4vkdg4 s^w^ "fathers5 parents"
p4'?kdgo "mother p4-;,kdgo s^w^ "mothers"

421.1.4.2. Noun stem subclass ldy (ans-ldy) is composed of 
a simple noun root.

m^m^ "child" m^m^ "children"
taitA "fatherf daddy11 taitA s4wi "daddies"*
d^h§ "wife" d^h^ s4w^ "wives"

421.1.4.3. Noun stem subclass ldz (ans-ldz) is composed of
proper nicknames of people ? adapted from their equivalents
in the language from which they were borrowed.

?qm4 (Ermelinda)  s^w^ "----and his/hei’
people/family"

te p i \ (Estanislao) 
sodi (Isolina)
’audfe (Aurelio)

bdbi (Bobby) bdbi s^w^ "Bobby and his crowd"
(i.e. , the four Wheeler boys% the 
extrovert among them being Bobby)
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421.2. Noun, stem subclass 2 (an-2) is composed of nouns 
which designate animals and humans of the social outgroup 
(a distinction which varies with individuals and clans). 
Specification is derived by addition of wa'?k4 "creature 
(masc. sg.)" or one of its variants wa’-’kb (fem. sg.) and 
wa^n^ (plural), as specifier of the Noun Specifier Phrase 
(Section 33l).

421.2.1. Noun stem subclass 2a (an-2a) consists of simple 
noun roots. These are further subdivided into two classes: 
those which refer to animals (an-2ax), and those which re
fer to humans (an-2ay). This subdivision is based on the 
fact that the human nouns (of the social outgroup) may 
also be specified in the plural by wa'?l "meat, flesh" in 
a derogatory sense, whereas animal nouns may not.

Animals
General
yai " jaguar y dog" 
go4 11 tortoise" 
hoh6 "frog y toad" 
wakA "cow"

Humans
kuyA "foreigner" 
paidi "priest" 
gr^go "North American" 
k4'?y4 "Witoto people"

Specific
yai wa?n^ "the jaguars, dogs" 
go4 wa'?k6 "a female tortoise" 
hoh6 wa?k4 "a frog" 
wakA wa?n4 “the cows"

kuyA wa‘?n4 "the foreigners" 
paidi wa?k4 "the priest" 
gr^go wa7k6 "the N.A. lady" 
k4‘?y4 wa?n4 ” the Nitotos"
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Nouns designating humans of the social ingroup may be 
specified by wa?k4, etc. , but the connotation is one of 
familiarity rather than exclusion.

^21.2.2. Noun stem subclass 2b is of limited occurrence 
and refers only to animals. It consists of an inanimate noun 
root 1^ plus classifier suffix order 21.

tq'?k6bo "species of monkey" tq7k6bo wa'?k4 "a monkey" 
g^n^bi "species of fish" g^n^bi wa’̂n^ "the fish (sp)"

1*21.3. Noun subclass 3 (an-3) is composed of two stem sub
classes ̂ which designate an item in either the general or 
the specific sense, depending on context. Pluralization is 
designated by addition of wa'-’i "meat, flesh," which occurs 
as specifier of the Noun Specifier Phrase (Section 33l).
Nouns of this class include only supernatural beings. Nouns 
designating humans of the social out-group may be pluralized 
by wa?i instead of being specified by wa?k4, etc. The con
notation is always derogatory. Animals are never pluralized 
by wa‘?i, since that collocation designates the meat of an 
animal.

1*21.3.1. Stem subclass 3a consists of simple noun root 3a
(anr-3a) and includes only invisible beings (spirits):

wati "demon" wati wa',,J. "demons"
kukd "demon which kukti wa'?i "demons"
afflicts children"
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*1-21.3.2. Stem subclass 3b is derived from a verb root or
noun root plus noun suffix 20.1 -gi (masc) or 20.2 -go (fern)
(20.3 -k6?A does not occur) , and includes only visible
beings (celestial bodies) , which are subjects of mythology:

y^y4si "the one that caves y^y^S^ wavI "months"
in^ moon"
?4s4S- "the one that shines 
sun"
m^?c6go "star" m^?c6go wa‘?l "stars"
This group of noun stems fall into the inanimate 

category in the minds of the younger generation of speakers.
See the statements on suffixes 21.9 and 21.10 (Section *1-22.1).

*1-21. *1-. Proper nouns and kinship nouns
Although proper nouns (n-p) and kinship nouns (an-k) 

have been mentioned as members of the ingroup human subclass 
(Section *1-21.1), they also fall into a distinct structural 
role by virtue of their occurrence in the vocative slot on
the clause level (Section 223.9). Proper nouns do not
enter into the noun phrase construction, as other noun 
classes do, becatise they are not modified. However they 
do enter into the nominal construction (Section 310) and 
occur in the perfective nucleus slot of the perfective 
clause (Section 2*1-0).

waft (an-k) "nephew (male ego= BrSo; female ego= SiSo)" 
wi?ydg4 (an-k) "nephew (male ego= SiSo; female ego= BrSo)" 
wdgi (an-k) "in-law"
S’i4s4 (an-k) "uncle (MoBr)"
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gij7hJtda (in-p) "Guaraja-fish lagoon’1 
bqh^ (an-p) "Benjamin"
kudd (an-p) ”Chicken Foot (nickname)"
m ^ t ^  k4yi (an-p) "Heavenly parrot (Eanisterium name)"

if-22. The inanimate noun class (in) is likewise subdivided 
on the "basis of derivation for specificity, and involves 
two major construction types. The most common type (Sec
tion ^22.1) is derived by suffixation of classifiers indi
cating some feature of shape or function. The other type 
of construction (Section if-22.2) involves derivation for 
specificity by addition of a specifying noun to either inan
imate noun root 1 (inr-l) or inanimate noun root 2 (inr-2). 
The specifying noun occurs as part of the Noun Specifier 
Phrase (Section 33l).

^22.1. Stem subclass 1 (ins-1) consists of either noun 
root 1,(inr-l) and optional derivation by noun suffix order 
21, or verb stem (vs) and obligatory derivation by noun 
suffix order 21. The classifier suffix itself indicates 
singular. Pluralization is signaled by suffix order ^0 
(*KL-̂  ~ -y^)» The construction may be further expanded 
by simultaneous suffixation of orders 10 and 30 (suffixes

Oh11 -IS.7 and 3l -d4) to indicate diminutive. The diminu
tive may also have a connotation of endearment or reflection 
of modesty, e.g. s^m^d&’bidid "two small (eggs)" indicates 
there are most likely 5 or 6 (see Chart VIII^ page 95).
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The construction involving a verb stem plus obligatory 
suffixation of order 21 is distinguished from that of the 
nominalized ver theme (^11.^) , in that the former may not 
function as Vie redicate of a nominal clause.

Examples of the inanimate noun stem 1 (ins-1) construc
tion illustrate each of the classifier suffixes of order 21 
as follows. All roots are inanimate noun roots unless other
wise indicated.

21.1. -ba "having a flat vertical face"
t^?t4 "riverbank" t^vt4ba "a riverbank"

weAba "a stand of corn, 
cornfield"

wed "corn"

ya'?dl "straight 
grained xiood"

ya'diba "a section of 
straight grained wood (e.g. 
bamboo) split and flattened 
for a wall"

sj^ki "knee" 
gijĥ  "tooth"

sj/^kiba "a knee"
gxjh£ba "a necklace of wild 
animal teeth"

2.1.2. -be "having animal fat" (only one example 
documented)

wivy£ "refuse" wi-’ydbe "fat, lard"
21.3. -b4 "having a protruding shape"

s^h§ "head" 
?oh§ "milk" 
mqh^ "sand" 
m\t̂  "thorn"

m^h^bi "a sandbar"
"a thorn patch" 

gitAbi "an abdomen"
'^sibi "a pineapple fruit"

s^hQbi "a head" 
voh6b4 "breast"

g4t£ "stomach"
**ijSi "pineapple"
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verb stem:
b^n^ (vs-60) "be muddy" b^n^bi "mud hole, swamp"

(vs-120) "eat ’^k^bi "nose" 
without chewing f dis
solve in mouth"
t$ (vs-320) "make fall" t§b4 "a drop of liquid" 
tul (vs-l50) "be upon" tuibi "a cap"

Also: cqh$b4 "placenta flower on the banana racime";
"bone"; d£b4 "chunk, section sliced off"; 

gatdbi "rock"; hfib4 "group, herd, flock"; tdbi "pillar, 
club"; z4db4 "piece of high ground for planting"; 
p4b4 "stack of leaves, a book"; tud-fibi "fiber carrying 
bag" ; zidb4 "an egg".
21.^. -bo "having an overhead canopy, cave-like"

?6bo "plantain field"
yi?6bo "inside part of 
the mouth"
zu^dbo "an axe head" (which 
has a hole for the handle)
t47k£bo "bend in the river" 
(from the viewpoint of 
traveling along the river 
with jungle arching overhead)

sitdda "lagoon"

(see also: sitdmo "tree root")
gt}?h^ " species of fish" gTj?h^da "a lagoon named

after gTj?h^"

7 6 "plantain" 
yi76 "mouth"

zu7ti "axe"

t47kd "curve"

21.5 -da "lagoon-like"
sitd (vs-60) "be 
spread out"
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21.6. -d4 "having mesh"
h 44 « hammock"
y6 (vs-20) "to net 
fish"

21.7 . -do "hollowed out" 
sot6 "clay"
g^n^ "metal" 
z l&  "egg" 
g^h^ "ear"

h^^di "a hammock" 
y6d4 "a fish net"

sot6do "clay pot" 
g^n^do "a kettle" 
ziddo "a nest" 
g^hQdo "an ear"

tui (vs-150) "be upon" tuldo "a hat" 
sa?& (no occurrence) sa?ddo "an entrance"

21.8. -ga "round^ flat disc"
,?4^ "food" -?̂ §ga "a cassava cake"
v4k6 "medicine" ?4k6ga "a pill"

21.9. -g4 "sun or moon" (in the speech of the younger 
generation only). See Section ^21.3.2.

y^y4 "to cave in" (-vs-130) y^y^gi "the moon"
' y^y4s^4 "months"

(vs-30) "to shine" "the sun"
21.10. -go "star"

m4?66 "stars" m4?c6go "a star"
m4?c6gq4 "the stars"

21.11. -gu "for transporting"
y6 "canoe" y6gu "a canoe"
*>aŵ 4 "airplane" '’awj^gu "an airplane"
k&^o "land vehicle" k&?ogu "a carf truck"
*6 "plantain" ?6gu "a racime of plantains"
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wati "demon"

mqh^ "sand"

21.12. -mq "line-like" 
g^n^ "metal" 
blsi "-vine"

y4i "kapok, cotton"
wit6 "having to do 
with fishing"
cqh^ "placenta"
g4td "stomach"

21.13. -m^ "heing high
mq?t4 "supernatural 
realm"
g^n^ "metal"

21.14-. -mq "root-like" 
behi "‘belladonna"

74k6 "medicine"
sitd (vs-60) ""be 
spread out"

21.15. -sq?§ "for grabbing1
wit6 "having to do with 
fishing"
yqkd "palm fiber"

watigu "a drum (used for 
transporting demons to a 
feast)"
mqh^gu "a sandbar (for 
walking on)"

g^n^mq "wire"
bisimq "a vine for tying, 
a rope"
y41mq "a thread" 
wit6mq "a fishing line"

cqh^mq "an umbilical cord"
gitdmq "an intestine"

(see: (vs-60) "be high")
ma^tim^ "the supernatural 
realm"
g^n^m^ "the sky"

behimq "the root of the 
belladonna"
^ikdmq "a medicinal root" 
sitdmq "a tree root"

wit6sq?§ "a fishhook"

yqkdsq^ "trousers" (good 
to wear when twisting the 
fiber into string)
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21.16. -wa "having an edge"
ha?6 "leaf"
y4dti "border"
de7d "tray, plate"
g^s6 "thigh"
pai " gunwale of a 
boat, buttress of a 
tree"
h^?s6 "manioc" 
gd? (no occurrence)

ha?6wa "a leaf" 
yidtiwa "edge, shoreline" 
de?dwa "a tray, a plate" 
g^s6wa "the thigh, thighbone" 
pa4wa "a gunwale, a buttress"

h^?s6wa "a root of manioc" 
gd7wa "a wheel"

21.17. -w4 "enclosed container"
g^n^ "metal" g^n^wi "a barrel, a jug"
kart&cu "shotgun shell" kartdcuw4 "a shotgun shell" 
tod "fire" todw4 "a gun"
k4i "manioc plant" k4iw4 "a field of manioc"
wgkd "bamboo" wqkdw4 "a section of bamboo"
h46 (vs-320) "to blow" h46wi "a blowgun"

21.18 -ya "stream of water"
zid "river" 
g^t4 "cane"

ha7 6 "leaf"

m^ w^s6 "species of 
fish"
tod "caimlta fruit" 

bqn§ "a sweet pod

zidya "a river"
g^t4ya "cane river" (the 
Putumayo)
ha76ya "leaf river" (the 
Caquetd)
m^ w^s6ya "a tributary to 
the Putumayo"
todya "a tributary to the 
Putumayo"
bqn^y^ "a tributary to the 
Caquetd" (Sps Penella)
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21.19. -y^ "having -permanent roots"
sî ki " tree"

"tooth"
bqn§ "a sweet pod 
fruit"

palm fruit" 
ca?kddi "fire ant"

21.20. -yo "shaft-like"
na?m^ "point top, 
end"
wit6 "having to do 
with fishing"
w^s6 "pole"
zqm§ "liver or tongue 
substance"
?^k6 "tail"
m%§ (vs-320) "make 
ascend"

sqkly^ "a tree"
g\jhĵ ŷ  "a tooth"
bqn^y^ "sweet pod fruit 
tree"
?^n§y^ "palm fruit tree"
ca?kddiy^ "tree where fire 
ants abound"

n^?m^yq "the point, end, 
crown of a roof"
wit6yo "fishing pole"

w^s6yo "a pole" 
zqm^yq "the tongue"

?^k6yo "a tail" 
m ^ y q  "a finger"

lj-22.2. Stem subclass 2 (ins-2) consists of Inanimate nouns 
to which shape or function is not relevant. They do not 
occur with classifier suffix order 21, but may be expanded 
to designate diminutive by suffixation of order 30 (3l -di). 
This noun class is further subdivided into two types, the first 
of which (ins-2a) may occur with a specifying noun in a 
noun specifier phrase (Section 33l). The other type (ins-2b) 
may not occur with a specifying noun, but it may fill the 
qualifier 3 slot of a noun phrase (Section 326).
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422.2.1. Stem subclass 2a (ins-2a) has as its complete 
membership mass nouns. They may not#be pluralized? but 
may be specified by an inanimate specifier noun (n-sp).

422.2.2. Stem subclass 2b (ins-2b) does not include mass 
nouns and may be pluralized by suffixation of order 40 
(4l -y£|):

w4'?6 "house" 
zi6 "field" 
k^ "cloth"

423. Spatial noun class (sn) includes designations of place 
which may not be inflected for diminutive. The spatial noun 
includes five subclasses of stems:

423.1. Stem subclass 1 (sn-l) is derived from any root 
except noun by suffixation of 22.1 -du "place." Pluraliza- 
tion may occur by addition of suffix 4l

^ai "much" ?aidu "woods"
?46 "want^ desire" 746du "dream place"

423.2. Stem subclass 2 (sn-2) has only one example which 
is derived from a descriptive vert stem (vs-60) by suffixa-

wa^l "meat" 
"food"

wa?i m̂ '?kd "a piece of meat"
"a portion of food"

hqkd d£b4 "a chunk of firewood"
bayd tqt6 "a brick of crude cane 
sugar"
yo?6 m^vkad^4 "chores"

h^kd "firewood"
bayd "honey sweet 
stuff"
yo?6 "work"
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tion of classifier 22.5 -to. Pluralization may occur by 
addition of suffix 4l -y^:

de?6 "be good" de?6to "region"

*1-25.5. Stem subclass 5 (sn-5) is derived from a verb stem 
or inanimate noun root by suffixation of classifiers 22.5 
-h4?4 } 22.6 22.7 and 22.8 -ko7&. It is not
clear what distinction in meaning may exist between these 
four suffixes? if any. Each functions as a nominalizer in 
very much the same way. Each occurs only with a single 
root. Pluralization does not occur:

22.5 -h4?4 yo?h§h4'?4 &yo?h6 (vs-60)"behindness" "be behind")
k4h4',>4 (< (ins-2b) :"the surface" "cloth")

22.6 -h4?4 ?^m4h4?4 ( < (vs-60)
"above-ness, . "be above")
topside"

22.7 - h (< H  (dem)
"here" (prn) "this")

22.8 -ko7d yihdko7 .̂ (< yihd "ground")
"unders ide"

425.4. Stem subclass 4 (sn-4) is derived in the same way 
as the inanimate noun class 1 (in-l). Inflection for di
minutive and plural may not occur. The data is limited to 
the following occurrences: 

sa7n4w^ "inside" 
sidibi "downriver" 
go?g6w4 "upriver"
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*1-23.5. Stem subclass 5 (sn-5) consists of simple spatial 
noun root 5 (snr-5). Inflection for diminutive (3l -di) 
and plural (*KL ~ -y^) may occurt

we?s6 "outside” kwqy§ ”near"
so96 "far" k^ko "side"

*1-2*1-. Temporal noun class (tn) is distinguished from other
noun classes in that it may enter into a temporal phrase
construction (Section 350) with ytidd "now," in demonstrative 
function. The temporal noun includes two subclasses of 
stems.

*l-2*l-.l. Stem subclass 1 (tn-1) is derived from a noun root 
or a verb stem by suffixation of the following temporal- 
spatial suffix order 22. Inflection for diminutive does 
not occur.

22.2 -d% "time for"
'?ok6 "water^ain" ?ok6d^ "rainy season"
^ n ^  "palm fruit" ?^n|d^ "palm fruit season"

22.3 -to "time when"
(vs-*f0) ns^to "afternoon"

"become dark"
m^4 (vs-230) "to m.\£±to "tomorrow" 
shine"
[note also 9dito > ?di "much" (emphatic agreement)]

22.*!- -ti "time previous"
\  "become dark" n^^ti "yesterday"
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*4-2*1-. 2. Stem subclass 2 (tn-2) consists of a temporal noun 
stem 2 (tns-2) , which is without derivation, but which may
be pluralized by addition of suffix *4-1 -y4»

îjmt̂ gus 6 "day" ’^y q "year"
yqm^ "night" sqm^nq "week"

*4-25. Specifier noun
Specifier nouns (n-sp) are either animate (an-sp) or 

inanimate (in-sp)^ according the gender of the head nouns 
they specify. Either singular or plural is Indicated 
except in the case of s$w^ (Section *1-21.1) , wa?i (Section 
*1-21.3) , and s^ko’d (Section *4-31) , which indicates only 
the plural. They occur as fillers of the specifier slot 
of the noun specifier phrase (Section 33l) and the nominal 
specifier phrase (Section 332). For examples see Sections 
*4-21, *4-22 and *4-31.

The following collocations , analyzable as nominal 
specifier phrases have special semantic connotations: 

yi"^ wa?k4/wa?k6 "poor me" 
bes& wa?k4, etc. "quickly" 
kfe wa?k4 , etc. "quickly" 
te?6 wa?k4t etc. "alone"

*1-30. Pronoun
The four basic classes of pronouns are distinguished 

generally in the same way nouns are: animate, inanimate,
spatial and temporal. An additional class, interrogative,
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may encompass any of these four. The four classes are 
distinguished by the type of classifier suffix (Chart VIII^ 
page 95) with which they are marked. Pronouns fill the 
nominal core slot of the nominal construction (Section 3ll)? 
the head slot of the nominal specifier phrase (Section 332) 
and the perfective nucleus slot of the Perfective Clause 
(Section 2*f0).

*l-3l. Animate pronouns (pr-an) are further subdivided into 
simple and derived forms. Simple forms represent the first 
and second person singular: yi74 "I" and m^?i "you"; and
the first persons plural: mf^ "we inclusive" and yikin^
"we exclusive." The second person plural m^7^ sAk6vA is 
analyzed as a nominal specifier phrase (Section 332) in 
which m^7^ functions as head and s£k67d (occurring only 
with the plural form) functions as animate specifier noun 
(Section ^25).

The third person forms are derived from the demonstra
tives (Section ^50) by suffixation of animate noun classi
fier 20.
b&gi "he" 7^k4 "this one" h^74g4 "that one" k§g4 "yonder

one"
bdgo "she" 7£ko "this one" h^74go "that one" kfego "yonder

one"
bdko7d "they" 74ko7d "these" h474ko7d "those" kdko7A "those

yonder"

Another pronominal form h^74si7k4 "oneself" is unique 
in its derivation, since it is the only case in which a 
form Identical to ^02 -si "completive" is suffixed to a 
demonstrative.
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432. Inanimate pronouns (pr-in) consist of a demonstrative 
with or without suffixation of inanimate noun classifier 
set 21, depending on the classification of the antecedent 
with which the pronoun agrees. See Chart VIII page 96.

bdbi "the protruding thing" 
hq’̂ yq "that shaft shaped thing"
'?4W4 "this thing having an edge" 
k6da‘?d4d%4 "those little meshed things yonder" 
ĥ '?4 "that item" (h^'^de kdw£ "I said that.") 
h^'^ka " thus"

433. Spatial pronouns (pr-s) consist of a demonstrative plus 
the spatial noun classifier suffix 22.1 -du.

b&du "the place"
k§du "that place yonder"
h4?4&u "that place"
?4du "this place (a particular spot)"
The spatial pronoun that means "here, in this general 

location" is ?k Plus 22.7 -hqv§).

434. Temporal pronouns (pr-t) consist of a demonstrative 
plus optional temporal noun classifier suffix 22.1 -d^,
or of the temporal demonstrative yud6 "now." All of these 
may fill the temporal core slot of the temporal construc
tion (Section 34l). Occurrence of some of the function 
enclitics (Section 3l3) with these results in special 
semantic connotations. If suffix 22.1 does not occur, one
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or more of the enclitics must occur.
"that time then" 

hq9^ ^  "first" (with reference to temporal or spatial) 
k§di "right then" 
yudSda "about now, about then" 
yud§da‘?d4 " Immediately"

"first of all"
The temporal pronoun du?dii "first" functions in much 

the same way as yud£ "now"  ̂but it does not occur with nominal 
enclitic 73 -d4 "conciseness."

^35. Interrogative pronoun (pr-ig) fills the introducer 
slot of the information interrogative clause 07 (Section 
232.3) y and at the same time functions as subject^ one of 
the various complements to the predicate? or one of the 
demonstrative} possessort number or qualifiers of a noun 
in a noun phrase construction (Section 320). All inter
rogative pronouns except n^ "who" and kedka "how" may occur 
with noun classifier suffix order 20.

gfe "what^ which" g*g4njj sa6ye?n^ "which (person)
shall I send?"

had6 "where" had6k6?d "which ones (where-from ones)?"
The demonstrative k£ "that yonder" may occur with the 

suffix -h6?i, identical in form at least to the descriptive 
verballzer (Section -̂13) , to mean "how many."
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k6h6'’ik6?dbi dalye'?n§ "How many (people) are coming?" 
k§h§'?i zo§ "how long" 
k6h§'?Ito "when"
k6h6';i d ^  k^k^de^nfi. "How many hollowed out things 
did they count?"

440. Modifiers
Modifiers are treated as one general category in the 

grammatical description% whether they modify a verb or a 
noun. The modifier class (Section 444) may occur with 
either.

441. Adjective (adj) fills the qualifier 2 slot of the noun
phrase (Section 325) t and the perfective nucleus slot of the
perfective clause (Section 24-0). It may be suffixed with any 
of the noun classifier order 20 and function as a pronoun.

The adjective may be inflected to agree in gender with
the noun it modifies. If the noun is absent in the phrase
or clause construction, but Implied by context} the adjec
tive functions pronominally and must be Inflected by classi
fier suffix order 20.’

hai "big" hais§?§ "the big one (hook)"
So& "small" co&di "the small one (hammock)"
z \  "small" z!̂ wa "the small one (leaf)"
For expression of other qualities } the adjectival verb 

construction occurs (Section 4-11.2). In that case it is 
analyzed as the filler of the adjectival predicate slot of
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Clause 02 (Section 251.2) and may be complemented by other 
clause level elements.

442. Numeral (num) forms fill the number (Num) slot of 
the noun phrase (Section 324). They may be inflected to 
agree in gender with the noun they modify. If the head 
noun is absent from the clause construction but implied by 
context y the numeral functions pronominally and must be 
inflected with classifier suffix order 20. The numeral 
class consists of the candinal numerals and other quan
tifiers such as si?d “all 11 and ha?td "many.11

Counting is done on the fingers of both hands f be
ginning with the little finger. 

te?6 "one” 
ŝ nrf) " two” 
s^mfjt§ " three”
gah6s£v6ga "four” (the one descended to)
tê fe "five" (one hand)
te’fe ?^t4 te?6 "six” (one hand and one)
te?6 ^ t i  ŝ mfj "seven" (one hand and two)
te?6 ?^t4 s^m^tfe "eight" (one hand and three)
te?6 ?%t4 gah§se?6ga "nine" (one hand and the one

descended to) 
si?& saddy^ "ten” (all hands)
Counting beyond three involves complex and lengthy 

grammatical constructions f a system not too frequently 
needed in the Slona culture until the. advent of Colombian
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Spanish influence. Now that the Siona participate in the 
national economy, counting and calculation of figures is 
frequent. Therefore, numerals beyond three are borrowed 
from Spanish but Siona classifier suffixes are retained.

*t43. Qualifier (q) is a class of modifiers with one member
se96ga "only.” It fills the qualifier one slot of the
Nominal construction (Section 3l2).

bdgi se96ga m^sihi. "Only he knows."
yijkd ?oydsi'?k6 se9§ga bdk674. "She was only the one
who twisted the palm fiber (string)."

W f .  Modifier (mod) is a class of particles which may 
modify either a noun or a verb. It consists of two members 
d6 "just that and nothing more" and gad6 "completely" 
(Section 321).

d6 da4?4. "I just came (the trip was uneventful)."
d6 yl^i Teresa we?§gobi tiw6 ddko74. "Just my
daughter Teresa came to meet (me)." 
d6 g^ahd g^n^w^. "I just got tired out walking."
("In vain I went, finding no game in the woods.") 
gad6 saisi'?k4 bdh^i. "He was one who had gone for 
good."
gad§ ba^ wa7n4 "They were entirely people
(ingroup)."
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*<•*<•5. Adverb (adv) fills the manner (K) slot of a clause 
or the perfective nucleus slot of the perfective clause 
(Section 2*1-0).

te?6 "alone" besA "fast"
These forms have nominal specifier phrase counterparts 

(Section 332) which have essentially the same meaning with 
an added connotation of familiarity (Section *<-21).

te96 wa?ki "alone" besA wa?k6 "fast, quickly"

*<-50. Demonstrative (dem)
There are two subclasses of demonstrative roots. The 

general subclass, labeled (dem), consists of four members, 
which occur as fillers of both the demonstrative (D) slot 
of the noun phrase (Section 322) and the temporal demonstrative 
.(TD) slot of the temporal phrase (Section 35l). The tem
poral demonstrative subclass (t-dem) consists of one member, 
which fills only the temporal demonstrative (TD) slot of the 
temporal phrase.

*<•51. The general subclass of nominal demonstratives is as 
follows t

bA "that just now referred to"
"emphatic reference, out of view"

"this, nearby" 
kfe "that, distant, within view"
These forms may be inflected the same as noun roots, 

in which case they ftmction as pronouns (Section *<-30).
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The uninflected demonstrative occasionally functions as an 
inanimate pronoun (Section 3̂2)..

h^v4‘bit6 ? "He set out to get that protruding
object."

bddi. "Tie it up, that meshed object (hammock)." 
hq'^de yo?6w4. "I did that." 
bdde ?attdw4. "I heard it."

ij-52. The temporal demonstrative root (t-dem) yud4 "now, 
this time" complements only temporal nouns (Section ^24). 

yud6 y^m£ "this night, tonight" 
yud£ n^v^to "this afternoon"
It may occur with or without various kinds of suffixes 

or enclitics and functions pronominally (Section k 3 b ) .

yudfey^ "in these days, in these moments" (~y% "inan. 
plur." suffix if-l, Chart VIII, page 95) 
yud§,?n4 "perhaps now" (-n^ "doubt," verb suffix 661 
Chart V, page 93)

^60. Function word (f) consists of two members: t-ikd
"until, toward" and n^k6n^ "with," which occur as fillers 
of the function slot of the Nominal construction (Section
3l3.2). This class is in mutually exclusive distribution 
with the function enclitic set (Section 3l3.l). It in
dicates the grammatical function of the clause level tagmeme 
it is associated with.

Either goal (Section 222.1) or time (Section 223.8) is 
signaled by tikd, depending on whether it bears the spatial 
or temporal implication.
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y6 sa'?Ado t4kA "toward, ths canoe entrance (port)11 
bdg4 sit&ye tikA "until he wakes up"

?ijnî Sus§ t4kA "until that day"
Accompaniment (Section 223.1) is the primary signal 

of n^k6n^. Secondarily it signals instrument (Section 
223. it) .

y4?4 waft n^k6n3j "with my nephew" (A)
toabo n^k6nj^ "with the corn grinding stone" (I)

k 7 0 . Interjection (inj) is limited to one particle yuft 
"now^ then" which functions to highlight the clause or some 
specific element in the clause (Section 223.3). The en
clitic 65 -da (Section 3l3.l) occurs optionally with this 
form to reinforce the punctuality connotation. The en
clitic 72 occurs optionally with yuft. The resulting
phonological form yuftt-̂  means "not yet " and occurs only in 
the context of a negative verb form.

yai wa?k4 yuft tfyij, d46bi. "The dog} then^ jumped (the 
agouti) and made him submerge (into the river)." 
taita yuAda "Now\ then^ Father is arriving."
bAg4 w4?6 yuAt^ t4him4‘‘>4h^. "He has not yet finished 
his house."

4-80. Intenslfier (int) is limited to one particle ?ai 
"muchj extremely" and occurs as the filler of the intenslfier 
slot of any of the clause types (Section 223.5).
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'?al kAhi b&gi. "He talks much."
?al m«j4h^ tiled. "Debris (sticks) drifts (downriver) 
in great quantity."
’ai bavi zi6de t^t6w4. "TJe cleared a very big (much 
being) field."

^90. Miscellaneous forms, which are rather loosely incor
porated into the syntax, are cited here more for the sake of 
human interest than for structural description. These are 
conjunction, exclamatory word, onomatopoetic word, and spe
cial response utterances, all of which give colorful conno
tations to the communication and add style to a narrative.

^91. Conjunction is a class consisting of Spanish borrow
ings y "and," o "or," and pero "but," Although Siona has 
other grammatical devices to signal these concepts , they are 
used occasionally as a result of heavy influence from the 
trade language. They function predominantly as clause and 
sentence connectives rather than as coordinates between 
nouns.

^92. Exclamatory word is a class of forms indicating sur
prise of various kinds. These are verbal responses to some 
linguistic or social contexts and are entirely of trade language 
origin.

?aaa (prolonged vowel with seme rising intonation)
"Yes, now I understand."
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'^pa (often uttered with long o vowel) "Sudden 
surprise" (in response to a very unexpected event)
,?ui "Expression of surprise to an event reflecting 
catastrophe% danger or harm." (Spanish; IuyJ)

^93. Onomatopoetic words reflect imitations of sounds 
produced "by certain animals or natural phenomena. These 
are identified as discourse subtypes and occur as quota
tions (Section 222.5).

‘?eee (prolonged vocoid with rising intonation) "noise 
a demon makes underground"
BB (prolonged voiced uvular trill) "sound produced 
by a boa or anaconda"
ga^cfek, ga?c§k., ga?cek... "sound of a person swallowing 
liquid"

s99 (each syllable bears rising intonation)
"sound of a panpipe flute"

^9^. Special responses are cited as follows:

h ^ ^  (unique intonation pattern) "I don't know." 
This form is usually accompanied by a shrug of the 

shoulders^ wag of the headt raising of the eyebrows. It 
often precedes wesiyi "I don't know."

h^t^, h ^ ^ %  hi^, or h^j^ hi h-^ (unique intonation 
patterns) "Is that so?"
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These latter formst each one progressively more force
ful ̂ are frequently uttered by the listener to assure the 
narrator of his interest in the story and to encourage him 
to continue.

?aito "Of course^ certainly." 
hai?4 "Yes} I understand.”

"Yes^ that is true."
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500. Sentence structure
The term sentence encompasses two types of syntactic 

units, the complete sentence and the fragmentary sentence. 
Within the context of discourse, the two are closely re
lated. The complete sentence (Section 510) involves an 
arrangement of one or more clauses in sequence, so that the 
final clause is one of the independent types (Section 232) 
unless a dependent clause occurs as an afterthought (Section 
210). The fragmentary sentence (Section 520) is without 
predication, an element which is implicit in linguistic 
and social context, and occurs most frequently as a response 
to a circumstance initiated by another participant. Both 
types of sentence bear final intonation patterns in common.

510. Complete sentences
In order to fulfill the definition of grammatical com

pleteness this type of sentence in its minimal form may be 
a single independent clause, which in turn may be represented 
by a single verb with inflection of the independent type.
The most common pattern, however, is the occurrence of 
several subordinate clauses in sequence, followed by one 
independent clause, which provides the signals for person, 
tense, mood, and often aspect for the entire sentence.
The occurrence in the final clause of such Information 
covering all the clauses of the sentence is characteristic 
not only of Siona but of all the Tucanoan languages.^0 
The different ways subordinate clauses unite in sequence
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(Section 512) do not constitute "bases for distinguishing 
sentence types, since there are no distributional differences 
among them. The occurrence of each is accompanied by the 
same final intonation pattern.

Criteria for distinguishing sentence types arise from 
the independent base tagmeme (Section 511) , which occurs final
ly in the construction.

511. Sentence types
Three types of complete sentences are distinguished: 

the declarative , the confirmation interrogative and the 
information interrogative. All of these types are distin
guished by features of distribution within a higher struc
tural level, discourse, by the independent clause type 
(Section 252) filling the independent base of the sentence, 
and by the pattern of intonation occurring in sentence 
final position.

511.1. Declarative sentence
S-dec = ±(B-sub:Cl-01/PCl-s)n +B-dec:Cl-05/PCl-d 
A declarative sentence (S-dec) consists'of an optional 

subordinate base (B-sub) tagmeme, which is manifested by a 
subordinate clause (01-01) or a subordinate perfective 
clause (PCl-s), and which may occur an unlimited number (n) 
of times; plus an obligatory declarative base (B-dec) tagmeme, 
which is manifested by a declarative clause (01-05) or a 
perfective declarative clause (PCl-dec). See Sections
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251.1, 232.1., 21*1 and 21*2.

The declarative sentence occurs In any type of discourse
without restriction as to position in the discourse. The
intonation pattern which occurs sentence finally is the
downglide, characterized by high pitch on the last stressed
syllable of the final stem and low pitch on all the succeeding
syllables.

[ B-sub ] [B-sub] [ B-dec ]
wdgibi ’^g4 daigin^ y4?4 d^h^bi sdk6?4. "When (her)
(son-) in-law came to get (her), my wife went."
[ B-sub ] [ B-sub ] [B-dec]
.yai s4dn^ ?aidu wa?i wa?n4de z^g^ "Eecause he
is a jaguar he catches animals of the woods and eats
(them)

• [ B-dec ]
7^y4 P^iti t4d4hi. "The anaconda growls."
[ B-sub ] [ B-dec ]
goh6 s^n^w^n^ kakdnj, gatisi,’k4?pi.. "He had gone into 
the hole and was hidden."
Occasionally, a dependent clause occurs following the 

declarative base tagmeme, in which case the information is 
presented as an afterthought to what precedes. Downglide 
intonation occurs following both the independent base and 
the dependent base in the afterthought position. Clause 
level tagroemes also pattern as afterthought elements (Section 
210).

[ B-sub ] [ B-dec ] [ B-sub ]
wa’tide g4?t6ni bdgi yo?6de sdbi, '?4s4g4 7etdg4na.
"He sharpened (his) machete and took up his work, as
the sun was rising."
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[ B-dec ] [ B-sub ]
zidyana to7Id§?Awi ti7t4babl y^y^giha. "I almost
fell into the riverj when the river bank caved in."

511.2. Confirmation interrogative
S-c-ig = ±(B-sub:Cl-01/PCl-s)n +B-c-igsCl-Oo/PCl-ig 
The confirmation interrogative sentence (S-c-ig) con

sists of an optional subordinate base (B-sub) tagmemey which 
is manifested by a subordinate clause (Cl-Ol) or a subordi
nate perfective clause (PCl-s)f and which may occur an un
limited number (n) of times; plus an obligatory confirmation 
interrogative base (B-c-lg) tagmeme manifested by a con
firmation interrogative clause (Cl-06) or an interrogative 
perfective clause (PCl-ig). See Sections 231.1t 232.2 t 

2̂ -1 and 2̂ -3.
Although it is mathematically possible for any number 

of subordinate base tagmemes to occur4 most often no more 
than one or two occur in this sentence type. The confirma
tion interrogative sentence occurs only in conversational 
discourse as a closure to the speech of a given participant 
in the dialoguet and is a signal for the addressee to 
begin speaking. The intonation pattern closing this sen
tence type is a downglide similar to that of the declara
tive sentence^ except that the final stem syllable is of 
notably higher pitch.

[ B-sub ] [ B-sub ][B-c-igJ
wa'ide t^tfenJ^ zidyan^ sdnjj zodde. "Did you (pi) cut 
up the meat ? take it to the river and wash it?"
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B-c-lg
hijki. "Did he die?"
B-c-lg
h6g4. "Is he docking?"
[ B-sub ][B-c-lg]
,?ai ba?Iye ?ok6g4 sidn^ yakigo. "Because it is raining 
a great deal, is she getting wet ?"
[ B-c-lg ]
wedde t4ds£‘>6m47 ĝi'7n§. "Wasn’t the corn harvested?"

511.5. Information interrogative sentence
S-inf-ig = ±B-sub:Cl-01/PCl-s)n +E-inf-ig:Cl-07 
The information interrogative sentence (S-inf-ig) con

sists of an optional subordinate base (B-sub) tagmemey which 
is manifested by a subordinate clause (Cl-Ol) or a subordi
nate perfective clause (PCl-s)} and which may occur an un
limited number (n) of times; plus an information interrogative 
base (B-inf-ig) tagmeme manifested by an information Inter
rogative clause (Cl-07). See Sections 251.1  ̂252.5 and

Although it is mathematically possible for any number 
of subordinate base tagmemes to occur, it is most usual to 
have only one or two. If a subordinate clause is closely 
knit to the main clause it precedes ̂ the interrogative in
troducer tagmeme (Section 252.5) occurs at the beginning 
of the subordinate clause instead of at the beginning of 
the Interrogative clause.

[ B-sub ] [ B-Inf-ig ]
gfede yo'76h% bdgitfe haydde^n^. "What are you doing 
making fun of him?" (Rhetorical question indicating 
rebuke)
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kedka n§g4 ,4k6de y4?4. "How would I gain
by drinking the drug?" (Rhetorical question indica
ting negative insistence, i.e. 111 certainly have 
nothing to gain by drinking the drug.")
Unless the information interrogative is rhetorical 

the sentence type occurs only in conversational type dis
course to close the speech of a given participant. The 
sentence final intonation pattern is the upglide, which 
is characterized by low pitch on the penultimate syllable 
of the sentence and high pitch on the ultima.

Rhetorical questions are understood occasionally on 
the basis of context alone however, and certair forms 
always identify the question as rhetorical. These are: 

g6de yo‘?6- plus verb suffix 501, 502 , or 505 (Chart 
III, page 92), followed by the remainder of an interroga
tive sentence. Second person subject indicates rebuke by 
the addressor. Third person subject indicates disapproval 
by the addressor.

kedka n§- plus verb suffix 501, 502, or 503 (Chart III, 
page 92), followed by the remainder of an interrogative 
sentence. This form indicates negative insistence by the 
addressor.

Examples of these questions are given above.
Rebuke, disapproval and negative Insistence are the 

main types of elocutionary force displayed in rhetorical 
questions.
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Forms of the information interrogative other than those 
cited above usually expect an informative answer from the 
addressee.

[ E-sub ] [E-inf-ig]
gdde w4’w4h^ g^nQyq’n^. "Why (for what) are they run
ning and moving about?11 i.e. % "Why are they running 
around confused?"
[ B-sub ] [ B-inf-ig ]
h^’s6 dutdm^’^tokd g6de yiv4 tadd wa*ti y4gi?n|. "If
you are not pulling up manioc t why do you want iny
manioc grater?"
[ B-lnf-ig ]
had6n^ gatlde?n|. "Where did they hide?"

512. Subordinate base
The subordinate base tagmemet which occurs optionally 

any number of times in a sentencet is identical for all three 
complete sentence types. It is manifested by a subordinate 
clause of either the perfective (Section 2^1) or the non- 
perfeetive (Section 23l.l) construction. It is associated 
with clause final upglide Intonation1 which is characterized 
by low pitch on the penultimate syllable and high pitch on 
the ultima.

Connectivity relationships between a subordinate clause 
and the one following are classified as loose knit or close 
knit.

512.1. A clause has a loose knit connectivity relationship 
with the following one when its verb construction indicates
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a subject change by occurrence of suffix 601 -nsi "switch 
reference" (Section 411.1.1), or when subject change may 
occur but is not marked in the verb construction. The 
latter situation is the case when suffix order 620 (Section 
411.1.2) or a subordinate perfective clause (Section 24l) 
occurs. In such circumstances none of the non-predication 
elements of that clavise is tied in with the following 
claus e.

[ B-sub ] [ E-dec ]
g^side sis6m^m^',>̂ yq. "Even though I drink
the emetic, I probably won’t vomit."
[ B-sub ] [ B-dec ]
so'?6 saisi',>k4 s4dn3j zo<§ daim^Mhjj. "Because he has
gone far, he won’t come.(back) for a while."
[ E-sub ] [ B-inf-ig ]
kudi si?ds6‘?6 sidn34 gdbi k4de kfiye'̂ n̂  m^ . "Since the
money is all gone, with what are we to buy clothes.'1"
[ B-sub ] [ B-sub ] [ B-dec ]
y6 wa?tide yo'^nij tihiginsi gqn^de ke6n\ vu,k dgoy^.
"When he finished making the canoe paddle, she poured
beverage and gave it to him."

512.2. A clause has a close knit connectivity relationship 
with the following one when the verb construction indicates 
that the following clause will have the same subject, as in 
the case of the time related inflection without suffix 601 
-n^ "switch reference," and in the case of suffix 521 ~ n \  

"sequential" without suffix order 620 (Section 411.1.2).
In such circumstances a clause may be linked to the followin, 
one in either of three ways:
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1) A given nominal element manifesting the object tag
meme in the first clause may be marked for instrument instead 
of object and function as instrument tagmeme for the follow
ing clause.

[ B-sub ] [ B-sub ] [ B-dec J
wahi w4?w4gin^ tikdbibi tiy6n^ bdgit6 wa4?i. "He ran
alive, and I cut a stick and killed him with it." The
noun t4kdb4 "sticky" marked with enclitic 6l -bi for
instrument functions as the object of t4y6n3,, and as
the instrument of wa4?4.
2) In the case of an information interrogative sen

tence the interrogative introducer tagmeme. of the final 
clause occurs as the first element of a close knit clause 
sequence preceding the interrogative clause.

[ B-sub ][E-sub][B-inf-ig]
kfehfe’ito ^ g i  ddnjj saigi’n^. ■ "When is he coming to 
get it and go?"
[ B-sub ] [ .B-inf-ig ]
k§h§?i zofe m ^  h4h6h^ bAgot§ ^y^ms^y^n^. "How
long are we going to wait and not see her?"
5) A subordinate clause marked for switch reference

may occur parenthetically after the first nominal element
or immediately preceding the verb of another clause. The
parenthetical clause contains information out of focus to
the main plot of the discourse.

[ B-sub ] [[ [E-sub (parenthetic)]B-dec] ]
7ok6 t^hjYis^ ^aydnjj y4?4bi bid n^k6n^ h^m^gon^ îjk-fiwi.
"I put it in a half gourd, and, when she mixed hot
pepper with it, I drank it."
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513. Special patterns of intonation
The narration or conversation ma’y reflect the emotions 

of the speaker in special situations via the type of intona
tion used. Two significant patterns have "been noted: 1)
stimulation to excitement and 2) expression of disapproval.

513.1. Stimulation to excitement is reflected by extra high
pitch} with vowel lengthening on the penultimate syllable of
a subordinate clause t and low pitch on the ultima plus a
significantly long pause. This intonation pattern is prominent
in cases where the narrator is developing a build up in his
plot and is stimulating the listener to anticipate it.

[ E-sub [ B-sub 'r \ }  [ E-sub
bohdda^di sdn^ led ye be6ye ‘?aSdn3l h^?4<H'bi wek4n5j ’^y^n^
[ B-sub-^\] [ E— sub "^\] [ E-dec —v ]
bdgin^ kw3§n^ todwitd w 4 E d g i n g  huî 'd. "I went
slowly f listened quietlyj then I saw the tapir , and 
drew near to him} and I raised the gunt and I shot him."
A variation on this pattern adds emphasis to the stimula

tion to excitement. The extra high to low downglide in pitch
occurs entirely on the final syllable of the subordinate

-r '-clause and on time elements (e.g., h^’^^bi "then," as shown 
above).

513.2. Expression of disapproval is reflected only in con
versation by use of a series of ascending pitch levels on the 
last three or four syllables of each declarative clause of 
the speech. Specifically^ the speaker expresses disapproval
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of the event, he is relating by using this intonation pattern.

yudt^ kudi ^simi^giy^. m y o ?6 de?6ye tihimi^y^

kdgiy^. bdgi yud d6 kokdgiy4, "He hasn't given the 
money yet. 'You haven't finished your work well,' he 
said. Well, he is just lying."

520. Fragmentary sentences
Fragmentary sentences are characterized by absence of 

overt predication, although they are accompanied by the 
same sentence final Intonation pattern described for the 
declarative (Section 511.1) and the information interroga
tive (Section 511.5) sentence types. The pattern corres
ponding to the confirmation interrogative (Section 511.2) 
does not occur. The absence of overt predication is com
pensated for by the event implied in the immediate context, 
linguistic or social. In the examples below the linguistic 
context is given first, and the fragmentary sentence response 
follows.

had6n^ saigi’n^ W4’6.
"Where are you going?" "House."

ha4’4.
"Go see your older sister." » Ok."

gqsdde ?aydh3j?4* had6n%.
"Put the palm (spec) fruit inside. " »Where
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kfehS’ito sdt6?n§. h^i^.
'•When did they go?" • "I don't know."

se*fe yo?h§gi. had6.
"Eat some more f Younger Brother." "Where at?" (assent)
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600. Discourse structure^?
oA general understanding of discourse structure in Siona 

became necessary in order to compose translations of the Holy 
Scriptures into smooth flowing, intelligible language. Single 
sentences out of context are understandable per se( but when 
they are arranged in a discourse without regard for discourse 
structure, the communication is stilted and unnatural. This 
analysis has been done with an awareness that emic differences 
in types of discourse exist. The two principle distinctions 
isolated thus far in the study are narrative and dialogue.
These are referred to from time to time throughout this sec
tion.

The positing of grammatical structure on a level beyond 
the sentence, that is, the discourse level, is very fruitful 
in accounting for these variations and in predicting the types 
of sentences and their interrelationship within the total frame
work of discourse and to generate a body of language acceptable 
to the native speakers of Siona.

The levels of grammatical analysis presented here for sen
tence and below (clause', phrase, word, etc.) have been dealt 
with in terras of concatenations and relationships in strings. 
Constituents have been further analyzed as strings of tagmemes 
on the next lower structural level, and stated in terms of 
their distribution within the next higher structural level.
The fact that a discourse is composed of strings of sentences 
with different kinds of connectivity relationships is an ex-
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tension of this principle. Definite patterns of relating
c

sentences to each other as they occur along the line of events 
in a discourse are stated in Section 610.

Besides the structure of discourse in terms of strings of 
sentencest or larger blocks such as paragraph or episode, other 
aspects of grammar on this level involve the system of parti
cipant identification and role designation (Section 620) , and 
speaker or narrator viewpoint (Section 630). These other as
pects of discourse structure fall outside the realm of segmen
tation and string relationships but they involve patterns 
that cut across various levels of the grammatical hierarchy.

6l0. Sentence connectivity
The relationship of sentences to each other within the 

context of discourse is influenced by the discourse phase in 
which they occur: opener, build up, climax, or closure. The
types of relationships differ in accordance with shifts in 
episode, introduction of new elements, elaboration on informa
tion at a given point, and reference to information previously 
stated. Connectivity relationships focus on the linkage of 
events to each other as elements of the whole narrative or 
dialogue. Sentence connectivity in Siona is displayed struc
turally by two basic phenomena: the presence or absence of a
linking element. The linking element indicates the line of 
relationship between two events or blocks of events. The ab
sence of it indicates that elaboration of an event is to follow.
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6ll. The linking element
The linking element is either a clause, a temporal pronoun 

such as ha/^dibi " then" or de'̂ wfe "after a while " or both. The 
linking clause is of either the subordinate (Sections 231.1 and 
2̂ -1) or the nominal (Section 231.^) construction type, and it 
occurs initially in a sentence that is related to a preceding 
one. Its verb theme is the same as that of the independent 
clause of the sentence it is related to (the antecedent sentence).

The connectivity relationship may be between individual sen
tences in sequence, or between larger units of the narrative, 
such as paragraph, chapter or episode, in which case there is a 
significant turning point in the narrative. The scope of the 
relationship is signaled by the internal composition of the 
linking element. A significant turning point in the narrative 
occurs when 1) h^^ka "thus" occurs in the manner slot of the 
linking clause, 2) a temporal pronoun occurs as the first ele
ment of' the clause following the linking clause, and/or 3) the 
antecedent sentence is not the immediately preceding one. A 
structural definition of the kinds of units larger than a sen
tence is still a matter of study. Paragraph and episode are 
possibilities, but there may be others. When the linking ele
ment consists only of the linking clause composed of a single 
verb construction, and the antecedent sentence is the immedi
ately preceding one, the connectivity relationship is between 
individual events in a chain. Relationships involving simul-
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taneity, sequence, condition, or concession are indicated by . 
the suffix orders 500 and 600 (Chart III, page 92) that occur 
inflected to the verb these of the linking clause.

612. Elaboration
The absence of the linking element at the beginning of a 

sentence indicates that that sentence is an elaboration on the 
preceding one. If the independent clauses of the two sentences 
have the same verb filling their predicate slots , the 'elabora
tion is in terms of elements which complement the predicate, 
such as nominals , temporals or adverbials. Although the gram
matical structure allows for such elements to be included in a 
single sentence, the presentation of information over the course 
of two or more sentences draws focus on the event, since the 
verb is repeated, and provides an element of redundancy in the 
narrative. If the information is new and perhaps unfamiliar to 
the listener, overloading of the communication c h a n n e l s ' ^  tends 
to be avoided.

If the independent clauses of the two sentences have dif
ferent verbs , the second verb provides further semantic clari
fication on the first one.

Sentences occurring as components of the discourse opener 
and closure are without the linking element. The opener con
sists of an initial sentence and any that elaborate on it. It 
presents the initiating circumstances , if not the genera.1 theme 
of the narrative. Third person participants introduced in the
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opener are identified via a noun phrase or nominal clause con
struction ̂ not via a pronoun. Such participants are central 
to the narrative and are marked for focus.

The closing sentence consists of a single clause to sig
nal the end of the narrative.

si^bi kok&. "The story is finished."
"That is all there is."

6l3. The distribution of sentence types within discourse
Two different types of discourse, narrative and dialogue, 

contrast with regard to the types of sentences which occur at 
given positions within them. Both types of discourse accom
modate the declarative sentence (Section 511.1) in the same way, 
however, the interrogative typd sentences (Sections 511.2 and
511.3), unless they reflect rhetorical questions, occur only in 
dialogue discourse. They function as closures to the speech of 
a given participant and provide the signal for the addressee 
to begin speaking.

Only the dialogue discourse contains fragmentary sentences 
(Section 520). These occur as openers to the speech of a given 
participant in response to the speech of another participant.

620. Participant identification and role designation
At various points along the event line^9 0f a narrative 

participants key to the main theme are designated by various 
lexical representations. These are correlated with different
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grammatical constructions (noun phrase, nominal clause, pro
noun, etc.) and grammatical functions (subject, goal, object, 
instrument, etc.). In many cases the participant is indicated 
apart from any overt lexical form by context and verb inflec
tion. The ways participant roles are distinguished through
out the course of a narrative are described in terms of gram
matical patterns on the discourse level (Section 621). At 
the same time a pattern of enclitic marking indicates the de
gree of focus given to the nominal elements of a discourse 
(Section 622). The correlation of these two patterns is dem
onstrated by the fact that participants central to the main 
theme of the narrative are identified by a different set of 
signals than those peripheral to the narrative, and that only 
the key participants are designated as in focus.

621. Patterns of participant identification
participants peripheral to the narrative function as 

setting and are considered incidental to the plot formation. 
These occur only once or twice each during an episode and are 
not referred to pronominally. Participants central to the 
plot formation are introduced at a given point along the event 
line and are identifiable sentence by sentence throughout a 
particular phase of the narrative. First and second person 
participants are designated almost entirely by a pronoun.
Third person participants, which may be either animate, inani
mate, spatial or temporal, are designated by noun phrases and
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nominal clauses as well as "by pronouns.
o

' A key participant is always introduced into the discourse 
"by a nominal which characterizes the participant role as far 
as it is relevant to the narrative. If the socio-cultural 
context provides ample information for participant identifica
tion, often a minimal noun phrase is sufficient: 

yiv4 d^h§ "my wife"
'’•^sigi "the sun"
g^tiya b?^ "Wild Cane River people" 
wi'?§ "house"
If the immediate situation requires identification of a 

participant in detail, the nominal construction is more com
plex:

si'?d wa'?n5 t budn^ vista b ^  (apposition) "everyone of 
the Euena ta people"
z \ k b ' f &, jdlio kd wa'?k4 , bd bs^gi erm^hqnq kd wavk4
n^k6n3j (plural participant) "the children, the one
called Julio along with that nerson called Herm6gene"

* * /

yai wa?k4 sister we'?6g4:bi "the dog, the one named Sister" 
yikin^ ;>av^§ dais6v§de, ĥ '?dde "our airplane trip 
(here), that"

Once the participant is introduced, only the information 
necessary for distinguishing from other participants need be 
incorporated into the nominal construction, although more 
information is often added as a tendancy to maintain a level 
of redundancy. o

saisik6^Abi "those who had gone"
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bdgibi "he"
. ĥ '?4<ie "that"
If only one key participant is involved in an episode 

the normal pattern is first, the occurrence of a nominal 
characterizing the participant and afterward, the occurrence 
of a pronominal referent about once each sentence to identify 
the participant.

If two key participants are involved, each is introduced 
by a characterizing nominal. If they are of different gender 
or noun class , pronimal reference is clearly distinguished by 
the overt differences in the pronoun forms. If they are of 
the same gender or noun class, ambiguity is resolved by 1") the 
switch reference suffix 601 -n^ (Chart III, page $2) to indicate 
change in subject from one participant to another, 2) the use 
of a noun phrase or nominal clause to identify a participant 
whenever there is a switch in the grammatical role associated 
with that participant, and 3) the context of the immediate 
situation or of tribal culture patterns regarding behavior 
and attributes of particular participants. These three de
vices are activated more fully when several key participants 
are involved in the episode at the same time. Whenever a new 
participant is introduced into the narrative, an identifying 
nominal, instead of a pronouni is used to refer to another 
participant that follows the introduction.
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622. Focus
Focus on key participants .of a discourse is indicated 

by the pattern of enclitic marking, which occurs on the nominal ’ 
elements (Section 5l3.1). These enclitics vary according to 
the grammatical role (subject, object and goal) of the nominal. 
Chart XI indicates the general scheme of enclitic occurrence 
to mark focus. Two degrees of focus occur for animate nominals. 
The absence of an enclitic on subject and object indicates that 
these elements are out of focus. A goal out of focus is marked 
with -de.

When each participant is traced through the discourse, 
the pattern of enclitic marking on the pertinent nominal ele
ments is correlated with the grammatical role in each situation. 
The participants which are central to the narrative occur with 
enclitic markers as shown in columns 1 and 2 of Chart XI.
These are the same as the nominal elements marked for focus 
and correlated with non-linguistic behavior in dialogue. The 
participants which occur without enclitic markers pattern as 
setting to the main theme of the narrative and are considered 
peripheral thereto. Focus is the primary function of these 
enclitic markers. The fact that they indicate grammatical 
function as well is secondary, since the immediate situation 
and the socio-cultural context are the more heavily relied 
on to determine the grammatical role, especially when the 
enclitic is absent. As the grammatical role of the participant
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Chart XI -.Enclitic marking for focus

Emphatic Normal Non
Focus Focus Focus

Animate:
Subject -ga -bi P
Object ~n \ -de P
Goal -n^ •H1'1 -de

Inanimate:
Subject X -bi P
Object X -de P
Goal X -na. -de

G a

©
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changes , the enclitic marker conforming to the proper gram
matical category is selected, and the primary semantic con
notation of focus is maintained.

Occasionally there are instances when none of the nominal 
elements are in focus , in which case the events indicated by 
predication are in the center of attention.

650. Speaker or narrator viewpoint
The viewpoint of the speaker or the narrator involves his 

own relationship to both the circumstances and to the listener 
or addressee. His relationship to the circumstances (Section 
63l) determines the selection of particular verb constructions 
over the span of the narrative. His relationship to the lis
tener (Section 652) determines -to some extent the degree of 
redundancy, characterization of participants, and the amount 
of elaboration he builds into the narrative.

63l. The narrator’s relationship to the circumstances
The viewpoint of the speaker or the narrator to the cir

cumstances of the narrative sets the stage for the patterns of 
mood and tense occurrence in the independent verb constructions 
throughout the discourse. The categories of mood are 1) def
inite involvement, indicating that the speaker associates him
self with the circumstances and is aware of their occurrence 
(Section ^11.5.1); 2) indefinite involvement, indicating that 
the speaker associates himself with the circumstances, bub due
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to his participation in other activity he is not aware of the 
time these events take place (Section ^-11.5.^); and. 3) detach
mentindicating that the speaker considers himself alienated 
from the circumstances and not responsible for their occurrence 
(Section ^11.5.5)- The definite involvement and detachment 
categories enter into constructions for basic types of tense, 
which are l) immediate, indicating that the events have a 
bearing on present circumstances, and 2) distant (past), indi
cating that the events have no application to the present and 
are merely history or "water under the bridge" (Section ^11.5.6).

The viewpoint indicated in the opening sentence of the 
narration is basic to the whole discourse. There may be inter
mediate shifts in viewpoint from time to time, and whatever 
one prevails determines which mood-tense construction occurs 
with the main verb of each sentence included in that span of 
viewpoint.

632. The narrator’s relationship to the listener
The narrator’s relationship to the listener has to do 

with the former's knowledge of how well informed the latter 
is to the background of the events. A person narrating a 
given episode would present the information one way to his 
wife and in other ways to his children, to other members of 
his community, to Indians of the social outgroup, and to the 
linguistic investigator who is making a taped recording of it. 
Any attempt to define structural patterns for redundancy level,
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degree of elaboration and characterization of participants 
has not been done. The main observation here is that a person 
tends to present information in a more amplified manner, de
pending on how well informed he knows the listener is about 
it. Instead of leaving certain elements implicit in the nar
ration , he states them explicitly so that the listener may be 
more sure to understand his communication.

Converse application of this factor is very helpful in 
translating of new material into Siona. Information about 
hygiene, history, society and economy of the nation, and pas
sages from the Eible involve concepts and situations new to 
Siona thinking. If these people are to understand the commu
nication, the translator must evaluate the extent to which 
certain elements need to be made explicit.
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7. For a textbook presentation see Slson and Pickett (196^). 
Longacre (196^) has been a guide as a field manual. The basic 
theoretical foundation has come from Pike (19o7 rev) and Pike 
(196^ and 1965). A recent application of tagmemics to field 
Investigation is found in Matteson (1967). See also Wares 
(1968).

8. Wheeler and Wheeler (19&2a) and Wheeler (1962), pages 
2^9-250. This presentation introduces several changes in 
symbolism from that presented in the 19&2 material.

9. The fortis-lenis , rather than the siaple-glottalized 
distinction (which I have stated in the 19o2 articles),
is posited for two reasons: l) The historical development
of the glottalized consonants emerged very recently; they 
are not attested in any of the other Tucanoan languages (See 
Waltz and Wheeler, in press). 2) The feature of glottali- 
zation is only faintly perceptible in all the sets except 
the alveolar stop, where retroflexion is also prominent.

10. Environments for glottal effect (laryngealization) are 
further specified in Wheeler and Wheeler (19o2a), page 103.

11. Further treatment of the phonological phrase (or rhythm 
group) is found in Pike (19^7) , pages 89-91*

11. Glottal effect on vowels, which is conditioned by ad
jacent, glottal stop, is indicated by a small glottal hook 
[,? ] above the vowel. ’ "
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13. No morphophonemic alternation occurs across "Word "boun
daries t a feature that forms the basis for defining the word 
on phonological grounds. Otherwise the word is defined as the 
minimum elicitable form.

14. Chomsky (1965) , pages 16-18. Compare also the presenta
tions g i v e n on transformational paradigms by Eanker (196 )̂ , 
pages 7-39.

15. Pickett (i960) , pages 18-20.

16. Longacre (196^) . page 17.

17. The occurrence of the allornorph -t§ is conditioned by 
secondary word stress on the preceding syllable. The same 
conditioning prevails for homophonous verb suffixes -de ~
-t£, presented in Chart III, page 92.

18. Longacre (196^), page 18.

19. Nise (1968) , pages 181-18*)-.

20. Jacobsen (in press).

21. If the previous syllable has glottal stop onset, that 
glottal stop is reduced. If the vowel of that syllable is 
i, it is reduced.

22. A comparison of w4'?w4 "run," wa?w4 "scratch the ground 
(as a fowl does)," and "arise" suggests that "motion with
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the legs" is a common semantic component of w-i-. Such an 
analysis would lead to the morpheme divisions cf wi'?-w4 and 
wa?-w4. Similar comparisons can be made between other forms. 
Although there is no general pattern in the language to ac
count for such morpheme divisions, the situation indicates 
the possible existence of one at an earlier stage diachron- 
ically. Comparative evidence tends to support this hypothesis. 
See Matteson (in press), especially Sections 2.1, 4.1, and 
6.2 .

23. These forms are the only ones in which nasalization does 
not carry through to the following vowelt according to the 
morphophonemic rule given in Section 150 „

24. The noun h6bo "village," derived by classifier suffix 
21.4 -bo, has h6?bod4 as its diminutive form,

25. Names of tributaries to the Caquetd, Putumayo and Napo 
systems abound in the ending -ya/-na, as per designations on 
maps of the region.

26. Grammars of other Tucanoan languages, either in final 
manuscript form or in the process of completion by members 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics are as follows. For 
the Western languages ares 0rej6n - Dan and Virginia Velie, 
Perd; Secoya - Orville and Mary Johnson, Ecuador; Coreguaje - 
Dorothy Cook and Carolyn Muller, Colombia. For the Eastern
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languages^ which are all of Colombia, are: Carapand - Ronald
and.Lois Metzger, Cubeo - J.K. and Neva Salser, Guanano - 
Nathan and Carolyn Waltz, Desano - James and Marion Miller, 
Northern Barasano - Joel and Nancy Stolte, Southern Earasano - 
Richard and Connie Smith, Tucano - Eetty Welch and Birdie West, 
Tatuyo - David and Janice Whisler , Tuyuca - Janet Earnes and 
Sheryl Takagi.

27. This section is a further elaboration of the ideas presen
ted in Wheeler (1967). Principle applications of discourse 
analysis influencing this presentation are found in Wise (1968) , 
Longacre (1968) , Cromack (1968) , Gleason (1968) , Grimes and 
Glock (in press) } and Loriot (1957).

28. Nida (196^), pages 140-142.

29. Gleason (1968), pages 40 ff.
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Early Siona manuscripts
The following list,' comprising all the known documents 

recorded by Franciscan missionaries on the Siona language, 
are cited and evaluated by Ortiz (1965), pages 134— 156. The 
English translation of his comments is mine.
1. "Diccionario y doctrina en lengua Zeona." A manuscript 
of 4-16 pages, foliated; cited in Acosta, Joaquin*. Compendio 
historico del descubrimiento y colonizacidn de la Kueva 
Granada en el siglo d6cimo sexto, pages 437-4-38, Paris, 1848. 
Acosta's remarks: "This is the most general language of the
Amazon tributaries, especially of the Caquetd and Putumayo.

2. Another smaller manuscript (124 pages) on the same 
language, cited in the same publication, page 438.

3. Uricoechea, E., "Vocabulario de la Lengua que Usan los 
Indios de estas misiones— del Colegio de Popay&n— Se Supone 
Ser la Lengua Ceona" in: Castillo y Orozco, Eugenio, cura de
T&laga: Vocabulario P&ez-Castellano, Catecismo, Nociones
Gramatlcales, i dos pl&ticas, con Adiciones y un Vocabulario 
Castellano, page xx, Paris, 1886.
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4. Arte de Lengua de las Misiones del rio Napo de la Naci6n . 
Quenquehoyos, e Idioma General de los Mds de ese Rio, 
Payohuates, Genzehuates, Ancoteres, Encabellados. Juntamente 
tiene la doctrina cristiana en dicha lengua y en la del Ynga, 
al remate —  in* Brinton, Daniel G. (1892).

5. A vocabulary of the general language of the Indians of 
the Putumayo and Caquetd —  in: Jimdnez de la Espada, Marcos, 
Revista de Archivos, Bibliotecas y Museos, 49 pages, 'Madrid, 
1904.

6 . Manuscritos del Siona o Zeona —  in: Lenguas de Amdrica,
Manuscritos de la Real Biblioteca, Vol 1, pages 308-79»
Madrid, 1928.

7. Vocabulario de Lengua de los Yndios q(ue) Pueblan los 
Rios Putumayo y Caquetd a Solicitud del Colegio Apostdlico de
S. Diego de Quito— cited in Schuller, Rudolf (1930).

8 . Mention is made of the existence of a grammar and 
vocabulary of the Ceona language in the Biblioteca Nacional 
de Bogotd —  in: Rocha (1905)» page 137*

9. "Father Joaquin de San Joaquin wrote a dictionary and 
grammar of the Zeona language in the year 1600" quote from 
Otero Munoz, Gustavo, "Historia de la Literatura Colombiana," 
Boletin de Historia y Antigiiedades, Vol. 21, page 166, Bogotd, 
1954.
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10. "Franciscan missionaries (O.F.M.) Fray Josd de S.
Joaquin Barrutieta and Fray Josd Carvo authored a work in 
El Colegio de Misiones de <<iuito at about 1728 or 1729, 
entitled 'Un Vocabulario Extenso y Datos Gramaticales del 
Siona,1 at that time the general language of the Putumayo.
They produced more than twelve copies, which had been inventoried 
in that library, and today I find no more than this termite 
eaten one, and the manuscript inventory, on this day August 
5, 1791," according to a citation on an old manuscript in the 
possession of Dr. Paul Rivet (1938), page 381.

11. "These same Franciscan missionaries authored another manu
script, which we cite as the same vocabulary as the preceding 
one with a few variations, in the Biblioteca Nacional de Bogota, 
entitled: Diccionario y Catecismo de la Lengua Zeona del
Putumayo. A remark on the flyleaf says: '-B. -0. -N.
Biblioteca Nacional de Bogotd- (1855) -E. -5 -No -12 -Ms. -23 
-XIV -37*1 It contains 122 pages, with parchment covers, of 
which 15 are extant and belong to the same Biblioteca Nacional 
de Bogotd." Citation from Castellvi (1938), page 381.

12. Vocabulario de la Lengua que Usan Los Indios de estas 
Misiones, followed by a Doctrina Cristina and other material 
giving information on the Ceona language: 1 plate blank,
4 plates unnumbered, 58 numbered plates, parchment covers. 
Biblioteca Nacional de Bogotd: Published by Ortiz, Sergio
Elias (1942).

A further statement by Ortiz (page 135-36) reads as
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follows: "Count de la Vinaza, in his Bibliografla Espanola
de Lenguas Indigenas de America (Madrid, 1892), has cited 
two manuscripts on Ceona. These have been included in the 
above list, but we want to cite them here to avoid confusion.

"a) Item 1.131 P* 324-. Diccionario y Catecismo en Lengua 
Zeona. A manuscript of 410 pages, Bogota, Biblioteca 
Nacional, autographed and presented by General Acosta.
(Same as No. 1, above).

"b) Item 1016, page 281. Vocabulario de la Lengua de los 
Indios que Pueblan los Rios de Putumayo y CaauetA Hecho a 
Solicitud del Colegio de Misiones de San Diego de Quito.
A manuscript of 26 pages. Preceding the Vocabulario is a 
’Dedicatory Prayer.■ Rivet and Schuller say this manuscript 
is the same one that Marcos Jimenez de la Espada published 
(same as No. 5 above) and Ortiz judges that it is the same 
one that Schuller found in PopayAn, in Dr. Guillermo 
Valencia's library (same as No. 7» above).
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